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Abstract
This thesis examines the patterns in one spatial dimension that arise from the study 
of two predator-prey reaction diffusion systems that includes nonlocal terms.
The first model considered was one proposed in Gourley & Britton (1996). However, 
this model was shown to have serious flaws and consequently a second, improved 
model was proposed. It is this second model that is the main focus of this thesis.
A spatially uniform solution with constant, nonzero numbers of predator and prey 
exists. A linear stability study of this solution shows that both Hopf and Turing 
bifurcations can occur along with several types of codimension two bifurcation points.
Weakly nonlinear analysis of the Hopf and Turing bifurcations are performed and 
the results compared with computations. An investigation of the of the codimension 
two points is also made: one is a Takens-Bogdanov point where both Hopf and steady- 
state bifurcations meet and the second where Hopf and steady-state bifurcations onset 
with wavenumber in the ratio 1:2.
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Introduction
Mathematical biology is a long standing branch of mathematics that continually at­
tracts the attention of new research. An area of fascination within this field is math­
ematical ecology theory. Ecology is the scientific study of the interactions which 
determine the distribution and abundance of organisms.
The work presented in this thesis analyses the pattern forming dynamics that oc­
curs when modelling a case of predator prey interactions with the inclusion of spatial 
dependence.
In this chapter different ecological models are considered. In section 1.1 of this chap­
ter, some examples of one species ecological models with no spatial dependence are 
considered. In section 1.2 we give an account on the two species models with no spa­
tial dependence. Section 1.3 gives an account on the ecological models that includes 
spatial dependency. Section 1.4 considers pattern formation in reaction-diffusion sys­
tems. This chapter is concluded by Section 1.5 where a brief overview of the contents 
in Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 which, including this chapter, make up the thesis.
1.1 One Species Model
In 1798 Thomas Malthus wrote “An Essay on the Principle of Population” (Malthus 
(1798)). He introduced a model which descibed the evolution of one species in a 
population. Malthus claimed the population of a single species grows “geometrically” 
over time. He meant that the population growth rate is proportional to the popula­
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tion of a single species. Analytically, his claim is
where u{t) is the population density and A is a constant. Malthus also claimed in his 
essay that resources grow “arithmetically” over time. He meant the resources avail­
able to species grow every year by the same amount. In the analytical form his claim is
where v{t) is the density of resources and B is a constant. He concluded that, over 
time, population will eventually exceed resources, leading to mass starvation. The 
Malthusian model, equation (1.1.1), is also called the exponential model.
Species do not have the chance to live in an unchanging and unlimited environment, 
and they are faced with a limit to growth. This fact of nature is not reflected in the 
Malthusian model. The limiting factors we see in nature are the quantity of food, 
the type of shelter, the nature of the environment (for example, desert or polar), 
the availability of mates and so on. Malthus’ model was modified by the Belgian 
mathematician, Pierre-Prancois Verhulst. Verhulst’s model proposed the population 
of a species would continue to grow as time passes, however, the rate at which the 
population grows gets smaller. This is a more realistic opinion than that of Malthus. 
Verhulst’s model introduced the concept of a carrying capacity, which is universally 
known, in the analytical sense, as the letter K.  The carrying capacity is thought 
of as the supporting potential of the population’s habitat in terms of food, space, 
shelter and so on. Verhulst’s model is also called the Logistic model, which is given 
by (Verhulst (1838))
du u \
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where r{t) is the growth rate of the population and u{t) is the population density.
The issue with the logistic model is that it takes the claim that the rate of change in a 
population responds immediately to the current value of the size of the population for 
granted. This does not happen in nature. The rate of change in a population is de­
pendent on the age structure of a population. For example, we do not expect babies to 
become pregnant - individuals become pregnant when they are of a mature age. There 
has been a great effort to find mathematical models which incorporates a time lag to 
model the population growth of a species. The classic model is Hutchinson’s equation
du ( .  u(t — r) —  — r u [ l
where t — r < t ,  Hutchinson (1948). You may have noticed that Hutchinson’s equa­
tion is the logistic model arranged with a delay term, t — r. Here, r  is the maturation 
age of the species under consideration.
Aiello and Freedman (1990) produced a model where the rate of change in a popu­
lation is dependent on the age of the population. Their single species model is given by
dUi — '7 T  / ,  \
—  a U m  ~ ' J U i  — a e  U m [ t  — T ) ,
where Ui{t) is the population density of sexually immature adults and Um{t) is the 
population density of mature reproducing adults.
When modelling interactions between predator and prey, there is an interesting is­
sue to incorporating a delay lag. The issue is when prey use deception to avoid the
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predators. Predators do not select prey in proportion to their occurrence. Rare prey 
is ignored more frequently than its rarity will account for. An explanation for this is 
that predators form a search image of the more common prey to enhance their success 
of capturing them. So some prey will take advantage of this by evolving concealing 
colouration or releasing a chemical or by mimicry, so that they become a deceptive 
rarity. Mimicry is where two or more species are similar in appearance, but only one 
of the species has the means to fight off predators, using spikes or toxins, while it’s 
double lacks those traits. Therefore, the second species has no defence other than 
resembling the unpleasant species and is afforded protection from predators due to its 
resemblance to the unpalatable species where the predator associates its appearance 
and a bad experience. The predator’s “optimal search rate” for that prey will de­
crease, it’s “stare duration” will increase, thus the predators will not waste their time 
searching for deceptive prey. For example a stinkbug fights back by secreting a nox­
ious chemical. The zebra has an energy efficient way of deception, it uses disruptive 
colouration via its striped coat to avoid being attacked by the lions by running away 
from them at the early stage of predation, which confuses the lion’s vision and makes 
them unsure of what they are seeing, thus giving the zebra some valuable time in the 
hope that they can get away from the lions. The harmless milk and king snakes are 
able to avoid predators by their resemblance to the venomous coral snakes, through 
the alternating band of colour on the skin.
1.2 Two Species Model
Much interesting dynamics in the world of biology is to do with the interactions be­
tween species. There was a need to develop mathematical models which simulate 
these dynamics.
During the the First World War, Umberto D’Ancona, a distinguished biologist from 
the University of Padua, was interested in the population dynamics of fish stocks in 
the Adriatic Sea. As a consequence of the First World War, fishing activity in the 
Adriatic Sea was reduced. The Italians thought the lack of fishing would give the
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fish a chance to increase their numbers, however, there was an unusual shortage of 
certain types of fish in the Adriatic Sea. D’Ancona noticed that the population of 
certain predatory fishes, such as sharks, in the region had increased and the popula­
tion of prey fishes, such as squid and cod had decreased compared with prior to the 
First World War. His father in law, Vito Volterra, took note of this observation and 
developed an analytical model to describe the predator prey population dynamics. 
Volterra (1926) assumed that the growth rate of a prey’s population is proportional 
to its population in the absence of predators, and the prey’s growth rate decreases as 
a proportion of predators in the population. In the absence of prey, Volterra (1926) 
deduced that predators would have to die in the absence of prey, and the predator’s 
population would increase in proportion to prey. That is, we have two coupled dif­
ferential equations
(jo)—  =  u(—c-t-dw), (1.2.1)
where u{t) is the size of the prey population, v{t) is the size of the predator population, 
a is the growth rate of the prey population, c is the death rate of the predators and, 
b and d are constants. Simultaneously, the same model was derived by the American 
mathematician and ecologist Alfred Lotka in 1925. The coupled differential equations 
(1.2.1), are called the Lotlca Volterra model as a mark of respect to the two men who 
developed the two species ecological model.
The Lotka Volterra model forms the basis of many models used today in population 
dynamics. The prey and predator population in the Lotka Volterra model exhibits 
periodic oscillations in their sizes. Neither equilibrium point in the model is stable, 
and the predator and prey population in the model oscillates indefinitely, ending up 
in a cycle without settling down. The oscillatory behaviour will be observed for any 
set of positive values for the model’s four parameters, a, b, c, and d. Though in
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nature we do see this oscillatory behaviour happen, it is only rarely observed. The ob­
servations of predator-prey interactions in nature has implied that the Lotka Volterra 
model is not sufficient to model many types of predator-prey systems.
Model (1.2.1), is not very realistic. It does not consider any competition among 
prey or predators. As a result, the prey population may grow infinitely without any 
limit to resources. Predators have no appetite saturation; they have an infinite con­
sumption rate. The rate of prey consumption is proportional to prey density.
Rosenzweig and MacArthur (1963) produced a model that overcame the issue of 
the infinite prey consumption rate that was built into the Lotka Volterra model. The 
Rosenzweig MacArthur model is a more realistic model for studying predator-prey 
dynamics. The model is similar to the Lotka Volterra model, with effects of prey 
carrying capacity and functional response built into it. The functional response is 
the number of prey consumed per predator, in other words the feeding rate of the 
predator. The Rosenzweig MacArthur model
du u \  qu
dv qu—  =  a V — mv,dt c + u
where u{t) is the prey density over time, v{t) is the predator density, r is the intrinstic 
rate of growth, a is the proportion of consumed prey converted to predator, m  is the 
mortality rate of the predator, ru (l — ;^) is the logistic term and ^  is the func­
tional response. The Rosenzweig MacArthur model limits the number of prey eaten 
by predators. The Lotka Volterra model’s functional response is linearly related to 
prey density f{v) = cv, where c is the capture efficiency of the predator and v{t) is 
the prey density. Rosenzweig and MacArthur (1963) produced a nonlinear functional 
response, ^  the number of prey eaten per predator v.
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An alternative model that includes the “ratio dependent theory” is the Michaelis 
Menten type functional response model, where the per capita predator growth rate 
should be a function of the ratio of prey to predator abundance. This model has 
been used to calibrate predator-prey systems to empirical data, as seen in the labo­
ratory experiments by Wiedenmann and O’Neill (1991). The original purpose of the 
Michaelis Menten model is to describe enzyme kinetics, the model was derived by 
Leonor Michaelis and Maud Leonora Menten, they published their model in 1913. It 
was not until 1959, where the Canadian ecologist Buzz Boiling derived the Michaelis 
Menten equations through a number of experiments where predators searched for dif­
ferent densities of prey. We call it “Bolling’s disk equation”, which was named after 
experiments he carried out in which a blindfolded student picked up sandpaper disks 
from a table. Bolling’s disk equation (Bolling (1959))
du u \  auvrudt \ K J  bv + u ^
dv f  du
=  V  ( —c -t-dt V bv + u
where u{t) represents the prey population density over time, v{t) represents the preda­
tor density over time, r is the prey growth rate (positive constant), K  is the carrying 
capacity in the absence of predation (positive constant), c is the death rate of the 
predators, a, 6, and d are positive constants which capture the relevant character­
istics of the species and their interaction in terms of the capturing rate. The term 
— is the prey consumption rate of the predator and the term is the growth
rate of the predators.
1.3 The Spatial Models
The classical population models such as the Malthusian model, Verhulst’s model and 
the Lotka Volterra model considered the growth of species in time, implicitly as­
suming that prey and predator populations are “well mixed”. Modelling population
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growth in time is not sufficient as we know there exists a spatial dependency in na­
ture, for example, the dispersion of animals — prey would scatter over a landscape 
to hide from the predators, the gathering of species for social interaction, the spread 
of disease, the spreading of invading species, emigration and so on. We can see that 
the spatial size and structure has an effect on the interaction of species. Dispersal is 
important in the dynamics of insect populations. Many insects disperse hundreds of 
miles during one season. Spatial models can be used in the management of pest levels.
To investigate effect of spatial dependency in population dynamics, the theory of 
the random walk was brought into play. The existence of a random walk was first 
observed by Jan Ingenhousz in 1779 (Ingenhousz (1779)). A random walk is where 
an entity takes successive steps in a random direction. For example, Ingenhousz 
observed the random motion of small particles suspended in a fluid. Nowadays the 
words “random walk” is dubbed Brownian motion, named after the botanist Robert 
Brown in 1828 (Brown (1828)) who rediscovered the process.
In the classical spatial models of population dynamics, the species are assumed to 
have Brownian motion. Brownian motion is seen to be perceived, in the analytic 
sense, by the mathematical diffusion model (Holmes et al. (1994))
du { d‘^u &^ u= D -T—T -f-dt ydx"^ dy"^
where u{x, y, t) is the density of organisms at the spatial co-ordinates x, y at time t 
and D is the diffusion coefficient that measures the dispersal rate with units .
It is a measure of how efficiently the particles disperse from a high to low density. Such 
a movement is seen in nature, for example, areas of low population density attracted 
people from high density areas where economic opportunity was low. The motive 
for the migration was economic pressure. This was seen in the largest international 
migration in history, where roughly 65 million individuals migrated from Europe to 
North America and South America between the 17th century and the Second World
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War.
The theory of diffusion was founded by Adolf Eugen Pick, a German physiologist. 
In 1855, he published Pick’s law of diffusion, which governs the diffusion of a gas 
across a fluid membrane. Fickian diffusion claims that the flux (the rate of flow of a 
material such as fluid, particles, or energy through a given surface), of a material is 
proportional to the gradient of the density of the material, that is (Murray (1993))
du du
where u{x,t) is the concentration of the species and D is the diffusion coefficient. The 
minus sign shows that diffusion transports matter from a high to a low concentration.
A classic single species spatial model was introduced by Fisher in 1937. The Fisher 
equation states that (Fisher (1937))
du . . d^u
dt ^
where u{t) is the population density of a species, D is the diffusion rate and r  is the 
growth rate of the species.
Skellam (1951) introduced the idea of modelling emigration to the mathematical 
modelling of population. Emigration refers to the arrival of new species or recolo­
nizations of species to a base from another base and it is recognised as a major process 
changing the composition of communities. Bases are topologically isolated to some 
degree which will influence the rate and types of species that move into and out of 
a base, including colonization and recolonization. Skellam modelled the spread of 
muskrat populations in Europe. He combined the mathematical diffusion model with 
exponential local population growth
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du f  df^u d'^ur u ^ D [  +dt \ d x ‘^ dy"^
where r is the rate of growth for a population, u{x,y,t)  is the density of organisms 
at the spatial co-ordinates x, y at time t. Skellam’s model assumed that all individu­
als disperse and reproduce and that there is no variation in the dispersal abilities of 
individuals.
The diffusion process of species can not be claimed to be solely random. At times, 
individuals make a rational choice to form groups. For example, animals form a group 
such as a swarm of insects, a cloud of butterflies, a school of fish, a flock of birds and 
so on. In such cases of grouping comes about due to the complex behavioural patterns 
and the interaction between species, rather than a random process.
In 1952 Alan Turing suggested that two interacting substances with different rates 
of diffusion could result in a nonhomogeneous distribution (Turing (1952)). This is 
known as “diffusion driven instability”. Diffusion driven instability occurs when small 
perturbations under different diffusion rates can result in concentrations of reactants. 
For example, the concentrations can be stripes or spots, similar to the markings in 
the coats of animals. In the case of the zebra, the concentrations grow into stripes on 
its coat. These concentrations, called “Turing patterns”, can be used to explain the 
existence of many patterns in nature, from morphogenesis to population dynamics. 
Morphogenesis is concerned with the shapes of tissues, organs and entire organisms 
and the positions of the various specialized cell types.
A paper by Kondo and Asal (1995) claimed that Turing patterns can explain the 
pattern phenomena in morphogenesis. Kondo and Asal (1995) looked at the stripe 
patterns found on the skin of a marine angelflsh, Pomacanthus. Kondo and Asal 
(1995) produced a computational simulation based on a Turing system that can 
predict future patterns. Kondo and Asal (1995) concluded that the link between
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the actual pattern found in the angelflsh and the simulated pattern implies that a 
reaction-diffusion wave is a viable mechanism for the stripe pattern of Pomacanthus.
Turing lacked the mathematical tools to prove this problem. In the 1960s and 
1970s, when nonlinear equations were first widely used, scientists and mathemati­
cians around the world worked on the mathematics of Turing patterns in search of 
the mechanism that creates them. Shigesada et al. (1979) developed the theory of 
cross diffusion, which takes into account the pressures created by two competing 
species. They brought the concept of nonlinearity and cross diffusion to their model.
In reaction diffusion systems involving two or more fields, cross diffusion is present 
whenever the flux of one of the fields is driven by the gradients of another field. In 
dynamical biology, cross diffusion is the diffusion of one type of species due to the 
presence of another (Chattopadhyay and Chatterjee (2001)). We see this in nature 
for example, predators diffuse towards the regions where the prey is more abundant 
and the prey tries to avoid the predators by diffusing away from them.
The mathematical model which Shigesada et al. (1979) developed is given by 
du d"^
dt dx^ { a i -\r p i i u  4-  ^ i 2v )  ^  ’
dv d ' ^ f  , p \ \  ^  f  \( « 2  +  +  P 22V)  V )  4-  —  I 7 2 - ^ U  1 ,dt dx"^  V J dx \ dx
where u{x, t) is the prey density at time t at x, v(x, t) is the predator density at time t 
at X, (0:14-Aiw 4- /5i2 )^ and {a2 + P2 1 UP P2 2 V) is the cross diffusivity, dependent upon 
spatial inhomogeneity and population pressure, and 0(æ) represents the potential of 
environment attraction.
Almost every animal in the world gathers together to form a complete configura­
tion, unified as a whole that it cannot be described as a sum of its parts only. Such
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a gathering called an aggregation. Animals aggregate to protect themselves and their 
offspring from predators. An example of animal aggregation is when a school of 
fish form an overlapping shield consisting of stronger members, protecting the young 
within. When the school of fish is attacked by a predator, it scatters, confusing the 
predator and making it difficult for the predator to isolate a single fish to consume. 
Once the danger has passed, the school of fish regroups and continues on its passage.
The developed reaction diffusion models are worthy of giving an account of how 
a population of species diffuses in space, such as an invasion of locusts for example. 
However, they do not accurately model how a limited group of species would diffuse 
in space. This phenomena is known as local aggregation. Local aggregation is seen 
in many forms in nature.
Britton (1989) claimed that an integro-differential reaction diffusion equation could 
model local aggregation in a single population. The integro-differential reaction dif­
fusion equation takes the form
du—  — u { l au — {1 + a)g ^ u ) Au,  (1.3.1)
where u{x, t) is the population density of the species, p is a given function in the single 
convolution g ^u in the spatial term. The term -{ l - i -a )g^u  with o: > — 1 represents 
a disadvantage in the global population levels being too high because of the resultant 
depletion of resources. The term au"^  with a  > 0 represents the advantage of local 
aggregation.
Britton (1990) produced an improvement to the integro-differential reaction diffu­
sion equation. He developed model (1.3.1) further, so that it took into account that 
animals take time to diffuse in space and introduced the double convolution term
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du—  = u{l au — { 1 a)g ^ *u) i -Au,  (1.3.2)
with the average population density having a spatio temporal average which is weighted 
toward the current time and position, where
t
{g^^u){x,t) = J  j g { x - y , t - T ) u { y , r )  dy dr,
—oo O
which is a convolution in time and space.
Britton (1990) developed equation (1.3.2) further by taking an additional term to 
it. Britton (1990) felt it would be pragmatic to do so, he proposed the model to take 
the form
dxL—  = -u(l a u ~  Pu^ — (1 +  O! — P)g * *w) +  Au. (1.3.3)
The additional terms eases the effect of local crowding in the model, when competi­
tion for space becomes more important than foraging for resources. The additional 
term ensures that it is physically impossible for the population density at any point 
to go beyond a maximum value.
Gourley and Britton (1996) investigated the predator-prey integro-differential reac­
tion diffusion system
du—  =  u{l -h a'ii — (1 4- a)G * *tt) —uv + DAu,
dv—  = av{u -  6) 4- Av, (1.3.4)
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for different kernel functions G. One particular case they introduced was the purely 
spatial convolution given by
oo
G ^ ^u — w{x,t) =  J  t) dy
-oo
oo
=  J  g{x,y)u{y,t) dy,
where g{x,y) is the spatial kernel. In the case where g(x,y) — Gourley
and Britton (1996) showed that the integro-differential reaction diffusion system may
be re-written as
Ut — u{l -t- au  — (1-H a)w) —uv + Duxx, 
vt = av{u ~~ b) + Vxx, (1.3.5)
0 =  X^{u-w)-\rWxx,
where u is the prey density, v is the predator density, A is a measure of how localised 
the average G^^uoîu is, where is stated by (1.3.6) below. Hence, it is essential 
that A is a positive constant. D is the cross diffusion ratio, a and b are taken to be 
positive constants.
w is the function G * *u, where G * *u is
t
(G**u)(æ,t) =  J  j  G{x — y , t  — s)u{y, s) ds dy, (1.3.6)
R n  —oo
for (x,t) G X (0, oo).
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In the world of biology, a  is required to be a positive constant, however, no such 
assumption in our mathematical analysis of the predator-prey system is made.
The use of a nonlocal term is found in a variety of systems. For example, Venkov 
et al. (2007) considers modelling neural tissue with nonlocal effects. The reaction 
diffusion equations (1.3.5) give a spatial structure to the predator-prey system. The 
spatial structure takes into account the movement of a population, by diffusion, in 
space.
It is the system of equations (1.3.5) that is the starting point of the work in this 
thesis.
Since (1.3.4) is a pair of reaction-diffusion equations, we first discuss pattern for­
mation in reaction-diffusion systems. This itself is a very rich area of mathematics.
1.4 Patterns in Reaction-DifFusion Systems
The formation and development of pattern and shape in biology is perceived as mor­
phogenesis. Any pattern or shape which is seen in nature, even though generally 
influenced by genetics, is most likely to be produced by an unknown mechanism. 
Determining the mechanisms which generate pattern and shape in organisms is an 
important purpose for biologists. Areas of particular interest to the biologists are the 
forming of animal coat patterns - such as a zebra’s coat or a cheetah’s coat, seashell 
patterns and the skin pattern of tropical fish, as well as any “symmetry breaking” 
occurrences such as the branching processes in plants and trees, and cancer tumour 
growth.
The emergence of patterns is a fascinating phenomenon which has been noticed 
in chemical, biological and physical systems away from equilibrium. Such patterns 
are found in reaction-diffusion systems, where the most celebrated example is the
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Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction. The reaction shows the oxidation of malonic acid by 
bromate ions in an acidic medium catalyzed by metal ions. The reaction first came to 
light in 1951 when Boris Belousov presented his discovery of an oscillating chemical 
reaction in a scientific paper. Belousov’s paper was rejected by the editor who stated 
it was clearly impossible to observe such a reaction.
Belousov observed that a solution of citric acid, acidified bromate and eerie salt oscil­
lated periodically between a yellow coloured state and a clear state. Belousov’s discov­
ery was ignored for years until it was picked up by Anatol Zhabotinsky. Zhabotinsky 
made some subtle changes to the chemical reaction by replacing citric acid with mal­
onic acid and discovered that the reaction oscillates in both space and time. Spirals 
and circles was seen to propagate across the acidic medium, thereby from that mo­
ment making the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction be classified as a spatio-temporal 
oscillator. Zhabotinsky was able to publish his discovery and his work would become 
known as the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction.
It can be argued that pattern formation is an important area of research in mathe­
matical biology. The aim of pattern formation is to study how structures and patterns 
seen in nature evolve over time. It is typical to see research in pattern formation con­
ducted by modelling the reaction-diffusion mechanisms of two chemicals. The idea 
of pattern formation was introduced to the academic community by Alan Turing in 
1952 with a paper titled “The Chemical Basis of Morphogenesis”. Turing’s idea was 
that the diffusion of two chemical species or morphogens could lead to patterns in 
concentrations that break symmetry. The idea contradicted the long established idea 
that diffusion acts solely as a “steadying/stabilizing mechanism”. We can see this in 
the way that diffusion stabilizes water waves created by a rain drop landing in a pond 
or in the way that diffusion influences how the heat in a room gets distributed. In 
Turing’s model, diffusion serves as a “competitor” for another autocatalytic chemical 
reaction. Turing suggested that under certain conditions, chemicals can react and 
diffuse in such a way that steady-state patterns emerge. These patterns are known
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as Turing 'patterns.
Turing (1952) beheved that without diffusion, the chemicals would form to a linear 
steady-state. With diffusion, under certain conditions (which are that the diffusion 
coefficients of the components are not the same, that is to phrase in a mathematical 
sense the diffusion ratio of the two chemical components is not at unity), the Tur­
ing instability will drive the spatially inhomogeneous solutions to give rise to Turing 
patterns. These patterns can look like spots, giving a “radial” structure to the inho­
mogeneous solution and stripes, which gives a “linear” structure when the solution is 
viewed on a two dimensional surface.
Murray (1993) brought an interesting insight to the idea of pattern formation in­
volving systems of reaction-diffusion equations by using an analogy that employs 
sweating grasshoppers. If we consider a field of dry grass and one day a fire passed 
through the field, the outcome would be a burnt out field. If we consider an instance 
where there happens to be a huge swarm of grasshoppers in the field, and when the 
grasshoppers get hot, they sweat out sufficient moisture to prevent patches of dry 
grass from burning when the fire sweeps through the field. The grasshoppers would 
save the grass from charring in the following way. The fire, which is defined as the 
activator, starts to spread, say with a diffusion coefficient D ^ îj-q • Sensing the fire, 
the grasshoppers, define to be the inhibitor, move quickly ahead of the advancing 
fire. This implies they have a diffusion coefficient, which we denote -^^Grasshopper’ 
which is much larger than The grasshoppers sweat profusely, creating enough
moisture to prevent pockets of the dry grass field from getting burnt. If, instead of 
a single fire there was a random scattering of flames, we can imagine how this would 
result in spatially inhomogeneous state of burnt and unburnt spots of dry grass. If the 
grasshoppers and the advancing fire diffuse at the same rate (mathematically put as 
■^Fire “  ^Grasshopper) ’ spatial pattern would arise. Other analogies have been 
proposed - Turing used an interesting example of how missionaries and cannibals can 
behave amongst each other on a desert island.
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The system originally considered by Turing (1952) consisted of only two chemical 
components (or morphogens) to model their spatio-temporal movements, and is the 
simplest case of a reaction-diffusion mechanism. It has the form
where A{x,t) and B{x^t) are the morphogen concentrations, /  and g are the reaction 
kinetic terms which depict the chemical reactions and they will generally have a non­
linear term, and Db are the diffusion coefficients, and x and t denote space and 
time respectively. The stable equilibrium of this system can be disrupted by diffusion 
driven instability (Turing instability) when the diffusion coefficients. Da and Db are 
not the same.
The study of biological pattern formation has gained popularity since the 1970s, 
when Gierer and Meinhardt (1972) gave a biologically justified formulation of a Tur­
ing model and studied its properties by employing computer simulations.
In 1972, Gierer and Meinhardt, Segel and Jackson independently showed that two 
features play an important role in pattern formation: local self-enhancement and 
long-range inhibition. An activator X  is defined to be “self-enhancing” if small in­
creases of concentration of X  over a homogeneous steady-state concentration causes 
a further increase in X.  Self-enhancement alone does not generate sufficient rates 
of change in the concentration of reactants in a reaction for stable patterns to form 
because once X  begins to increase at a given position, its own feedback would lead to 
an overall activation. So self-enhancement of X  must be complemented by the action 
of a fast diffusing adversary. An inhibitor Y  is said to have long-range inhibition if Y  
diffuses much faster than its controlling activator X.  The strong short-range positive
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feedback of a must be supplemented by a longer negative feedback of Y.
In reaction-diffusion systems, the kinetics of the system determines the types of pat­
terns that will emerge. Several sufficient models have been proposed since 1972 for 
modeling pattern formation, some originating from real world models in other fields 
of study such as chemistry. A simple example is the Schnakenberg model (Murray 
(1993))
a x
dt
dt
where a and b are positive parameters, X  and Y  are the inhibitor and activator re­
spectively, and Dx  and Dy  are the diffusion coefficients.
According to a paper by Field and his colleagues (1972), the Belousov-Zhabotinsky 
reaction involves 10 different reactions of 14 different chemical compounds. Oscilla­
tions are observed with respect to the concentration ratio of the cerium ions and the 
bromide ion concentration. Field and Noyes (1974) proposed a mathematical model 
for the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction by deriving the reaction kinetics using the law 
of mass action for the key elements of the reaction. Their model is loiown as the 
Oregonator model. The Oregonator model is given by
dX
dt
dt
dt
=  qY - X Y  ^ X { l - X ) ^ D x X ‘^ X,  
=  - g y -x y -H /2 ^ - ( .D y V %
= X - Z  + DzV^Z,
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where X  , Y,  and Z  correspond to scaled chemical concentrations. Dx  , Dy, and 
Dz are the respective diffusion coefficients, and q and /  are parameters that changes 
the model’s dynamics. The Oregonator model displays limit cycle oscillations and in 
the presence of the diffusion term where spatial dependence occurs, the mechanism 
produces concentric waves or spiral waves. The Oregonator model makes it possible 
to apply the results of numerical studies to the results of experimental studies of the 
Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction and by doing so the other way around as well.
Another example of a mathematical model of the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction is 
the Brusselator model. The Brusselator model was derived by Ilya Prigogine and his 
colleagues in the late 1960s at the University of Brussels, hence the name “Brussela­
tor” was tagged to the model. The two component Brusselator model can be written 
as
BX = a -  (6 +  1)X +  +  V^X,
BY-ST =  b X - X ^ Y  + DV^Y, at
where X  and Y  denote the concentrations of activator and substrate, respectively, D 
is a parameter which is proportional to the diffusion ratio of the two species a 
and b are constants (Pena and Pérez-Garcia (2001)).
Another model showing a behaviour similar to the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction 
is the FitzHugh-Nagumo model
at a
BY_ _  =  X  — bY -|- c -h DyX^Y, at
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where Dx  and Dy are diffusion coefficients, and a, b, and c are adjustable param­
eters. The FitzHugh-Nagumo model’s part is to describe the action of neural cells 
and the propagation of neural signals along axons (Murray (1993)). The FitzHugh- 
Nagumo model exhibits a Hopf bifurcation and similar spatio-temporal behaviour as 
the Oregonator model.
We proceed to introduce the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation, which is the equa­
tion that all the models are based on.
Reaction-diffusion systems may have different local mechanisms that give rise to 
global oscillatory dynamics. However, near a supercritical Hopf bifurcation the dy­
namics of all such models can be reduced to the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation 
which describes the time evolution of the amplitude of the oscillatory mode. This 
amplitude equation is given by
^  =  (1 -  hj)A  -  (1 +  ia)\A\^A +  (1 +  i!3)V‘^A,
where A  is the complex amplitude of the oscillation, i is the imaginary unit, and 
w, a, and (3 are adjustable parameters. Due to its generic nature the complex 
Ginzburg-Landau equation is probably the most studied of all reaction-diffusion mod­
els. It has been applied in a variety of contexts. The complex Ginzburg-Landau 
equation shows a variety wave solutions such as plane, spiral and target.
The most important feature of the Turing models is that they generate the pattern 
with respect to the chemical concentration from an initial state and the pattern of the 
inhomogenous solution can be changed from exhibiting stripes to spots by adjusting 
one parameter in the model. In a biological sense the adjusting of such a parameter 
would correspond to a small change in the secretion of a morphogen. Turing was 
aware that any chemical model that attempts to explain “biological growth” is far
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from perfect, despite the imperfection, he felt it was important to understand the 
general mechanisms.
Turing systems have some desirable features as theoretical models for morphogen­
esis. The Turing models generate non-uniform spatial distributions, thereby enabling 
greater complexity as compared to simple gradients. The models describe the effects 
of the spatial geometry of the domain on the pattern formation. In addition, the 
chemical evolution and the final Turing structures are very robust against random 
noise and distortions as are most natural systems. Turing models are an example of 
a mechanism that shows complex behavior.
Some issues arise in applying the reaction-diffusion mechanism to animal patterns. 
There is little empirical evidence which shows the existence of morphogens related to 
patterns forming on the animal skin. The spreading of morphogens in hving tissue 
involves complex biochemical signaling mechanisms, which cannot be captured by the 
diffusion mechanism in the models. The electrical and mechanical aspects of living 
tissues should somehow be taken into account in the models, not just the chemical 
processes. The existence of Turing patterns requires a substantial difference in the 
pace of diffusion between the two chemical species.
1.5 Overview of the Thesis
In Chapter 2 we perform a finear stability analysis of the predator-prey reaction 
diffusion system (1.3.5). The possible bifurcations are derived and equations are in­
vestigated numerically. This illustrates a flaw in the model (1.3.5).
In Chapter 3 we introduce a new predator-prey reaction diffusion system in order 
to overcome fundamental problems with model (1.3.5). We find the steady-states of 
this new system of equations and analyze their linear stability. Both steady-state and 
Hopf bifurcations are found.
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In Chapter 4 we perform a weakly nonlinear analysis of the steady-state bifurcation 
resulting in an expression which determines when stable Turing patterns bifurcate.
In Chapter 5 a weakly nonhnear analysis of the Hopf bifurcation is performed. This 
gives expressions for when either stable travelling or stable standing waves bifurcate. 
We develop a linlc between the theoretical work and numerical integrations.
Prom the linear stability analysis of Chapter 3, it is clear that a number of different 
codimension two points occur. In Chapters 6 and 7 two of those are focussed on.
In Chapter 6 the Takens-Bogdanov point where the Hopf bifurcation curve termi­
nates at the steady bifurcation is investigated. Numerical results are linked with the 
knowledge obtained on the stability of solutions bifurcating from the steady and Hopf 
bifurcations in Chapters 4 and 5 with the normal form analysis for an 0(2) Takens- 
Bogdanov bifurcation.
In Chapter 7 the behaviour of the system of equations local to the simultaneous 
occurrence of a Hopf and Turing bifurcation where the wavelength of the solutions 
that occurs at the Hopf bifurcation is twice that of what occurs at the Turing bifur­
cation. The results are related to existing theory of the behaviour local to such points.
In Chapter 8 a brief summary of the findings of the thesis along with some plans 
for future work are given.
The Original Predator-Prey Model
In this chapter we reproduce the linear analysis work of Gourley and Britton (1996) 
for equations (1.3.5) and find the steady-state and Hopf bifurcation curves. We then 
examine how the position of the bifurcation curves depends on the parameters in the 
model. Some numerical calculations are then performed.
2.1 Linear Analysis
Finding the spatially uniform steady-states
When spatially uniform states exist, the derivatives with respect to space are zero, 
so in the equations (1.3.5), u^x = =  '^xx — 0- Steady-states exist when there is
no time dependence of the solution and therefore the derivatives with respect to time
are zero, that is, Ut — Vt ~  0 m the governing equations (1.3.5). Then, the governing
equations (1.3.5) become
0 =  u { l au — {I-\-a)w) — uv, (2 .1 .1)
0  =  av{u — b), (2 ,1 .2 )
0 =  X‘^{u — w). (2.1.3)
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Prom equation (2.1.3), u — w. Prom (2.1.2), either t» =  0 or u = 6. If f  =  0, equation
(2 .1 .1) becomes
0 =  w(l +  o;u — (1 +  a)w).
Using the fact that u = this gives 0 =  w(l — u). Thus there are /two possible
outcomes, either u =  0 or u =  1. If u =  0, then w =  0 and u =  0. Or, if u =  1 , then
w = 1 and V = 0. Returning to the result from (2.1.2), if w =  6, then (2.1.1) becomes
0 =  6(1 +  o;6 — (1 +  a)w) — bv.
Using the fact that u = w and u = b, the above expression leads to f  = (1 — 6). 
Hence, there are three spatially uniform steady-states for the Predator-Prey model
(1.3.5)
(it, u, w) =  (0,0,0) ,
{u,v,wf^  =  (1,0,1)^ , 
and
(w, f, w Y  =  (6 ,1  — 6, 6)^.
Of these three spatially uniform steady-states, the first steady-state corresponds to 
no predator and no prey and the second steady-state corresponds to just prey. We 
therefore focus on the third case when both predator and prey are present and consider 
when this state can be spatially and temporally stable.
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2.1.1 Stability and Bifurcation
Just as trees can develop many branches from a single seed in nature, thus forming 
a dendritic structure, we see a similar observation in mathematics where solutions 
of dynamical systems branch out from the spatially uniform steady-state, leading to 
different types of solutions as the set of parameters varies. This is known as a bifur­
cation. In this subsection, we investigate when bifurcations arise for the dynamical 
system (1.3.5) by calculating the Turing and Hopf bifurcation expressions.
Preliminary
Consider a dynamical system
—  — /(æ), (2.1.4)
and assume a steady state x  = xq exists, that is /(a?o) =  0. Now we consider a per­
turbation to Xq and see whether this perturbation grows or diminishes. We therefore 
suppose X — Xo Sx  and substitute this into (2.1.4) to get
X = æo +
=  f{x)=^f{Xo-\rÔx).
Hence
Sx — f{xo  4- Sx)
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=  f { x o ) + D f \ a > = a : o S x 3 - 0 { Ô x ' ^ ) .
Since f{xo) = 0 and neglecting higher order term
(2.1.5)
D/|aj=aso is the Jacobian. Consider the change of co-ordinates
Ô X  —  L y ^
then, if X  ^ exists, from (2.1.5)
y  = L  Df\^=^^Ly.
If L  ^D/|aî=œoD is diagonal, then
y
^Ai 0^
y 0 Xfi j
2/,
yi =
for some constant q.
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We can see that if the real part of the eigenvalue is positive, the solution will 
grow; if such an event should occur, we say it is unstable. If we have a negative 
eigenvalue, then over time the solution will decay to zero, such a fixed point is sta­
ble. If none of the eigenvalues have zero real part the stationary point is known as a 
hyperbolic point. Hyperbolic stationary points persist under perturbation.
However, at non-hyperbolic points, making a small change to the equation can result 
in a dramatic change in the behaviour of the system. At non-hyperbolic points, if the 
number and type of solution changes then a bifurcation is said to occur. There are 
different sorts of bifurcation.
A steady-state bifurcation occurs when at least one eigenvalue is zero. There are 
different types of local steady-state bifurcations. The saddle node bifurcation is one 
type of local steady-state bifurcation. On one side of the bifurcation two stationary 
points exist, whilst on the other side of the bifurcation, the two stationary points 
vanish. The moment of bifurcation is where the two stationary points clash.
Two other bifurcations correspond to a single eigenvalue passing through zero. They 
are the transcritical bifurcation and the pitchfork bifurcation. The transcritical bi  ^
furcation happens when the system has a stationary point that exists for all values 
of the bifurcation parameter and it can never be eliminated. When the stationary 
point collides with another stationary point, they swap their stability properties and 
continue to exist before and after the bifurcation. The pitchfork bifurcation typically 
exists when there is reffectional symmetry in the system.
The Hopf bifurcation occurs when a pair of complex eigenvalues moves through the 
imaginary axis. It is characterised by the appearance of a periodic orbit. The sta­
tionary point exists on either side of such a bifurcation but it’s stability changes.
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Finding expressions for the eigenvalues of the steady-state solutions
In the equations (2.1.1)—(2.1.3) we now consider the local stability of the steady- 
state (6 ,1  — 6, 6)^. A small perturbation of the variables is considered
u{x,t) ~  UgYue^^^,
v{x,t) =  + (2 .1 .6 )
w{x, t) = Ws +
where is a wavenumber and (ttg,Ug, Wg)^  =  (6 ,1  — 6, 6)^. The tildes represents the 
size of the perturbation.
We investigate whether this perturbation grows, in which case we have an unsta­
ble steady-state, or decays in which case we have a stable steady-state.
Therefore
w(x, t) =  6 -h
v{x,t) = 1 —6 -fue*^®, (2.1.7)
w{x,t) =  6 +  f6e*^ “.
Substitution of (2.1.7) into (1.3.5) gives
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4 ( 6  +  «e‘**) =  {h + üé'‘’‘) { l  + a{h + üé'‘^ ) - { \  + a){h +  w é‘‘=^ ))
-  (6 +  ûé ’^ ) ( 1 - 6  +  0e"") +  (6 +  ue^^ ) ,
^ { 1 - b  + ve''^) = a ( l - 6  +  {ie‘*'“’) (6 +  «e“ ^ - 5 )  +  ^ ( l - 6  +  {;e“ ”’) ,
0 =  (6 +  «e‘*“ -  6 -  we**'”') +  ^  (6 +  ,
(2.1.8)
Expanding the brackets, simplifying, and neglecting the nonlinear terms to reflect the 
fact that the perturbation is small, equations (2 .1 .8 ) become
—  = Ü (ah — Dk‘^) — bv — 6(1 + a)w, (2.1.9) 
Bî)— = a(l — b)u — k'^ Vy (2 .1 .10)
From (2.1.11), we find
A2
Substituting for w in terms of û into equation (2.1.9) gives
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Equations (2.1.10) and (2.1.12) may be written in the form ^  =  ^u, where u  
(u, v)'^ and
3 _  (  (-D k^ +  _6
a(l — b) —
where ]  is the Jacobian of the predator-prey reaction-diffusion system (1.3.5).
In order to find bifurcation points we first seek the non-hyperbolic points by find­
ing the parameter values at which the eigenvalues of the Jacobian are zero or purely 
imaginary. In order to find the eigenvalues, which are marked by the letter M, we 
assess the equation | J — M I  |— 0, where I  is the identity matrix. This leads to the 
quadratic eigenvalue equation
M2 + (fe2(i + D )~  +  +  ab{l -  6) =  0.
(2.1.13)
Solving equation (2.1.13) for M  will describe the eigenvalues of the steady-state so­
lution, First we consider when a steady state bifurcation occurs in the model (1.3.5). 
For a steady-state bifurcation to exist, a necessary condition is to have a zero eigen­
value of I J — M J 1= 0. This occurs when we set the constant term of the eigenvalue 
equation (2.1.13) to zero. That is
(l)fc2 -  +  ab{l -  6) =  0. (2.1.14)
We will choose the bifurcation parameter for the predator-prey model (1.3.5) to be a, 
since Gourley and Britton (1996) chose a  to be the bifurcation parameter, we follow
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their example. Solving (2.1.14) for a we find,
+  P .U 5 ,0 0 M
We now consider the case when a Hopf bifurcation takes place. A Hopf bifurcation 
takes place when the eigenvalue equation (2.1.13) has imaginary roots. We can see 
that when the coefficient of the linear term, M, is set to zero and the constant term 
is positive in equation (2.1.13) a Hopf bifurcation will take place. We set the linear 
term to zero, which gives
+  ( z i i e )
Solving (2.1.16) for a  we find
+ +  P .U 7 )
on the condition that
k2 ( Dk'^ -  I +  a6(l -  6) > 0 . (2.1.18)
Substituting for an, defined in (2.1.17), into (2.1.18) we have
which simplifies to give
a6( l - 6) > (2.1.19)
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Hence, if the governing equation (1.3.5) has parameter values which satisfies < 
y/ab{l — b) and an — ^ Hopf bifurcation will occur. The
results we have for the steady-state bifurcation (2.1.15) and the Hopf bifurcation 
(2.1.17) of (1.3.5) agree with the linear analysis of Gourley and Britton (1996).
2.2 Stability Diagrams for the Predator-Prey Sys­
tem
For the Predator-Prey dynamical system, the steady-state and Hopf bifurcations will 
form curves in the (A:, a) plane. We can think of the (A;, a) plane as a bifurcation 
set. the wavenumber k will always be a positive value (since the wavenumber is re­
ciprocally related to wavelength by definition - in which length is thought of as a 
strictly positive continuous unit). Since a and D are positive constants, 0 < 6 < 1 , 
and with the fact that k'^  and are positive, the steady-state and Hopf curves for 
the dynamical system will be found in the positive quadrant of the (A:, a) plane and 
the steady-state solution (6 ,1  — 6, 6)^ is stable for small values for a. If the value 
of a is increased, instability in the dynamical system can occur via the steady-state 
bifurcation or the Hopf bifurcation, depending on the values of a, 6, A:, A, and D.
If circumstances arose in which the predator-prey system (1.3.5) has the steady-state 
bifurcation curve (2.1.15) that has a lower minimum than the Hopf curve (2.1.17) 
in the (A:, a) plane, then as a  increases through the variation of its independent pa­
rameters, a transition from a stable trivial steady solution (6 ,1  — 6, 6)^, to a stable 
nontrivial steady solution, with spatial periodicity kx would be expected, where kx is 
the value of k at the minimum.
Later in the thesis we will show the results of some numerical calculations. These 
calculations were performed in a box of length L with periodic boundary conditions 
applied either end. Typically patterns with an integer number of wavelengths fit in 
the box, where the wavelength of a pattern is given by %. For ease of comparison
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with the numerical work we therefore plot the bifurcation set in the (L, a) plane. 
Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.4 show bifurcations to patterns with one wavelength in a box. 
The circumstance of a lower steady-state minimum in the bifurcation set is shown in 
Figure 2.1, where both curves are plotted in the (L, a) plane, where L = ^ .
S 25
steady-state wavelength L 
— — Hopf wavelength L 
^  Takens-Bogdanov point
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Figure 2 .1; The bifurcation set when a =  l, 6 =  0 .1 , D =  1, and A = 1 . There is 
a lower steady-state minimum.
Figure 2.1 tells us that we expect the stationary point (&, 1 — 6, b)^ to be stable against 
perturbations of all wavelengths until a  % 21. Beyond a  % 2 1 , there is a steady-state 
bifurcation to steady patterns of wavelength T % 8 . The Takens-Bogdanov point is 
shown, the Takens-Bogdanov point marks the point where the steady-state and Hopf 
curve intersect in the (L, a) plane. You can see that the Hopf curve is brought to 
an end at the left of the Takens-Bogdanov point. This is because for the Hopf curve 
to exist, the criterion of (2.1.19) comes into play. The Takens-Bogdanov bifurca­
tion arises when there are two zero eigenvalues found in the Jacobian of a dynamical 
system. It was independently published by Takens in 1974 and Bogdanov in 1975 
(Guckenheimer and Holmes (1983)).
By altering the predator-prey system’s quantitative parameters, this can change the
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order of bifurcation such that a Hopf bifurcation would occur first. This would mean 
that the Hopf curve would have the lower minimum against the steady-state curve in 
the (L, a) plane. If the Hopf curve has a lower minimum than the steady state curve, 
as a increases, a transition from a stable steady solution (6 ,1  — 6, b)^ to a solution 
that varies periodically in time and also has spatial periodicity is expected to occur.
Such a circumstance is depicted by Figure 2 .2 . We can see that from Figure 2.2, at 
the stationary point (6 ,1  — 6, 6)^, the predator-prey system is stable against pertur­
bations of all wavelengths until a  % 3.4. Beyond a % 3.4, there is a Hopf bifurcation 
to oscillatory patterns of wavelength L % 26.
50
40
B
— ^  Steady-State wavelength L 
— — Hopf wavelength L 
^  Takens-Bogdanov point
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Figure 2.2: The bifurcation set when a = 1, 6 = 0.1, D = 1, and A = 0.25. There
is a lower Hopf minimum.
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2.3 Finding the Values for Simultaneous Onset of 
Steady and Oscillatory Non-Spatially Uniform  
States
The parameter values that enable the steady-state and Hopf curves to onset simul­
taneously are explored. This is done by finding the minima of the steady-state and 
Hopf curves and providing a set of quantitative values to the independent parameters 
of the predator-prey system (1.3.5). The behaviour of simultaneous onset comes into 
being when the steady-state and Hopf curves have an equal minima in the (L, a) plane.
Let’s start with the steady state curve (2.1.15). Simplifying (2.1.15), by substituting 
Üs for makes (2.1.15) become
Pn, V + g ( l -6 )  a X \ l - b )
Equation(2.3.1) is of the form
where ci =  ^ , Cg =  Cg =  -|- a(l — 6), and C4 =  A^a(l — 6). We differentiate
(2.3.2) with respect to Hg to find the turning points of the steady-state curve.
Differentiating (2.3.2) with respect to Qg, we get
=  Cl -  ^  (2.3.3)dCl^  '  Cil fif
We set ^  to zero, and simplifying for flj, we find tfiat at the turning points
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Cl fig — Cgflg — 2C4 =  0. (2.3.4)
Prom Namias (1985), the cubic equation (2.3.4) has one real root, fl51
where
(t)
1(1)'(:)
Hence, the corresponding value of o:g is
0's =  Cl _2_V3 \ c i
\  5 \J cosh-^ I 'ijjj  +  C2 + C3
\/3 ( g ) 'c o s h ^ )
+
C4
^ ( f ) ' c o s h ^ )
(2.3.5)
Therefore, the point at which the steady-state curve’s minimum in the bifurcation 
set of the predator-prey dynamical system occurs at the co-ordinate (fcg, cKg) where
and
=  ( j ) % o s h i / , j + c , +  ^ ________ I________ 2É_______
( t )  '  cosh ^ )  ( ^  ( g )  '  cosh ^ )
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where
(t)
W i ^ y )
A succinct analysis of the turning point reveals that since fig > 0 , in as much as it 
represents the wavenumber - a strictly positive value, and from equation (2.3.2) as 
fig ^  0 , it follows that «g ^  oo, and as fig —>• oo, it follows that ojg —> oo, hence the 
unique turning point for the steady-state curve in the bifurcation set of the predator- 
prey system is a minimum.
Now we turn to discover the the turning points for the Hopf curve (2.1.17). We 
substitute fl^ for in (2.1.17) to get
olh — C5 •+- CqQih +  TT—, (2.3.6)\Ih
where
Differentiating (2.3.6) with respect to VLh gets
Setting to zero, and solving for fljj, we find the location of the turning point for 
the Hopf curve (2.1.17) in the bifurcation set, in which we take the positive root of
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(2.3.7), served by the symbol to reflect the strict positivity character of CIh =
C6
and the corresponding value of an  =
oi-H — C5 + Ce ( ^  J +  C7 f ^  ) . (2.3.8)
Therefore, the Hopf curve’s minimum occurs at the co-ordinate {kn-, cx-h) where
7 Cy f  Cy\ / cgA 2kn = — and =  cg 4- Ce — + c? —C6 V^6/
Again, a succinct analysis of the Hopf turning point reveals that, since Q,h > 0, and 
from (2.3.6), as fig 0 it follows that ag  —> 0 0 , and as fig —» 00  this leads to 
a  —^ 0 0 . We can deduce that turning point for the Hopf curve is a minimum. The 
location of the turning points to the steady-state and Hopf curves have been deter­
mined. We set the turning points of the steady-state and Hopf curves to be equal to 
each other as to establish when the minima are equal.
For as and ag  to have the equal minima at their turning points in the bifurca­
tion set of the predator-prey system, we require as =  ag , which in mathematical 
form is put as
cosh Ip] ■+• C2 +  -7-------- ^ ---------r- 4-V3 Vci
^ ( a ) % o s h ^ )
- C s - C e f ^ l  -  I ^  I =0 ,cey \C7
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where
(2.3.9)
-0 = -  cosh ^ ( t )
whereby Ci = f , Cg = Cg = 4 - a(l -  6), C4 = A^a(l -  6), C5 =
(D+1)A2 C6 = and C7 = A^ .
There are four parameters in this equation, namely a, 6, D, and A. In order 
to investigate further in ascertaining where, in the bifurcation set, the two minima 
coincide, we assemble a set of fixed parameter values a = 1, 6 = 0.1, and D = 1
and substitute them into (2.3.9) to get function in terms of A, of the form /(A) =  0. 
A depiction of /(A) against A is found in Figure 2.3.
f{X)
a -  a.
-2
-4
1 -0 .5 0 0.5 1
Figure 2.3: The illustration of equation (2.3.9) where o = 1, b = 0.1, and D = 1.
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Looking at Figure 2.3, we can see that the curve has two roots which satisfies (2.3.9), 
namely A = 0.58938 and —0.58938. Either value is satisfactory to complete the set 
of fixed parameter values in which we can then assign to the steady-state and Hopf 
bifurcation curves, though We take A to be a positive value, as for the convolution 
integral to converge, it has to be positive. As we have the necessary quantitative 
values for the predator-prey system (1.3.5) which satisfies the equation (2.3.9), which 
produces simultaneous onset in the dynamical system, we can find out exactly where 
the turning points for the steady-state curve and the Hopf curve are in the bifurcation 
set. Putting the parameter values a = 1, b = 0.1, D = 1 and A =  0.58938 into 
(2.1.15) to give us the location of the turning point for steady-state curve minimum, 
and substituting into (2.1.17) to give us the location for the Hopf curve minimum, 
gives us as value of 12.21895 and an an  value of 12.21895. The wavelength, L, for 
is 8.8872 and for an  we have a wavelength of 17.3077. To confirm that the steady- 
state curve and Hopf curve have the same minimum, with these chosen and computed 
numerical values for a, 6, D, and A, we plot the curves, as shown in Figure 2.4.
The bifurcation set. Figure 2.4, tells us that for a  % 12 we expect to see steady- 
state and Hopf bifurcations to appear simultaneously.
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Steady-State wavelength L - 
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Figure 2.4: The bifurcation set when a =  1 , b = 0.1, D = 1, and A =  0.58938. 
Equal steady-state and Hopf minima.
2.4 Numerical Calculation
For the numerical solution of the predator-prey system (1.3.5), we applied the Crank- 
Nicholson finite differences method (Mitchell (1980)). The periodic function, 0.2(1.14- 
sin 2|x), ç [0 , L], was chosen to be the initial condition for both u and v,
and the parameter values were obtained by considering a finite domain of size L, 
where one wavelength in the box was equal to ^ . Periodic boundary conditions were 
used, where u(0,t) = u{L,t) and t;(0, t) = v(L,t). The size of the time step used 
was 0.0001 and there was 30 spatial steps in the spatial domain L, where the size 
of one spatial step was MATLAB was used to carry out the numerical calculations.
The idea of the Crank-Nicholson method is that the temporal derivative is taken as 
the average of the spatial derivatives between the start of the time step and the end of 
the time step. Generally, the idea of Crank-Nicholson in a discrete algebraic setting is
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= ------------- d i-------------- =  ¥ V  dx'^ '
for some arbitrary function 'i?(rc,t), and for some coefficient of diffusion D. The error 
term, 0(01)“^, shows the Crank-Nicholson method is of second-order in the tempo­
ral domain. A periodic boundary condition is imposed on the spatial domain of the 
predator-prey dynamical system (1.3.5). We use a periodic boundary condition be­
cause the linear stability analysis assumes an infinite domain. It is not possible to 
numerically solve on an infinite domain, so we work with a finite domain. Thus dif­
ferent boundary conditions restrict the number of possible wavenumbers in different 
ways.
It is noticed that for the parameter set a =  1, 6 =  0.1, D = 1, and A =  1,
the linear stability analysis shows that the state (6,1 — 6, 6)^, for the Predator Prey 
system (1.3.5) is a stable solution for the values a < 21. We can see this in Figure 2.1.
During the process of numerical calculation, for the values of a  < 6.5 we see a 
convergence to a steady-state solution as expected. For the values of o; > 6.5 a sin­
gularity formed in the solution to u{x^ t) and it responded in the solution of v{x, t) 
as shown in Figure 2.5. This is not expected from the linear stability analysis.
Figure 2.5 depicts an example of the singularity that arises in the dynamical sys­
tem (1.3.5). The layout of Figure 2.5 is as follows, Picture a) shows the density of 
u{x,t) against time for æ =  2.16 represented by a blue line. Picture b) illustrates the 
density of v{x,t) against time for x ~  2.16 represented by a green line. Picture c) 
shows a three dimensional graph of the prey density in time and space, and Picture 
d) shows the three dimensional graph of the predator density in time and space.
The code manifested the singularity after a very small period of time, we can see 
this in Figure 2.5, where the code was run for the short time period of 0.4. By com­
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paring Pictures c) and d) in Figure 2.5, we can see the singularity is more pronounced, 
in terms of density size, in u(x, t) than in v{x, t). The singularity grows more rapidly 
for higher values of a. In nature, we do not expect to see such a rapid growth and 
aggregation to a prey population over a very short period of time. Figure 2.5 a) and 
b) shows the singularity forming at the point when the time is 0.3 for the values 
of w(2.16, t) and u(2.16, t), and it increases steadily as time moves onwards. When 
numerically integrating for higher values of a, the stronger and earlier the singularity 
becomes over the prey’s and thus the predator’s population density in space and time.
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Figure 2.5: An example of the singularity arisen during numerical integration, using 
the parameters a =  1, b = 0.1, D = 1, A = 1, L =  8 , and a = 22.
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In order to validate the code and the numerical scheme, in other words, to make sure 
that the occurrence of the singularity was not due to errors in the code, we decided to 
apply the workings of the code to a reaction-diffusion system, where comparison with 
numerical solutions in published literature could be made. The Brusselator model 
was chosen. The Brusselator is a set of reaction-dilfusion equations
UBt — A — {B 1)ub +  u'^ b'^ b +  Ubxx')
V B t  =  B u b  -  U % V b  +  D v b x x ^
which models the chemical reactions of systems involving two variable intermediates, 
whose concentrations are assumed to be controlled throughout the reaction process. 
Here, ub and vb are chemical concentrations of reaction products, A  and B  are con­
stant concentrations of input reagents and D is the diffusion ratio of the two products
Further explanation can be found from Pena and Perez-Garcia (20 01).
Only a few lines of the reaction-diffusion model (1.3.5) code was altered when im­
plementing the code to numerically integrate the Brusselator model. The initial 
conditions, periodic boundary conditions, time step size, and the spatial step size 
remain unchanged. The Brusselator model has a single non-trivial spatio-temporal 
steady-state which is found at ubs — = (A,B/A)^. This state undergoes
a steady-state bifurcation when Bg = 1 -\- ^  where &isa wavenumber,
and a Hopf bifurcation when Bh =  l-\-A^-]-{D-\-l)k‘^, where Bh < l + k‘^ -\-^
The Brusselator bifurcation set for A  =  4.5 and D =  8 is shown in Figure 2.6. 
The numerical scheme that was chosen to perform the numerical calculations for the 
reaction-diffusion equations (1.3.5) was also chosen for the Brusselator model. In 
Figure 2.7 we show the computed solution for A — 4.5, B — 8 , D = S and L =  4 
for Ub and vb- The layout of Figure 2.7 is in the same format to that of Figure 2.5 
where u and v are replaced by the the chemical concentrations ub and ug. Figure
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2.7 shows the convergence to a Turing solution of a single wavelength in space, af­
ter the transients have died out at t % 30. Prom the Brusselator's bifurcation set, 
Figure 2.6, we can discover that we expect to see an onset to a steady bifurcation 
of one wavelength, for the parameters used. The location of the Turing solution is 
marked by a green square in the bifurcation set, where it is noticed that the green 
square crosses the steady-state curve of wavelength L, but does not cross the other 
steady-state curves of wavelength ^ and ^ as shown in the bifurcation set. Figure 2.6.
The agreement of the results of numerical integrating the Brusselator model and 
the linear analysis predicted, in Figure 2.6, rules out possible coding error and the 
numerical scheme used to obtain the numerical solution to the predator-prey reaction- 
diffusion equations (1.3.5).
CQ 15
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
" Steady-State wavelength L— —' — Hopf wavelength Lsteady-state wavelength L/2— — — Hopf wavelength L/2steady-state wavelength L/3— — — Hopf wavelength L/3 ^  Takens-Bogdanov point ■  Turing solution
Figure 2.6: The bifurcation set for the Brusselator model.
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Figure 2.7: A numerical solution from the numerical integration of the Brusselator 
dynamical system for A = 4.5, B = S, D = 8, and L = 4. We see a Turing 
solution which has a period of 27t in space.
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2.5 Final Comments
It was discovered through the use of numerical calculations that the predator-prey 
reaction-diffusion model (1.3.5) does have its limitations. We can therefore conclude 
that there is little benefit in progressing with further mathematical research in model
(1.3.5), however, we seek to overcome the limitation in Chapter 3, where a modifica­
tion to the model (1.3.5) is made.
The Modified Predator-Prey Model
In this chapter the modified predator-prey system is introduced. We find the spatially 
uniform steady-states and perform linear stability analysis of the most interesting of 
these steady-states states. The algebraic expressions for the curves of both steady- 
state and Hopf bifurcation are found. The chapter is concluded by a brief account of 
some numerical results.
3.1 The Model
It was shown in Chapter 2 that a limitation of the original predator-prey model (1.3.5) 
was the occurrence of a singularity as we increased the bifurcation parameter a. We 
now modify the original predator-prey model by including the terms —^ {u^ — uw) in 
the prey population density expression U t  to give
Uf  = w(l -f- (XU — (3u^  — (1 -h O: — /))w) — UV  +  D U x x i
Vt = av{u -  b) + Vxx, (3.1.1)
0 =  X^{u — w) U)xx>
This is in the same spirit as the modification of the single species equation as in 
Britton (1990), see (1.3.3). The predator population density term, % and the nonlocal 
term Wxx = —X^(u — w) are unchanged. Recall that the nonlocal term represents
50
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intra-specific competition for available resources between species, for example animals 
competing to eat grass from a field -  all the grass will be eaten soon and the animals 
who have missed out on the chance to eat grass are weaker than those who have eaten 
grass, thus affecting the weaker animal’s survivability. Remember that au^ is the 
advantage of aggregation for prey species. A is a measure of how localised w is in space. 
The term —/3u  ^models the local carrying capacity of the environment. Basically it is 
the competition the prey species have for space. It is a stabilizing term, thus easing 
the effect of local crowding when the competition for space becomes more important 
than foraging for resources. It ensures that the prey population remains bounded. 
The remaining term —f5uw takes into account the limiting capacity of localisation, 
where it can be thought of as prey fighting each other for limited resources. For 
example when a herd of antelopes fight each other for a share of drinking water in a 
small lake, the more antelopes that go to the lake to drink water, the more the the 
water level in the lake will drop, assuming no rainfall occurs. This will affect some 
antelopes as they do not take in enough water and so they could die of thirst. We take 
r, D, a, /3, and A to be positive constants. We also require that (1 -f a  — /?) > 0
and 6 < 1. Note that when =  0, equations (3.1.1) reduce to the Gourley and Britton
(1996), equations (1.3.5).
3.2 Linear Analysis
Finding the spatially uniform steady-states
In order to find the spatially uniform steady-states for the set of equations (3.1.1), 
we set all spatial and temporal derivatives to zero. This gives
0 =  u{l -{-au — (3u^  — (1 •+• a  — j3)w) — wu, (3.2.1)
0 =  av{u — b)y (3.2.2)
0 =  \ ‘^ {u — w). (3.2.3)
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Prom (3.2.3), we can see that u = w. Prom equation (3.2.2), we have u =  0 or w =  6. 
If u =  0, we use this and u = w in equation (3.2.1) to get
0 =  u{l + au — (3u^  — (1 + a  — /3)u).
Either n ~  0 which implies that (u, v, w)^ = (0,0,0)^, or
(1 + au — (3u^  — (1 + a  — P)u) =  0.
Hence we have, u =  1 or u =  —4. If w =  1, we have (u, u, w)^ =  (1,0,1)^. If it =  —4,
Twe have {u .v .'w f = .
1Î u = b, it follows that we have w = b. Prom (3.2.1), and using the fact that 
u — w = b, we have
6 (l +  o;6 — (3b^  — (1 +  a  — /?) 6) —bv~0 .
Solving for v gives v =  (1 — 6) (1 +  j3b). So the equilibrium steady-state becomes,
(u, V,  w)'^ = (6, (1 -  6) (1 -1- Pb), h f .
Hence, we have four steady-states for the modified predator prey system (3.1.1), 
which are
{u,v,w)'^ = (0 , 0, 0)^ ,
iu .v .w f' =  (1,0,1)^,
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and
(it, V, w)'^ = (6, (1 -  5) (1 + pb), 6)^.
The first steady-state corresponds to no predator and no prey, the second and third 
steady-states corresponds to just prey. We therefore focus on the fourth steady-state 
when both predator and prey are present in the equilibrium solution and analyse 
when this state can be stable.
Finding expressions for the eigenvalues of the steady-state solutions
In order to find the local stabihty of the steady state (6, (1 — 6) (1 -h pb) , 6)^, a small 
perturbation of the variables is considered
u = Us
V = Vs + 1)6* ,^ (3.2.4)
w  =  I Ü S - t - i t ) e ^ ^ ® .
where k is the wavenumber and (itg, lUg)^  = (6, (1 — 6) (1 -I- Pb) , 5)^, and the tildes 
represent the size of the perturbation.
Substituting (3.2.4) into (3.1.1) to get
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dt {b +  =  (6 +  ü é ’‘^ ) ( l  +  a  (6 +  - /3{b + ue“ *) ^
-  (1 +  a  -  /3) (6 +  j
-  (6 +  üé'^^) ((1 -  6) (1 +  0b) + vé '^ )
rP'
j  { { l - b ) { l  +  0 b )+ v é ' ° ‘ ) = a ( ( l - 6 ) ( l  + /?6)+ûe‘*’*) (6 + «e‘*‘“-6 )
+ ((1 — ^  (1 +  W  + ve '^) , (3.2.5)
r P0 =  \^{h + ù é ' = - b - w é ’^ ) +  ^ { b  +  wé'=^).
Expanding the brackets, collecting the terms, neglecting the nonlinear terms to re- 
fiect the fact that perturbation is small, and cancelling out the exponential functions, 
equations (3.2.5) reduce to
— (oib — 2pb^ — Dk^'j Û — bv — 6(1H-q: — 5^) w, (3.2.6)
f)l) = a {1 — b) ( 1 pb) Û — k'^v, (3.2.7)
0 =  X^ü — (A^  +  &^ ) w. (3.2.8)
Prom (3.2.8), w =  Substituting for w into (3.2.6) gives
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2/35': -  DA': I It -  50. (3.2.9)
By appealing to the Jacobian, we can write (3.2.7) and (3.2.9) in the form ^  
as seen in the previous chapter, where u =  (it, 0)^ and
- b— i Cl (1 — 6) (1 + pb) —
We now determine the expressions for the eigenvalues of 2m, by computing | 2m ~  
M I  1= 0. We get the quadratic eigenvalue equation
M - +  ( ^ '^ f  ~  +  20b^ + {D + 1) e )  M
-  -  2/96^  -  -Ofc^ ) + o6(l -  6)(1 + 0b) =  0.
(3.2.10)
We first consider when a steady-state bifurcation occurs in the modified dynamical 
system. For a steady-state bifurcation, there exists a zero eigenvalue, so when we set 
the constant term of (3.2.10) to zero, a steady-state bifurcation would occur. That is
(  -  2/962 _ ^^2 j 2^ ^ -  6)(1 + 0b) =  0. (3.2.11)
Solving (3.2.11) for CK, we get
. . .  , 0(A2 + fc2) A2(l + ^ ( 2 6 - l ) ) + a ( l - 6 ) ( l  + /36)“  =  2/16+------   + ----------------------- p ----------------------
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(3.2.12)
Next, we consider when a purely imaginary eigenvalue exists in the quadratic eigen­
value equation (3.2.10). That would lead to a Hopf bifurcation in the dynamical 
system. We let the coefficient term of M  be zero and impose the condition that the 
constant term in (3.2.10) be positive, which leads to
+ (D +  1) k^) =  0, (3,2.13)
Solving (3.2.13) for a gets
a  ^  =  20b + iD + l ){ \^  + k^) +  \ H 0 { 2 b - l )  + l )  ^ (3.2.14)
provided that
ah{l — 5)(1 4- pb) > kP.
When we set P to zero, and become equations (2.1.15) and (2.1.17), which 
is consistent with the linear analysis carried out in Chapter 2.
The simultaneous onset
We discovered the values for simultaneous onset in the modified system. This was 
done in a similar fashion to what was shown in the previous chapter, with the help 
of Namias (1985) for discovering the real cubic root of the steady-state bifurcation,
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3.3 Bifurcation Sets
As for the original equation discussed by Gourley and Britton (1996), depending on 
the values of the parameters, either oscillatory or steady solutions bifurcate first, or it 
is possible for both oscillatory and steady solutions to bifurcate simultaneously. This 
is illustrated in Figures 3.1 to 3.3.
B 25
steady-state wavelength L 
Hopf wavelength L 
Takens-Bogdanov point
0 5 10 15 20
Figure 3.1: The bifurcation set for the modified dynamical system when o = 1, b = 
0.47, D = 1, /? =  10, and A = 0.9. There is a lower Hopf minimum, we expect an
onset of oscillatory solutions.
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Figure 3.2; The bifurcation set for the modified dynamical system when a =  1, b = 
0.47, D = 1, P = 10y and A =  1.36688077. There is an equal steady-state and 
Hopf minima, we expect simultaneous onset of oscillatory and steady solutions.
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Figure 3.3: The bifurcation set for the modified dynamical system when a = 1, 6 =
0.47, D = ly P = 10y and A =  2.5. There is a lower steady-state minimum, we 
expect an onset of steady solutions.
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Note that in the bifurcation set, in all the cases presented, the Hopf bifurcation 
terminates at a Takens-Bogdanov point when ab{l — 6)(1 H- Pb) =  As the Takens- 
Bogdanov point is approached along the Hopf curve, the frequency of the oscilla­
tion that onsets tends to zero. The dynamics in the neighbourhood of the Takens- 
Bogdanov point are discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
3.4 Numerical Calculation
For the illustrated numerical solutions in this section, a finite difference algorithm 
was applied to approximate the differential operators of the modified predator-prey 
equations (3.1.1) to yield a numerical solution, for a certain timelength. The Crank- 
Nicholson method was used to numerically integrate the terms in (3.1.1), it permits 
the step in time to be taken.
No mathematical function was used for the purpose of an initial condition. To begin 
with, numerical integration was undertalcen using a vector of randomly generated 
integers as the initial conditions of u{xyt) and v{Xyt)y with selected parameter values 
a, by Dy py uud A. We then took the spatial data of the numerically integrated 
solution, after the transients had died out, and used that solution data as the initial 
condition. Then, the numerical integration was calculated using the new initial con­
ditions, but keeping the parameter values as they were.
We took guidance from the bifurcation set produced from the linear stability analysis 
work to choose the parameter values for numerical calculation.
Results of Numerical Calculation
The investigation of the numerical solutions which arise from the modified dynam­
ical system focused on when there is an oscillatory onset from the trivial solution 
{by (1 — 6) (1 -1- pb) y b)^ and when there is a steady onset from the trivial solution
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(6, (1 — 6) (1 +  ph) , 6)^. For this to happen we used the parameters A =  0.9 for the 
oscillatory onset and A — 2.5 for the onset of steady solutions. The numerical calcu­
lations reveal a collection of typical solutions that one can expect from steady and 
oscillatory onset.
The fixed parameter values for the equation that the numerical calculation integrated 
are a =  1, h = 0.47, T) — 1, and P = 10. The equations was integrated for up to 
a computational time of 1000, which was long enough to ensure that any transient 
part of the solution had died out. A timestep of 0.005 was used and there were 100 
spatial steps, where the length of one spatial step size was ~ , where w  is the number 
of spatial steps. The size of the spatial step depended on the size of the wavelength L.
Each of the Figures contains six pictures labeled a) to f). Picture a) shows the 
temporal evolution of u{Xy t) and v{xy t) for a fixed value of x. Time is shown on the 
horizontal axis and the values of of u{x,t) and v{x,t) are shown on the vertical axis. 
Picture b) shows the spatial action of u and v at the final time run of the numerical 
integration. The value of x is represented by the horizontal axis and the vertical axis 
marks u{Xy t) and v{xy t). Pictures c) and d) are contour plots, with the horizontal axis 
measuring space and the vertical axis measuring time. Picture c) is the contour plot of 
the population density of u{Xy t) and picture d) is the contour of the population den­
sity of v{Xyt), The remaining pictures, those of e) and f), are of a three dimensional 
nature with the population density on the vertical axis and time and space on the 
horizontal axis. Picture e) shows the three dimensional graph for u{xyt) and picture 
f) shows the three dimensional graph for v{xyt). The data used for plotting out was 
saved for every computational time of 0.1 when numerically integrating the equations.
The computational resource MATLAB was chosen to carry out the numerical in­
tegration.
To achieve Figure 3.4, the code was run with the parameter values A =  2.5, L =  4,
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and a =  15. Figure 3.4 a) shows the prey density, u{xyt), in blue and the predator 
density, v{xyt), in green. Pictures a) and b) will be of the same colour format for 
u and V in all of the figures that follow in this chapter that depicts the outcome of 
the numerical integration. In this case. Figure 3.4 a) shows the solution, for both 
u{xyt) and v{Xyt), converges to a state that is steady in time. We also see a spatially 
uniform state in picture b) for both u and v. Both the temporal state and the spatial 
state occur at the same value of u and v. The contour plots in pictures c) and d), of 
Figure 3.4, for u and v show a uniform portrait. This is seen in a three dimensional 
landscape in pictures e) and f) of Figure 3.4. Together the pictures show that for 
a  =  15 and L = 4, the dynamical system converges to the spatially uniform steady- 
state solution (uyv)'^ = {by (1 — b){l -H Pb))'^ = (0.47,3.021)^. This is what we expect 
from bifurcation theory and from the bifurcation set, see Figure 3.8. Biologically, we 
can see that not much is happening between the predator and prey.
However, notice Figure 3.5, when a is increased to 40, whilst keeping L and the 
other parameter values as it is, we see a change. The stable spatially uniform steady- 
state solution is no more, we see the result of a Taring instability where the trivial 
solution (6,(1 — 6)(1 -f /?6))^ has converged to another stable steady state with a 
single spatial periodicity. We see the form of the spatial periodicity in Figure 3.5 b). 
This is consistent with the linear stability analysis; for L =  4 the spatially uniform 
steady-state solution becomes unstable to a spatially varying steady-state solution at 
a  % 33, see Figure 3.8. To interpret a Turing instability in a biological vein, we can 
infer that there is some spatial aggregation, though the densities of predator and prey 
are invariable as time passes.
For the oscillatory onset to occur from the trivial solution, the numerical parameters 
are different to that needed for a steady onset, as mentioned earlier in the chapter. 
We set A =  0.9, L = 1 0 , and a  =  15.5. The result of this parameter change is seen
in Figure 3.6. In this example of a Hopf bifurcation, we see a standing wave solution 
which has bifurcated from the trivial solution.
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On keeping a, 6, D, A, and /? fixed, but changing L to 6 and increasing the 
value of a, we see a different sequence of transitions. In Figure 3.7 we see a travel­
ling wave solution for a  == 20 and L — 6. The wave travels from “right to left” in 
one dimensional space and from the spatial snapshot, that is Figure 3.7 b), we can 
see the predators are chasing the prey - this is perceived where the highest point of 
the prey density is slightly further to the left of space than the highest point of the 
prey density is in space. As time passes the prey will remain “ahead” of the chasing 
predators in one dimensional space. The travelling wave in Figure 3.7 is consistent 
with the linear stability analysis that shows for T =  6 there is a Hopf bifurcation at 
a % 16, see Figure 3.9.
The location of the solutions for Figures 3.4 -  3.7 are shown in two bifurcation sets. 
Figures 3.8 and 3.9, one showing the onset of steady solutions and the other showing 
onset of oscillating solutions.
The results of the numerical calculation confirms that the shortcoming in the origi­
nal model has been overcome with the introduction of the —p{u^ — uw) terms into 
the prey population density term Ut. We also see an agreement with linear analysis 
and the results of numerical integration as we get the expected onset behaviour from 
the numerical calculation parameters of the chosen bifurcation set. Seeing the exis­
tence of solutions and the fact that no singularities came about when carrying out 
numerical integration has given us the “green light” to conduct further research on 
the modified model. That can be seen in the example of simultaneous onset, which 
has not been covered in this chapter since a whole chapter has been dedicated to the 
study of simultaneous onset in the modified predator-prey reaction-diffusion system.
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1000
0 0
Figure 3.4: Trivial solution from a =  1, b =  0.47, D =  1, ^  =  10, A
2.5, T =  4, and a  =  15.
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Figure 3.5: Turing solution from a =  1, 6 =  0.47, D  =  1, /? =  10, A =
2.5, L =  4, and a  =  40.
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Figure 3.6: Standing wave solution from a =  1, b =  0.47, D =  1, p  =  10, X =
0.9, L  =  10, and a  =  15.5.
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Figure 3.7: Travelling wave solution from a =  1, 6 =  0.47, D =  1, =  10, A =
0.9, L =  6, and ol =  20.
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Figure 3.8: The bifurcation set for the modified dynamical system when a =  1, b 
0.47, D = 1, /? = 10, and A =  2.5, showing the location of the steady solutions.
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Figure 3.9: The bifurcation set for the modified dynamical system when a = 1, b = 
0.47, D = 1, /? = 10, and A = 0.9, showing the location of the oscillating solutions.
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3.5 Final Comments
We have considered the modified reaction diffusion model. Linear analysis concluded 
that we can realise three classes of onset from the trivial solution, depending on the 
numerical calculation parameters used. The onset classes found are an onset of oscil­
latory solutions, an onset of steady solutions, and a simultaneous onset of oscillatory 
and steady solutions. The linear analysis work is shown to be consistent with earlier 
work, by setting (5 to 0. An applied analysis of the model, on the basis of numerical 
integration, confirmed that the modified model had made the “evolutionary” leap in 
a mathematical sense, by eliminating the fiaw which its predecessor had. The work 
presented in this chapter has thus laid down the foundation for further research on 
the modified dynamical system, which comes into play over the next few chapters in 
this thesis.
Weakly Nonlinear Analysis of the Steady-State  
Bifurcation
In this chapter we briefly consider the philosophy behind normal forms. We investi­
gate the behaviour of the solution close to the steady-state bifurcation by means of an 
analytic approach. The results of the investigation are used to award significance to 
the results of the numerical investigation into steady bifurcations that was presented 
in the previous chapter.
4.1 A Summary of Normal Form
By varying parameters of a dynamical system, it’s phase portrait undergoes quali­
tative changes at bifurcation points. When the changes occur in the neighbourhood 
of the equilibrium points, we call it a local bifurcation. Well established mathemati­
cal tools are available for use in bifurcation theory for analysing the local bifurcations.
The normal form of a bifurcation is the simplest system that displays the change 
of orbit structure, and the original systems of equations can always be transformed 
into the normal form close to the local bifurcation point. Normal form is a method 
for transforming ordinary differential equations that describes nonlinear vector fields 
into certain standard forms. Using a particular class of co-ordinate transformations 
and selecting parameters in a particular way, one can remove the higher order non- 
linearities which are not required in the analysis. Normal form theory can be traced 
back to Poincaré. This tool is extremely valuable in the studies of bifurcation of 
periodic orbits, stability problems and so on.
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Since local bifurcations can only happen at nonhyperbolic stationary points, one 
might suppose that looking at the eigenvectors on the centre manifold would give us 
an idea of the dynamics near the bifurcation point. This idea is supported by the 
centre manifold theorem. The centre manifold theorem restricts the attention to the 
flow within the centre manifold and the use of normal form simplifies the system of 
equations on the centre manifold. Every system can be simplified to the normal form 
at the bifurcation point. The reductions to normal forms is realized by means of 
power series in the deviation from the equilibrium point. By looking at the normal 
form, we can discover the qualitative behaviour of the flows of the specific type of 
local bifurcation.
4.2 Perturbation Expansion and the Preliminary 
to Predholm’s Alternative Theorem
Suppose that in the neighbourhood of the steady-state bifurcation the solution may 
be described as a weakly nonlinear expansion about the steady-state solution. The use 
of a weakly nonlinear expansion is seen as the proper approach in the situation exam­
ining systems of partial differential equations to investigate the bifurcating branches. 
For example, Gourley and Britton (1996) used the weakly nonlinear expansion to 
study the bifurcating branches of the original predator-prey system. Specifically we 
expand it, u, w, and a  in a series which involves powers of e, where g <K 1 For 
u, V, and w we have
( \
(1 — 6)(1 -{- /?6) + € 'Si 4" s + S'"
u.S3
'S3 -f- . . .
(4.2.1)
The series for a  is
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CK = Q!g^  4- £0^ 1 4- £^ 0!2 4" 4" • • • • (4.2.2)
Also we rescale time to consider the slow time T  in the modified dynamical system, 
where T  = eH. Therefore
dt ^ &T'
We substitute (4.2.1), (4.2.2) and (4.2.3) into the system of equations (3.1.1). We 
then equate terms of order g, g^ , g^ . This results in a hierarchy of linear differen­
tial equations that are solved in turn.
The use of Predholm’s Alternative Theorem is essential to solve the system of equa­
tions at O(g^) and above. A concise review is as follows. If we let L  be the linear 
differential operator and let L* be the adjoint of the linear differential operator, and 
suppose we wish to solve L u  =  / ,  and suppose further we have solved the adjoint 
equation L*v = 0.
Let denote the inner product on the function space, then we have
( / ,u )  =  {Lu,v),
but
( f , v )  = (u,L*v),
using the definition of the adjoint. Hence
{ f , v)  = {u ,0)=0 .  (4.2.4)
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The condition (4.2.4) results in solvability conditions for the perturbation expansion. 
At O(e^), we find that (4.2.4) results in the requirement that ai = 0. At O(g^) we 
will find that (4.2.4) results in an ordinary differential equation for the slow time 
evolution of the amphtude of a pattern in the modified dynamical system.
4.3 Finding the Hierarchy of Linear Differential 
Equations
We first find the hierarchy of linear differential equations.
We make use of slow time T and substitute (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) into the predator-prey 
system (3.1.1). The prey component, Ut = u{l-{-au — /3u  ^— P)w) —uv+Duxx,
becomes
(b 4- sUsi 4- £^ Us2 4“ 4- ...)  ^1 4“ (cKg^  4- £ol\ 4- £^où2 4- 4- ...)
(6 4“ sUsi 4“ 4- 4“ ...)  — /?(& 4- swsi 4- T 4-. • .)  ^—
(1 4- Oism 4" T £^ 0^ 2 +  4“ .. .  — /?)(6 4~ £Wsi 4- £^ Ws2 4- £^ Ws3 +  • • -)^
—{h 4- 4- £^ Us2 4- £^ Us^  4- .. .)((1 — 6)(1 4- (ih) 4- 4- £^ Vs2 4- £^ Vs^  4 -...)
4-7) T 4" 4" 6^ 'Ugg 4“ .. .)^ . (4.3.1)
At 0(g), we have
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0 =  — 2/?6) ^61 — hvs^  — b{l +  — (3)ws .^
At O(g^), we have
0 =  -  2j3b) + -  bvs^  - b { l  + a s ^ ~  /?) Ws^
- \ - a i b  (wgj — WgJ -h (ofg  ^ — 3/?6) — (1 +  cTs„^  — f3 ) Wg^ Wgj — Wg^ t^ gi-
At O(g^), we have
^ 8 1
dT =  2^6) -h Wg3 -  6ug3 -  6 (1 +  ag^ -  p )
-\-aib {us2 — Wgg) -H «2*^  (wgj — WgJ 4- 2 (ag^ — 3/76) Us-^ Ug^  4- (cKi — Pug-PjuS^i
(1 T £^ Sm /^ ) (,'^Sl'^S2 4~ ^ S2^ ël ) (o^ lWg^  4" t^ )^ Wgj 'lAgg'^gj^ .
For the predator component, Vt = av(u — b) 4-%æ, when the the slow time T and the 
series of (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) are substituted, we have
a ((1 -  6) (1 4- Pb) 4- 4- e^ Vg^  4- e^ Vg^  4-...) (6 4- £«si 4- e^ Ug^  4- e^ Ug^  4-. . .  -  6)
+ ^ ^ ^ ((1  “  b)(l +  /56) 4- 4- £^ Vg^  4- £^ Vg^  4- .. . )^.
Now equating according to powers of g, up to the third power
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0{e)
d^v0 — ct- (1 — 6) (1 -|- pb) T Sidx^
d^v0 =  n ( l  -  6) (1 4- Pb) Ug^  4- 4- aug^v,
0 { é )
dv d^v=  a (1 — 6) (1 4- pb) Ws3 4- ■ 4- a{ug^ Vg^  4-
And finally, the series (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) are introduced to the localization compo­
nent, 0 =  A^ (t6 — w) 4- Wxx, of the predator-prey system (3.1.1)
0 == A^ (6 4" £Ug^  4“ £^ Ug2 4* 4-. . .  — 6 — swg  ^ — s^ Wg^  — s^ Wg^  — ...)
/  ^24- ( ^ ^ (6  4- £Wg^  4- £^ Wg^  4- s^ Wgg 4-...)
Equating according to powers of £ up to the third power 
0(g)
0 -  {ug^  -  Wgf) 4- —Q ^ '
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0(6^)
o (s ')
0 -  V  («% -
We define the linear operator Q  to be the 3 by 3 square matrix
Q =
^K^sm ~  2/76) +  Ddxx —6(1 -f — p)^
a ( l  —  6 ) ( 1  - f -  p b )  dxx  0
0   A^
as a result, we have three equations at the three orders
\u.Si
Q 'Sl =  0 , (4.3.2)
y
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Q
Q
'^ S2 = —
V '^ S2 )
d"^ sa dT
V Wgg j
aib{ug^ -  Wsi) + -  Spb)u
— (1 + — P)UsT^Wg-^  — Us^ V^s
aUg-^ Vs-^
/Si
aib{ug^ -  WgJ +  a2b{ug  ^ -  Wg^ )
~ ^Pb)ug^Ug  ^H- (ai — pUgf)u\
— (1 +  CKg^  — P){Ug^Wg^ +  ItggWgJ
( o î i î d g j  T  V s-p'^si  ' ^ S 2 ^ s i
a(ws2'ysi +
Si
(4.3.3)
(4.3.4)
4.4 Solving the 0(e) Problem
First we solve the equations (4.3.2) for the terms Wg^ , t^ g^  and Wg^ . We consider the 
ansatz
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( u \Si
'SI &
\  ' ^ s i  j  y  O g  y
cos kx.
Where æ^ (T) is the measure of the amplitude of the solutions. At 0(g), solving for
ttai, t’si, Wsi and CKg^ , we expect to find that ctg  ^gives the location of steady-state
expression (3 .2 .12).
Substituting Wg^ , Vg^  and Wg^  into Q {Ug ,^Vs ,^Wg )^'  ^ = 0, differentiating and can­
celling out the Æ^(T) cos kx terms gives
iK^sm ~ ‘2‘P^) ~ Dk^)Ag — bBg — b { l a g ^  — P)Cg =  0, (4.4.1)
a ( l-6 ) ( l - | -^ 6 )A g -^ ^ B g  =  0, (4.4.2)
A%-(A^4-A^)Og =  0. (4.4.3)
Prom (4.4.2) and (4.4.3), we have
C, B, =  f  I A3.A2-|-A;2 /C2
We choose to normalise such that Ag =  1, giving
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\  /"Si
'Si
\  ^S1
\
\  J
^ { T )  cos kx.
Note that by substituting )^ =  ( l , M  cos kx into
(4.4.1) gives
b{a,„ -  2/36) -  Dk^ -  _  :^ !È (1 + £ |l_ _ ^ )  ^ ( r )  cos kx =  0.
cancelling out ^  (T) cos Aæ and rearranging the expression in terms of ag^ gets
aSm 2;g6 + D(A^  + A;:') , A ^a(l-6)(l + /76) + (14-/7(26-1)))4- k^
X^a{\ — 6)(1 4- /76) _
which is the expression for the steady-state bifurcation (3.2.12), which confirms that 
(wsi,'üsi,iüsi)^ =  ^1 , Â^+p) ^ (T )c o sk x  is a solution for the problem
at 0 (g).
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4.5 Finding the Adjoint
At O(g^) we recall the equations
Q
^ Us2 ^
+
V ^«2 y
( -  WgJ +  {as^ -  3pb)u
-(!-(- — P)Us-^ WsT^  — Ug^ Vg
V
aUg-^ Vg^
0
=  0 .
/
(4.5.1)
At this point, we bring the Predholm Alternative theorem into play. In order to 
apply the Predholm Alternative theorem, it is a prerequisite of the Predholm Alter­
native theorem to discover the adjoint of the linear operator Q. The adjoint, which 
we will denote by Q*, needs to satisfy the condition {Qç,rj) = (ç, Q*??), where 
(f, v) = Jo'" +  %% + Ç3 V3 ) dx and ç =  (çi, %), r} = (%, 773). Thus
2 i rk
( Q < ? 5 ~  j  ~  4“ ~  ^ 2  — ^(1 4- ag^ —
0
4- — 6)(1 +  Pb)çi +  V2 4- ^A^ Çi — A^Çg +  % dx.
Expanding, integrating by parts and cancelling out terms due to periodic boundary 
conditions, we have
X
= J  — 2pb)r]i 4 - D +  a(l — 6)(1 +  pb)rf2  +  A^ ?7g^ Çi
4- ( 4- ^2 +  ^-^(1 + «s™ -  P)r]i -  A^?7g +  *^3 dx.
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Prom this, we deduce the adjoint to be
T
~ 2/36) -{- Ddxx 0,(1 — 6)(1 H- /36) ^
- 6
^ ” 6(1 + -  p)
&
dxx — A^
Now we can solve the adjoint problem.
Prom the equation Q* =  0, we have
K^sm ~ “^ - P b ) - \ - u l  + a{l — b){l + p b )v lX ^w *  = 0, (4.5.2)
d^v*4- ~  (4:.5.3)
-6(1 + oig^  — P)u*s -f ( — A^  ) =  0. (4.5.4)
We consider solutions of the form
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^ (T)* cos kx.
\ K  /  \  Ct I
Substituting for u*, u* and w* into (4.5.2) -  (4.5.4), differentiating, and cancelling 
out the ^ { r y  cos kx terms gives
“  2/36) — Dk‘^ )A* -j- a (l — 6)(1 4- /36)B* 4- A^ C* =  0, (4.5.5)
—6Ag — k ^  B *  = 0, (4.5.6)
- 6 ( l 4 - a g _ - / 3 ) A ; - ( A ^ 4 - %  =  0. (4.5.7)
Now we solve for A*, B *  and C * .  Prom (4.5.7), we have
r *  — -  I 4- cxsm -  /7) > X* ^ A2-|-A;2
Prom (4.5.6), we have
Choosing to normalise so that A* =  1, we have
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/ \
_b_
■ f c 2 æ / ( T ) * c o s  kx.
Substituting =  ^1, —-p, — cos kæ into (4.5.5) gives
( (K « _  -  2/36) -  Dk^) -  cos fa  =  0.
On cancelling out the J^(T)* cos kx term and rearranging to get the equation in terms 
of ag^ gives
_  nqv I D(A  ^+  /c^ ) A^(l+  /3(26 — 1 )) -h a(l — 6)(1-j-/36)------    +   p ----------
A^u(l — 6)(1 4- ph)
F  ’
which is the equation for the steady-state bifurcation boundary, as required.
4.6 Applying the Fredholm Alternative Theorem
at O(e )^
Using the Predholm Alternative Theorem at O(g^), there exists a solution to equa­
tions (4.3.3) if (Qws2 ,«s) ~  0 Prom this we need to evaluate the following inner 
product
kJ aibk"  ^A2 4-/c2^  cos  ^kx — (q!s  ^— Zph)^"^ cos  ^kx
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A2(l + « 3.  -  + a ( l-6 )( l  + /36)^  kx
(A2 + fc2)
d i =  0,-  ^4+ /)(') 3 ^  cos'
where the slow time parameter, T has been omitted from the amplitude measures Æ/ 
and s^* for convenience of notation. The omission of the slow time parameter will 
continue, in this chapter, where it is suitable to do so. We malce use of the fact that 
cos  ^kx =  cos3feæ+3cosfcæ cQg^  kx = cos2kæ+i ^  g^ ^^ d caucel out the term which
results in the simpler integral to evaluate
f \  aibk‘^ fcos2kx + l \  f  a{l — b){l-\-pb) f  ab\J [   2- - - - - J  +  V - - - - - - - P - - - - - - - +
, V (l +  «3„ cos3fa +  3 cosk x \-(a3„ -  3/36) + ----- -------------- J ----------   j dx = 0.
As we are integrating over single period in space, note that (cos kx) dx =  0. Quite 
a few terms disappear to leave us with
X
“ 5 /
0
In order for the integral (4.6.1) to be satisfied, a\ has to be 0 as the other terms in 
the integral, namely b, and £ /  have a real non-zero value.
4.7 Solving the 0 ( e ^ )  Problem
From solving the 0(g) problem we have
Us^  = (T) cos kx^ V,Si
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= Æ / (T) COS
and that a i =  0. The substitution of the 0(s) solution into the right hand side of
(4.5.1), making use of the fact that cti =  0, and making an appeal to the trigonomet­
ric identity cos  ^kx = £21^ 2+1  ^ leads to
Q
( u . \
'32
(  3 / 9 6  — a  4 -  I a{ l -b ){ l+ l3 b )  \
- g ^ ( l—b ) ( l+ /3 6 )fc2 2 f  COS 2kx -H 1
(4.7.1)
We solve (4.7.1) for Us2 , and Wg^ . Substituting the linear operator Q into (4.7.1), 
we have
3 / 7 6  —  0 ! g _  +
~ 2/76) +  5^2 “  ~ ^(1 + CKg^ — /7)Wgg =
A^(l -I- CKg^ -  /7)  ^ u( 1 - ^ ( 1  + /76)^ 2 y cos2A;æ + 1+ k^ (4.7.2)
d‘^1)a(l -  6)(1 /76)wg2 +
— G ^ ( l  —  6 ) ( 1  -I- / 7 6 ) \  ^ 2  / c o s 2 /c æ  -I- 1 (4.7.3)
A^ iig2 +  ( — A^  I Wgg == 0. (4.7.4)
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The solution to ttg., Vs2 and has the form
S2
'S2
'■Si
A.
\  '^ 32 J  y y ^S3 J  ^33 J
+
'S i
BS2
B..
cos 2kx
/
Substituting the general form for Ug^ , Ugg, and Wg^  into equations (4.7.2), (4.7.3) and 
(4.7.4), expanding the terms, then equating the constants æ^(T)^ and cos2kx
terms leads us to six equations with six unknowns. These are
1 /  Dk^\-  2/36)A,i -  6A,, -  6(1 + -  0)A ,, =  - \ 0 b -  —  j , (4.7.5)
( 6 ( a * „ - 2 ^ 6 ) - 4 B P ) B , , - 6 S , , - 6 ( l  +  a .„ - /3 )B ,3  =  1  (/36 -  ^ ^ ) , (4.7.6)
u(l — 6)(1 H" (d6)A -P (l-6 )( l+ /3 6 )SI
(4.7.7)
a(l -  6) (1 + /36)S„ -  4fc'B,, = —ci'(l — 6) (1 A /36)2fc2
(4.7.8)
A'(As j—Asj) — 0, (4.7.9)
A '(B ,,-B ,3 )-4 P B 3 3  =  0, (4.7.10)
where in the above equations, we have used the fact that
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fc") = «6(1 -  6)(1 + 0b) -  k%[a,^ -  20b) + 0) ^  jgjA = 0,
to simplify where necessary. 
Solving for the six unknowns gives
A =
_  a(l + /7(26 -  1)) .
-  2 + ----------P ------------^ 1 ’
-^ 33 ~  -^ 315
®" -  â î w à l î F )  I
C 2  +  4ifc2 1
where
/(«,„, 4P) = «6(1-6 )(l  + /36)-4p6(a«„-2/36)+
+16k^D.
These agree with Courley and Britton (1996) in the case p = 0. The equation which 
describes the bifurcation to a steady branch in terms of the amplitude measure gz/(T) 
is found by applying the Predholm Alternative Theorem at 0{s^).
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4.8 Solvability Condition at O(e )^
We now consider the 0{e^) problem, equation (4.3.4).
Prom equation (4.3.4), we substitute the known variables , ttgg, , Vg2 , Wg^ ,
Ws2 , the linear operator Q, CKg^ , and cci =  0 and we make use of the following 
trigonometric identities
. ^ cos (A JB) +  cos (A — JB)cos A cos B =  —  ---------------- --------- -
o , cos 3kx +  3 cos kxcos kx = -----------:-----------.
We then collect for cos kx and cos Skx terms and use the fact that
— ab{l — b ) ( l p b )  — k‘^ b{as  ^— 2ph)-\--------- 2^ +  k^— — +
4:/u^ ) =  o,b{l — 6)(1 -t- pb) — 4:k%{as  ^— 2pb) H + 4k^— ~
where /(cKg ,^ k"^ ) = 0. After some heavy algebra we end up with the set of equations 
Q'^SS ~  Jp T t
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«S3
Q
\  «'S3 y
+ 1 4/76 — CKg_ — ^
+  I -4fi2 + +
+
0(1- 6) (1+/36)
fc2
COS k x  - h  6 ,
(4.8.1)
where t  represents the non-secular terms, these include terms containing cosSkx, 
which does not contribute to the solvability condition. This is discussed further in 
Chapter 5.
Using the FVedholm Alternative Theorem, there exists a solution to the O(g^) prob­
lem if (QUsg, Ug^ ) =  0, in other words we need the solvability condition which comes 
in the form of the inner product J ÿ  {fus^K +  dx = 0, where each of
the elements of are found in the equation Qugg —  ^ The integral leaves
us with the condition
k •^“ 2 ^ ( â 4 x  -  1)  +  ( i ^  +  ( 4/56 -  “ S„ -  ^ )  [ a ,, + ^ )
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a b { l - b ) { l  +  0b)
 P ----------- =  0 .
Cancelling out the |  factor and the sz/* term, we rearrange the solvability condition 
in the form of an ordinary differential equation
dT . (4.8.2)
The coefficient of the linear term, 75 ,^ of the Turing bifurcation amplitude measure 
(4.8.2) is
CK26A;®
(A2 +  A;2)(A;4 -  a6(l -  6)(1 + ,06)) '
And the coefficient of the cubic term, 7 2^, of the Turing bifurcation amplitude mea­
sure (4.8.2), in its algebraic glory, is
P 6( l - 6) ( l + ^ 6)
P-a6(l-6)(H -/36) iV b P
( « ■ » / ( / _ ,  4i>) (*“ '  "  « ( I + m )  -  ^ )
1 /D P  ^ a(l -f 0{2b -  1))
(• + stî^ îF) + « ) )
- é ) } '
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4.9 Moments of Sub- or Super- Criticality
We adjust our focus from solving the 0{e) and O(g^) considerations, and the 0{e^) 
solvability condition, to motivate an interest in the behaviour of the amplitude mea­
sure (4.8.2). The amplitude equation (4.8.2) governs the stability of the solutions in 
the predator-prey system (3.1.1). We are interested in the operator sign to the coef­
ficient of æ^(T)^, where 753 is the value of the cubic coefficient. In this case, we are 
interested in discovering whether the contribution of the cubic coefficient is operated 
by addition or subtraction.
We use computational means and the bifurcation set parameters to determine whether 
we expect a sub- or super-critical bifurcation. The steady bifurcation is subcritical 
if 7 gg > 0 and supercritical if 7 ^^  < 0. Solutions created by a subcritical bifurca­
tion are unstable as the positive coefficients in the amplitude measure - ^ { T ) t — 
æ^(T) -f æ^(T)^ - does not bring a decaying influence to the change in the ampli­
tude of a steady bifurcation over time as opposed to supercritical bifurcations - 
s^ {T )t ~  ^ { T )  — s^{T y  - does bring a decaying influence. Supercritical bifur­
cations lead smoothly to physically realisable solutions.
For each of the three sets of parameters that were used to draw the bifurcation 
sets in Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, the value of 7^3 is plotted. The results are shown in 
Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 respectively.
Examining the nature of the sign of 7 ^^ , we can conclude that we expect the so­
lutions to be affected by the supercritical pitchfork bifurcation. However, in each 
case that was examined, there are two singularities in 7 3^. These occur at points 
where the weakly nonlinear analysis fails. The points at where the weakly nonlinear 
analysis fails are known as codimension two bifurcation points, where one codimen­
sion two point is the Takens-Bogdanov point and the other codimension two point 
is where there is simultaneous onset of steady patterns of wavelength L and ÿ. The 
codimension counts the number of bifurcation parameters needed to get the bifurca­
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tion, in this case for the nonlinear system (3.1.1), there is one bifurcation parameter, 
a, so we have a codimension one bifurcation.
Note that at the Takens-Bogdanov point the singularity occurs because =  ab{l — 
6) (14-/76) at this point and in the other case the singularity occurs because /(cKg ,^ 4/j^) 
=  0. For each of the Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 respectively, there are two pictures. 
Picture a) illustrates marked in red, and picture b) is a zoomed in version of pic­
ture a), thus illustrating where the weakly nonlinear analysis fails in a more explicit 
manner. Picture b) shows the location of the cubic coefficient’s singularities at the 
codimension two points in the bifurcation set.
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a)
A
-50 20 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
' steady-state wavelength L 
' Hopf wavelength L 
' steady-state wavelength U2 
' Hopf wavelength L/2 
Takens-Bogdanov point
b)
-5 " -5.5 6 6.5 7
Figure 4.1: The bifurcation set for oscillatory onset with the cubic coefficient for a 
steady bifurcation, for the modified dynamical system when a = 1, b = 0.47, D = 
1, /? = 10, and A = 0.9. Picture a) shows L from 0 to 20, picture b) shows L from
5.5 to 7.
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a)
-50 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
' steady-state wavelength L
— — — Hopf wavelength L
— — — steady-state wavelength L/2
Hopf wavelength L/2 
^  Takens-Bogdanov point
30
25
20
15
10
b)
■m -ST
-55.6 5.7 5.8 5.9
L
6.1
Figure 4.2: The bifurcation set for simultaneous onset with the cubic coefficient
7 s2 for a steady bifurcation, for the modified dynamical system when a =  1, b =
0.47, D = 1, /? =  10, and A = 1.36688077. Picture a) shows L from 0 to 20,
picture b) shows L from 5.6 to 6.2.
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a)
-50 10
L
12 14 16 18 20
' steady-state wavelength L 
' Hopf wavelength L 
' steady-state wavelength L/2 
' Hopf wavelength L/2 
Takens-Bogdanov point
b)
-5 " -4.8 5 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8
Figure 4.3: The bifurcation set for steady onset with the cubic coefficient for a 
steady bifurcation, for the modified dynamical system when a = 1, b = 0.47, D = 
1, p = 10, and A =  2.5. Picture a) shows L from 0 to 20, picture b) shows L from 
4.8 to 6.
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4.10 Final Comments
We have constructed the expression for the amplitude measure, in its algebraic form, 
for bifurcations to Turing solutions in the predator-prey system (3.1.1). It is pleasing 
to discover that the weakly nonlinear analysis is in agreement with the results of 
numerical integration, however, the weakly nonlinear analysis proves to be deficient 
in the region between the codimension two points of the Takens-Bogdanov and the 
simultaneous onset of wavelength L and ^ Turing bifurcation. We can conclude that 
the failure is not surprising as the weakly nonlinear analysis was carried out for a 
codimension one bifurcation. This leads us to a possible venture in further research - 
to carry out a weakly nonlinear analysis for a codimension two bifurcation in (3.1.1).
Weakly N onlinear A nalysis o f the H opf 
Bifurcation
In this chapter we briefly review the normal form for a Hopf bifurcation with 0(2) 
symmetry. We then use a weakly nonlinear analysis to calculate the coefficients of 
the normal form for equations (3.1.1), where the motivation of deriving the cubic 
coefficients will be explained in detail. The possible solutions arising from a Hopf 
bifurcation will be considered, where a standing wave calculation and a travelling 
wave calculation will be performed.
5.1 Preliminary
The theoretical detail for this chapter has been taken from one source, Knobloch 
(1986) “Oscillatory Convection in Binary Mixtures”.
The Normal Form for the Hopf Bifurcation with 0(2) Symmetry
Equations (3.1.1) when considered on a finite domain with periodic boundary con­
ditions have 0(2) symmetry because they are unchanged under all reflections and 
translations in x. Consequently, local to the Hopf bifurcation curve found in Chapter 
3 the normal form for an 0(2) Hopf bifurcation should apply. At a Hopf bifurcation 
point in an 0(2) symmetric system where a mode with wavenumber goes unstable 
due to a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues crossing the imaginary axis then the 
eigenmode can be expressed as a superposition of left and right travelling waves
96
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'ip{x, t) =  ((f +  +  (t; + w)e ,
where
V =  ZCJqV,
W  =  — ZLOqW ,
V and w are the complex amplitudes of the left and right waves.
Invariance with respect to horizontal translation yields the 50(2) symmetry class
{v,w)
which is a rotation with amplitudes v and w.
While invariance with respect to reflection at æ = 0 yields the Z{2) symmetry class
{v,w) -5- {w^v).
Knobloch (1986) shows that there exists three independent mathematical operators 
which are invariant to 0(2) symmetry
CTi =  |u|^+|tüp,
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(72 =  VW^
(73 =  V W .
We expect the normal form equation for the Hopf bifurcation amplitude to be equiv- 
ariant with respect to 0 (2) symmetry.
The equivariant vector field takes the form
i) =  g^v-\- Q2W,
W = 92V-\-9iW,
where pg =  pg((7i, (72, (73), g =  1,2 are complex functions of the form C°°. We expect 
the dynamical system to be of this equivariant vector field form after the reduction 
to the centre manifold takes place at the bifurcation point. These equations may be 
simplified by using co-ordinate changes of the form
V = V hiv -j- h2Wj
w = w h2 V -b hiw,
where hq = hq{ai, (72, <73), g =  1 ,2  are C°° complex functions that disappear at the 
origin.
At the third order we have
V =  ilüqv-\-A\v \ ^ v B \ w \ ‘^v + Cv'^wDlvl'^w-i-E\w\^w + Fw^v+ h..o.t.,
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w — —iü Jo W A\w\ w B \ v \  w + Cw v D \ w \  v-\-E\v\ v F v  w +  h.o.t.,
where h.o.t. represents the higher order terms. A further co-ordinate change of the 
form
V =  V + a\v\^v -\r P \ w \ ^ v 0 \ v \ ^ w -h slwl^^wrjw'^v-\-h.o.t.^
w = w-[-a\wf w P \ v \ ' ^ w + S\w\‘^ v+ £ \ v \ ^ v h . o . t . ,
is then used where the complex coefficients a, P, 7 , 6 , g, and rj are chosen to
get the simplest equation.
Prom V and Wy we carry out the change of co-ordinates and eliminating the last 
four terms and dropping the tildes we have
i) = (i(jJo +Alvl"^B\w\^)  V h . o . t . y 
w = (—%wo -I- -{- A|w|^) w +  h.o.t.,
where on unfolding we include linear terms to get the normal form for the Hopf bi­
furcation to third order
V =  ^ ( A  -I- %Wo 4- 4- 6 (1 ^ 1 ^  +  +  h.o.t.,
w — w(A — 2Wo -I- H- -j- |w|^)) -I- h.o.t.,
where a and b are complex constants.
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At the point where a Hopf bifurcation develops, standing and travelling waves bi­
furcate. We will examine the theory that shows which of the standing or travelling 
wave solutions takes precedence at the Hopf bifurcation point, depending on the pa­
rameter values.
In the neighbourhood of the 0(2) Hopf bifurcation, the bifurcation can be repre­
sented by the following normal form
i) =  v [ X i u j a \ w f - h  bdvl"^\w\^)]y (5.1.1)
w = w[A — iu + a\v\^ -t- 6(|t;|^ -t- |w|^)], (5.1.2)
where v is the amplitude of left travelling waves and w is the amplitude of right trav­
elling waves. Two types of solutions bifurcate from the trivial solution v = w = 0
when A =  0. These are travelling waves v 0, w = 0 and -y = 0, w 0, and
standing waves v = W. In the case of right travelling wave the normal form reduces to
w = w[X — iuj]-]r b\w\'^w. (5.1.3)
In the case of standing wave solutions, the normal form (5.1.2) reduces to
w = w[X — i u j ] +  b{\w\  ^+ \w\‘^ ))w
= w[X-iLj]-\-{a-\-2b)\w\‘^w. (5.1.4)
Whether standing or travelling waves are stable local to the bifurcation point depends 
on the coefficients and 5^ , where a ~  ar -h ia^ b — br ih, as summarised in
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sw
TW
SW
a f + 2 b  J = 0
Figure 5.1: The bifurcation diagram in the (a^, br) plane for the Hopf bifurcation with 
0(2) symmetry showing the amplitude of stable standing (SW) and travelling (TW) 
waves.
Figure 5.1.
We can see in Figure 5.1 that stable solutions exist only if ar +  2b^  < 0 and br < 0. 
If Ur < 0 the stable solutions are travelling waves. If > 0 then the stable solutions 
are standing waves.
In this Chapter we explore the stability of standing and travelling waves that bi­
furcate in equation (3.1.1) by calculating the coefficients and br. This is done in 
two stages, first by considering the sub-space on which standing waves exist, giving 
rise to the normal form (5.1.4), and then by considering the sub-space for which 
travelling waves exist, giving rise to the normal form (5.1.3).
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5.2 The Hopf Standing Wave Bifurcation
In this section we investigate the behaviour of the solutions to the reaction-diffusion 
system close to the Hopf standing wave bifurcation with frequency cu, by means of an 
analytic approach. We take a similar principle to the approach in our work on the 
weakly nonlinear analysis of steady bifurcations that was done in Chapter 4.
5.2.1 Finding Hierarchy of Differential Equations by means 
of a Perturbation Expansion
Let’s suppose that in the neighbourhood of the Hopf standing wave bifurcation a so­
lution may be described as an expansion about the steady state solution. We take the 
variables u, v, w and a  to be described by the expansion which involves powers 
of €, where £ <C 1. We have
\
( l -6)(l  + /36) + £
Uswi
V.8Wl
(  \
/  \  '^SW l j
U.SW2
'SW2
y '^siV2 J
USW3
V.SW3
y '^sws J
(5.2.1)
The series for a  is
OL —  OLHm, +  T  S^0ù2 +  - f  . . . , (5.2.2)
and we include the frequency, w, whose asymptotic series takes the form
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UJ — LÜQ "h £(jJi +  £^L02 +  £^Wg +  • • •
For the weakly nonlinear analysis of the Hopf standing wave bifurcation, we specifi­
cally investigate solutions which are of the following forms
Ui{x,t) =Ui{x,T,r), Vi{x,t) =Vi{x,T,r), Wi(x,t) = Wi{x,T,r),
for 2 =  1, 2, 3 and where slow time T =  eH and fast time r  =  ut. The inclusion of
a fast time scale is to describe the Hopf frequency oscillation and the slow time scale 
is to describe the slow evolution of the amplitude of the standing wave solution from 
a Hopf bifurcation. We have a scaled transformation to take account of fast and slow 
time in terms of T and r , the modified reaction-diffusion system of equations becomes
€^ ut +  w itf =  u{l au — (5u^  — (1 +  a  — p)w) — uu -f Du^ x^
£^V t  +  LJVr — a v { u - h ) - \ -  V xx,
0 =  — w )  - \ - W x x ,
We start the investigation by selecting the prey component of the modified system of 
reaction-diffusion equations, s'^ur+ wi&r — u{l-{-au — (3u^  — (l-|-a — (5)w) -uv-^D uxx , 
and substitute the perturbation expansions, to get
' ‘ (^0 ^^1 ff £^ U)2 + • • •) +  Gügwi
- | - £  Us-ii)2 "h £  Uguu  ^ “H . . . )  j —
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(6 +  SUswi +  +  ' ' ') ^ 1  4- {o^Hm +  (^2 +  £^Q!3 +  • • •)
(b 4- + e^ Usyj2 4  S^ Usws + . . . ) — P{b +  SUswi +  + S^ ' s^ws +  .. .)^
— (1 + "4 SOi.1 +  6 0^:2 4  £ 0^:3 +  . . . — /3)(6 +  SWgwi +  s'^ 'i^ sw2 4  S^ Wsws +  • •
— (6 +  SUsvj^  4  s‘^Usw2 +  ^^ Usw3 4 . . . ) ( (1  — 6)(1+ /3&) +  SVgwi 4
+£^ t;gtU3 +  ...) + "k 4  £^ Usyj2 4  £^ Wgi03 +  .. . )^. (5.2.3)
Expanding the terms of the left hand side in (5.2.3) and not including the terms of 
at least O(e^), we have for the left hand side of the prey component
+  e w o ^  +  +  e ^ w o ^  +  +  eV ^  +
£ 3 ^ 2 ^  +  . . .  .or
We equate powers of e in the expanded form of the prey component up to cubic terms 
to get
0(e )
dUs (  ^2 \=  ( 6(a/f^ — 2pb) -f- D-^^jUswi — bVswi — b{l + ~~ /3)wswi-
0(£^)
— — Wb) +  — bvsw2 — (^1 4  aH  ^— P)w^dUgu)^  I _ dUsW2Q j .  " 4  ^ 0  " A - - ;  I ^ ^ ^ 2 ]  '''^S W 2  I H J ^ S W 2
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-\-aib{uswi — Wgwi) +  {(^ Hm ~ ^Pb)ulyj^ 
(1 4" (^ Hm P^ '^ SWl'^ SWl '^ SWl'^ SWl'
0(£=)
+  +  =  (b{aH^-2l3b) + D ^ ) u s ^ , - l n , .
-6(1 +  -  /))wg«,3
+aib{us^2 ~ '^swt)
-\-a2b{Uswi — Wswi) 
-\-2{aHm ~ f^^ b)UswiUsW2
SW3
+ (ai — pUswi)^S^Wl
— (1 +  an^ — 0){UswiWsv)2 +  a^wgWgwi)
(CKlU^SÎÜl 4  '^ SW2'^ SWl'
Substituting the asymptotic series into the variables of the predator component of 
the modified reaction-diffusion system, e^vt 4  uJVr = av{u — b) Vxx, we get
f ^^((1 ~  6)(1 4  Pb) 4- £Vswi 4  . ■ •) ] 4  (cJo 4  £Wi 4- £^uj2 4  ...)
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^ ^ ( ( 1  — 6)(1 + ph) +  evswi + s^ysw2 4  £^ Vsw3 4  .. 0^ =  
a ((1 — 6) (1 4- Pb) +  sVswi +  ^ysw 2 4" 4  ...)  (6 +  sug^ ox 4- s^ Usy,^
/  ^2
+£^ Wsi(;3 — 6 +  ...) 4  f ^ ^ ( (1  — 6)(1 4- pb) +  sUgwi 4- £^ Vsw2 4  £^ Vgw^  4-...)
Equating orders of £ up to cubic terms from the series of the predator component 
0 (6)
^0 — a(l -  6)(1 +  f}b)usvn +
0{e^)
<^1 = <*(1 — b){l +  Pb)Usm2 "I--- +  O-Usmi^ swi’
O(s')
+  ^  +  W i ^  +  w o ^  =  a ( l - 6 ) ( l  +  /36K.3
And finally, by substituting the asymptotic expansions into the localization compo­
nent, 0 =  A^ (w — u;) 4- Wxx^  to get it’s asymptotic expansion and then equating the 
powers up to the cubic order would achieve the same result as we have for the localiza­
tion component from the work on the weakly nonhnear analysis for the steady-state
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bifurcation presented in Chapter 4, where the signs are different and is replaced 
with We, therefore, let the linear operator R  be
R  —
üJqÔt 0 0
0 LO^dr 0
0 0 0
-  Q h „
— Q>{aHm ~  2/?6) + Ddxx) b 6(1 +
—u(l — 6)(1 + pb) Wo^ T ~ 9xx 0
V -A2 0 A 2 -&
where Qnm is the linear operator for the weakly nonlinear analysis for bifurcations to 
stable solutions where the bifurcation parameter has been changed from to , 
from the work was undertaken in Chapter 4. Using the linear operator ü ,  we can 
write the three perturbation equations which are to be solved as follows
R'^awx — 0)
 ^ <^ \b{Uswx—y^swi)-h {0ùHm — Wb)ul — aHrn~ P)Uswx'^ swx ^
R u 8W2
—UgwiVswi ~ ^1'du.ÔT
dvs
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R u aw3
Oiib{Usy}2 4  £^ 2b{Ugy)^  y^ swi) "4 ^Pb)Usiu^ Usyf2 ^
+ (a i — PugyJ^ )UgJ^  —(1 4  — P)(u Wc
(^ OilWgy)^  Vsyf2')Usy}^
du
'SWl ^ SW2 4" UsW2 '^swi,
dUgxU d)2-Q^
■üJy aw2dr dT
V 0
5.2.2 Solving the 0{e) Problem
We seek to solve for Ugwx'» s^wi and Wgwi at 0(e) for the dynamical system (3.1.1). 
We select the following mathematical expression to take the general form of the so­
lution at 0(e)
/ u.SW\
S^Wl
A.
y y^ swi J y y ^sw j
\ / % \
y ^  sw J
\
jz/(T)e- cos kx^ (5.2.4)
/
where we seek to find the algebraic expressions for Agw, Bswy Osw, and its com­
plex conjugates, which is denoted by an overline in (5.2.4). For ease of notation the
amplitude measures æ/(T) and æ/(T) will be denoted jz/ and jz/ respectively. The 
notation will be scripted where necessary in this chapter. On substituting (5.2.4) into
R u 8 W 1 0 and cancelling the cos kx terms, we get
icjQ (AgyjS^e '^" -  Ag^jz/e -  b(an^ -  2^6) (Ag J^z/e*  ^4- Ag^Æ^e *"")
-\-k^D (Ag^yjz/4" AgyjS^e *^ ) 4- b ( B g y j j ^ 4  Bgy}^e *^ )
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—u(l — 6)(1 + ph) {Agw^ + Agw^ e  + iujQ ( B g w ^ ~  Bgy^ s^ e
+A:^  (Bgyj^ + Bgyj^ e  =  0,
— {AgyjS^ + Agy)S^ e  +  A^  ( C g w ^ +  Osw^ 6
+A;^  {CgyjS^ + Cgw^ 6 =  0.
Equating terms in e*'’' and e"*’’ respectively gives the six equations
iidoAgw — b{aHm ~  ‘^ Pb)Asw +  k^DAgw + bBgw + 6(1 +  cxh^  — P)Csw — 0 ,
—iu^Asy) — b{aHm ~  2 Pb)Agyj +  k^DAgw +  bBgw + 6(1 + — P)Csw = 0,
—u(l — 6)(1 + pb)Asy, +  iujoBgy) +  k’^Bgy, =  0,
—u(l — 6)(1 +  pb)Asw — iuoBgy) +  k^Bg^ =  0,
—A^ Agiü +  (A^  +  k ‘^ )C g y j  —  0,
— X ^ A g y j +  (A^  +  k ^ ) C g y }  =  0. 
Prom these equations, normalising such that Bgyj = 1 and Bgyj =  1, we find
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/  X \  /  fc^ +wn \avQ
( k^ +iu)n avo
and the complex conjugate
~à \  !  k^ -iwoavo
B.
y Osw J y ( A^ \  k^ —iwnyA2+fc2y avQ J
where vq = (1—6)(l+/?6), this definition will be applied hereafter, for ease of notation, 
where necessary. It is possible to verify the correctness of the algebraic expressions for 
Agw, Bgiy, Csw, First select the following equation, from the list of six equations 
that were equated in terms of and 6"*^
icJoAsw -  -  2pb)Asw +  k^DAsw +  bBsw +  6(1 + -  P)Csw =  0, (5.2.5)
substitute the expressions found for Agw, Bgw and Csw, and then equate the real 
and imaginary parts to get
-wl-b{aH^-2!5b)h? + k^D + a b v g A A ± ^ ! t - - Ê ^  =  0. (5.2.6)
A" -  -  2/36) +  k'^D + = 0. (5.2.7)
From the imaginary part of (5.2.5), which is (5.2.7), we solve for q:h„^ , to get the Hopf
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expression, = 2p b +^  ,). _|_ A^ (^ (2b-i)+i)  ^ is the condition that is
required for the Hopf bifurcation to exist in the modified reaction-diffusion system 
(3.1.1). Prom the real part of (5.2.5), which is (5.2.6), we find
,2„  . ,Ar^ . -r... , b{l + ~/S)X^k'^(jJq — —bk — 2/)6) k D cibvo +
Substituting in we find Uq = -k^-\-ab — u6  ^+  ab'^p — ab^p. As the frequency 
must be real, this means that
—k"^  ab — u6  ^+  ab^P — ab^P > 0
ab — ab  ^+  ab^ p^ — ab^p > k^
ab{l — b ) { l p b )  = abvo >
which is the required condition for the Hopf bifurcation to exist in (3.1.1). Hence the
solved expressions for 0 (e) are found to be correct and we can proceed to the task of
finding the adjoint.
5.2.3 Adjoint Problem
At this stage the issue is to find the adjoint of the Hopf standing wave bifurcation. To 
do so, we make use of Predholm’s Alternative Theorem in which we seek the adjoint, 
which is denoted JR*, such that (R y,ç ) = {j,R*ç), where the row vectors 7  and ç 
are respectively written as (71 ,72 , 73) and (çi, Ç2,%), We begin with the inner product 
{R'y, ç), and aim to rewrite the inner product in the adjoint form (7 , H*ç), so that 
we can deduce the adjoint R*. We have the linear operator R  and define the inner 
product as
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T=2?r
( 7 , ç >  =  J  J  dr dx
æ=0 T=0
¥  27TJ  J (71^1 +  72^2 +  73Ç3) dr dx.
0 0
For the modified reaction-diffusion system, the double integral inner product is there­
fore
X 27t//0 0
X 27T//0 0
 ( b{aHm — 2/)6) + ) ) 71 + 672 + 6(1 +  aHm ~ P)l2, )dr dx^
+  (  -  0(1  -  6)(1  +  ^ 6)71 +  ( w o 4  -  ^ ^ 72) 1Ç2 +  ( ~  A 7i +  I A
dr dx
7 i( 1st component of JR*ç) +  72 (2nd component of R*ç)
+ 7 3  (3rd component of R*ç) dr dx,
where the elements 7t(æ, t) and g(æ, t), for % =  1, 2, 3, are subjected to the periodic
boundary conditions 7i(æ, 0) =  7 (^0;, 27t), q(æ,0) =  g(æ, 27r), 7i(0,t) =
and g(0, t) =  g(B, 6), for % =  1, 2, 3. We seek to find the components of R*ç.
When working the inner product during the wealdy nonlinear analysis investigations, 
we are faced with integrals that seem challenging to resolve at first sight. We show 
how these integrals were tackled. For example, let’s take the integral
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27T/
This integral can be evaluated by using the integration by parts rule, /  m ( ^ )  dx =
mn — /  ( ^ )  ^ dx, applying the integration by parts rule we choose m — Çi and 
^  By integrating by parts we get
üJq
27T
[Çi7i]o’^  — J dr 7i dr
Due to the periodic boundary conditions for the % and g elements, [çi7 i]o  ^makes no 
quantitative contribution to the integral, therefore, the integral becomes
27T
To tackle the following double integral
X 27t//0 0 (5.2.8)
notice that in (5.2.8) we are integrating on intervals with constant limits, assuming 
the integrand is bounded on both intervals. When evaluating a multiple definite in­
tegral with constant limits, it does not matter in which order the integral can be 
evaluated. This is what FuhinVs Theorem states. Pubini’s Theorem tells us that for 
a given mathematical function f{x ,y ), if the absolute value of an integral is finite, it 
follows that the order of integration does not matter, hence
d b b d
J  j  f{x ,y ) dx dy = J  j  f{x ,y ) dy dx.
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Prom (5.2.8), using Pubini’s Theorem to change the order of integration, we get
27t X//0 0 D - ^ Ç i  dx dr. ox^
Before we consider the inner integral.
kJ dx, (5.2.9)
it was noted, but not shown, in Chapter 4 that the following integrals are equivalent
dx.
Getting the integrals to be equivalent to each other is achieved by using the integration 
by parts rule twice
j  dx =dx^ dÇi dçi dx dx
¥
- - J i .dx dx
V
¥
n " J
¥
çi dx.
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Thus, the inner integral (5.2.9) may be re-written
27T
On changing the order of integration again, we have
27t X//0 0 27t Xj  j  -0 ^ 7 1  dx drdx^0 0
X  27t
= J  y  ^ ^ 7 1  dr dx.dx^
0 0
Hence, by applying the mathematical techniques which enabled the integrals to be 
tackled, the double integral inner product is
X  27t//0 0 ^ 0“  ~  ( K^Hm ~  2^^) +  4^ 672 +  6(1 +  aHm ~  A 73 I Cldr
+ ^ — a(l — 6)(1 +  pb)'ji +  — ^ ^ ^ 72^ C2 +  ^ — A^7i +
dr dx
X  27tI J0 0 — ^ 0^  — (b{(^Hm ~  2/56) +  ) )ci +  (—a(l — 6)(1 +  /56))ç2
—A^Cs )7 i 4  ( 6çi + ( — lüq— -^-r j Ç2 17 2  4- f 6(1 4 — /5)ci
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A
9x2 173 dr dx. (5.2.10)
Prom ( 5 . 2 . 1 0 ) ,  which is the algebraic form of { R ' y , ç )  = ( 7 , j R * ç ) ,  we can obtain the 
adjoint operator R*
R* ==
—UJodr
0
0
0 0^
-OJodr 0 
0 Oy
^—LOodr — {b{aHm ~  2/56) + Ddxx) —^ (1 ~ 6)(1 + /56) — A^ ^
 ^ 6(1 + aH^ -  /5)
—CUo^ r —
0
where Qan^ is in which CKg^ is replaced by As we know what the elements 
of the adjoint operator matrix R* are, we can solve the adjoint equation R*u*sw =  0. 
We consider the solution of the adjoint equation to take the form
y*sw
y J y o*sw j
Substituting a,nd vfsw into R*u*sw =  0, differentiating where required,
then cancelling the cos kx e”*'’’ terms gets
Æ (^T)*cosA:æ e .
iüJoA*sw — b{aHm. ~ 2 pb)A*sw + k^DA*sw ~  <^ (1 ~ 6)(1 + Pb)B*sw ~ X‘^C*sw — 0,
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bA*sw 4  i^oB*sw 4  k^B*sw — 0,
6(1 4  (^ Hm ~ P)-^*sw +  (A^  4  k^)C*sw — 0
(5.2.11)
Prom equations (5.2.11), we choose the normalisation =  1, we solve to get
y o*sw J  y /
—{k^ +iwo) \
b
The result can be verified by considering
iu)QA*sw ~ b{cx.Hm ~~ ‘^Pb)A*su, 4  k’^DA*sw ~  0,(1 — 6)(1 4  Pb)B*sw — X^C*sw =  0,
which is from (5.2.11). Substitute in expressions found for A*g ,^ B*sw and C*sw^  
and then equate the real and imaginary parts to get
f  +  ( % .  -  2f}b)k  ^- ! ^  + a ( l -  b)(l +  /9b) - =  0 , 
(5.2.12)
=  0.
(5.2.13)
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Notice that (5.2.12) is in fact x (5.2.6) and (5.2.13) is in fact — J x (5.2.7) and as 
seen for (5.2.6) and (5.2.7), we can rearrange (5.2.12) and (5.2.13) to give and
Wn.
5.2.4 Solution of 0{e^) Problem
Before we proceed to solve at O(e^), we make use of Predholm’s Alternative Theo­
rem, which states that there exists a solution to the set of equations Rugwz — fswi 
if {Ruaw2 ^ ^ 8w) =  0, where
/
RUsW2 —
Oilb{Uswi — Wswi) +  {o^ Hm ~  — (1 + CKgm ~ P)'^swi'^swi
d'Usvj'i
\
—Uswi'^ swi ~~ ^1' dr
(^ '^ SWx'^ SWl ^1
We have already found that
/  k^ +koo \avo
(  \  fc^+WQyx^+k^ J avo /
{T) COS kx 4- c.c..
and
aqit --
( —(fc^ +wp) ^b
il+aH^ -(S){k'^ +iuo)A2+fc2
^*{T )coskx e
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Substituting Uawx into fawx  ^we then have the inner product aw) =  0
27T X//0 0 aih avo ) cos kx
k^ +  iiüQ 
avo \  avo J \  avo )
\  avo ) cos  ^kx
— (1 + (XHm — P) A2 k^ + _v2„2ir
_l_2 f  +  itop \  /  k^ — iujp \
V avo J \  avo J
avQ
+ 2_-2<Tavo J cos  ^kx
k‘^ -^iüJo\  ^2g2ir f f  fe^  + io^ oA ^ f k ^ ~  2Wo
auo /
\  avo J
avo
cos  ^kx — wi
auo
a-yo y
avo ) cos kx
\  avo )  V V «'^0 /  \  auo J J
+ — % w o \  auo ) s^e -2ir cos  ^/ere
d séê'^ -\- £1^  e cosA;rc^ |^ *^cosA:x dx dr — 0.
Expanding the terms and operating the differential and using trigonometric identities 
cos  ^kx — <^os2fca:+i cos  ^kx = _|_ c^osfcæ^ integrating the inner integral with
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care, by noting that by integrating a cos function over a single period [0, L] in the do­
main of æ, the cos gives no contribution. In mathematical terms, cos nkx da; =  0, 
where L =  ^  for a; € [0, L] and n is an integer. Then with the remaining terms left 
in the integral, we change the order of integration and take the factor of |  out of the 
integral so that we are left with the simplified integral
,
avQ
. (  f  k'^  +  iLüo\{  ~{k^ + 1 * da; =  0 .
For the mathematical expression to be valid, the parameters a\ and u>i have to be 
0, as and £/* have a non zero value, and the terms involving the parameters
6, a, A^ , Uo, take a non zero parameter value. Wo is the frequency, so it
cannot have a value of zero. Thus we take a\ and wi to be zero. Using the discovery 
that ai and Wi are both zero, the equations to solve at 0(e ‘^) becomes much simplified 
to
{p^ Hm (1 4" P)'^ SWi'^ SWi '^ SWx'^ SWi
R^8W2 (XUsWl'^ SWx
on substituting for the solved parameters uS W I  ) Vgw-t and Wswi, which are expressed
in the general form in this matter, for the terms in the right hand side, the equation 
becomes
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R'UsW2 —
 ^ {(^ Hm ~ ^Pb) + 2 A s y j A s w ' i ^ ^
cos  ^k x ~  {1-^ an^n -  P) (^^swCsw^'^e^^"'
+  (^AgwCsw +  Asu)Osw) «2^æ / +  AgwCsw^  g - 2 iT j  qqS^ kx 
~  +  (Agw-^ gw +  Asw^sw) ^ ^
-\-AswBsw^‘^ er‘^ \  cos  ^kx
Q, f  A gxjjB syi}£^  6 “f" i^AgyjBSXU 4 “ A g y jB g y ^
+AgwBgw£^^e I cos  ^kx
The solutions for 0(£^) will be of the considered form
/
f  u \' S^W<2
S^W2
( a  \
'■SW2
y y AgWg y y Bgw^ y 
/ r .  \  / ^  A
+
\S W l
B SW 2
..
A
COS 2kx jar(]")262_2ir
+
a S W l
a SU>2
y y ^sw3 j  y ^sw3 y
4“
'S W l
DSW 2
D.
cos 2kx j3r(gr)j3r(]T)
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+
S W l
'SW2 +
S W l
B SW 2 COS 2kx
y y  -^ sw3 J y B sws j
e"-2ir
(5.2.14)
We substitute (5.2.14) into expanding the terms and make use of trigono­
metric identities, then we equate the terms.
Equating the constant terms from the first row of Rugw^ — fswi and cancelling 
the amplitude measure
~b{aHm ~ ^Pb)Cswi +  bCsw2 +  ^(1 + — P)Csws “  (oiHm ~ ^Pb)AgwAsw
■(1 -f aHm — P) ■ ^ S W ^ S W  4 "  A g y j C S W ■^ SwB SW 4" AsUjBgy)
Equating the cos2&% terms from the first row of Rugyo^ = fawi and cancelling the 
amplitude measure
{4:Dk‘^ — b{aH,n ~ ‘^Pb))Dswi +  bDgw2 4* b{l 4- aHm ~ P)Bsw3 ~
{pHm ~ ^Pb)AswAsw — (1 4- aHm “  ^ - ^ S W ^ S W  4" AgyjCgyj
AgyjBgy) 4" AgyjBgyj
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Equating the terms from the first row of RUgw2 =  fswi and cancelling the am­
plitude measure
(2iüJo — h{OLHm ~  + bAgw2 +  (^1 + ~ P)-^ SWs
— 2 ~ ^Pb)Ag^ -(!-{ - CXff^  — P)AswCsw “  ^SwBsv^ •
Equating cos 2kx terms from the first row of Rusw 2 — fswi and cancelling the
amplitude measure
{2 iüjQ — b{aHm ~  2/36) +  4:Dk^)Bswi + bBsw2 +  6(1 +  aHm ~~ P)Bsws 
=  2 ~  3/36) Ag  ^— (1 +  aHm ~ P)^swOsw — ^ swBsw^.
Equating the constant terms from the second row of RUgw2 — fswi and cancelling 
the amphtude measure
/-Y I  - ^ S w B S W  4" A g y j B S W—avoGswi — 0,
Equating the cos 2kx terms from the second row of Rugw2 = fswi and cancelling the 
amplitude measure
Equating the terms from the second row of RUgw^ =  f s w i  and cancelling the
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amplitude measure
T Î^LÜqA sw^    (2-^ SwBsW'
Equating the cos2&% terms from the second row of Rugw2 ”  fawi and can­
celling the amplitude measure
—avoBgy}^  4- (2iu)o 4- 4:k^ )Bsw2 — 2-^swBsw‘
Equating the constant terms from the third row of Ruqw2 =  fswi and cancelling the 
amplitude measure
—y^Cswi +  ^Cgw3 =  O'
Equating the cos 2kx terms from the third row of Rugw2 — fswi and cancelling the 
amplitude measure
—)P‘Dswi 4“ (A^  4- Ak’^^Dsws — 0.
Equating the terms from the third row of Rugw2 — fswi and cancelling the am­
plitude measure
Equating the cos 2 k x  terms from the third row of R u g w 2 — f s w i  and cancelling
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the amplitude measure
We also get the expressions for the complex conjugate, but they are not listed as we 
can find complex conjugate via the equated data. We solve for the unknowns from
the equated data to get
~ 0^^ )— ( l+0!if nr ~~0) —AgwBj
2^0 + +  ^(1 + / (^25 -  1))
A . ( -^swBsw d" ^yo^awiAWn V
■SWl )
"^aw i^Hm. ~3/?b) —Aaw Csw (l+Q!Hm ~0) ~Asw Bj
2%wo -  -  2/)6) +
4«wo +  8fe2 (
S W l
— ( 2(o;jy  ^— S^b)AsyjAsw — (1 + aHm ~ {^sw^sw + AgwCgw)
(6(1 +  /3(26 — 1)) — î;o) {AswB su, + AgwBsw)
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D
/  o  O U \  A  T  O - + O L H ^ — 0 ) { ^ A 3 y i C a w + A a w C a w )  {p^Hm -^ SVJ Asw  2
-  2/36) +  4D F +  ^
(4/s^  4"Ob) (-Agit) Baw +-4.SU) Bavj ) _
-  2/)6) +  4DA;2 +  '
Bsw% ~  g^2 ^ (■'4stü-^ siü d“ AgujBÿ'i)^  +  2Uoi^siüi  ^)
Dsws -  t ;^ 2
We also find that solving for their complex conjugates is satisfied. Substituting the 
algebraic expressions of Ag^, Bg^, Bg^, Cg ,^ and Cgw we get
Ag i^
+  ^o) f 2Wo(BA;4 -  _  ^2) _  ^2(^2 +  jr)^2 _
ft^ 6uQ(4A;‘^ — 3a6'yo 2itc>o6(/3(26 — 1) 4-1))
1 (  f  ^  ^^0
4iuo Vv 0^Agwg — .. [ I  J +  2at7oAgwi I )
A g îü g    Agy,j^ ,
Bgwi + %wo) ((SzwgA;^  +  2 k^ — Wg) ((B +  l)/c  ^— /56^ ) -— (cjq +  A;^ )(%wo + 2 k^ H- ^ ))  a^ bvQ 2^(%Wo +  2 k^) ^2 icvo ~ b(an^ — 2 Pb) +  4Dk^ 4-  ^ +  abvo^
k^ +  iojQ
4A;2 4- 2iiAjQ V V 2 f,B sW2 479i O-  ( (  o j "b aDg^gioi I 5
A2
A2 +  4A;2B s w z  —  ( X o , .  7„o I B g w i ,
c  = - ( — ,Vat)g '’
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a SW 2 voiPh"^ -  (3b^ ) +  bk^jl +  /3(26 -  1)) abvk
^ s w z  —  ^ S W \  5
PsiVi —
PsW2 —
avo ^4k^ -  2/?6) +  Wk"^ + A2+4fc2  ^ +  abvo^
k^ +  üVqDS W l
4k^vo
DSW z ) rA2 +  4A;2 ^
5.2.5 The Solvability Condition at 0{e^)
So far we have solved for the unknowns of the 0{e) and 0{e'^) problem for the Hopf 
standing wave bifurcation. Next we find the solvability condition for the Hopf stand­
ing wave bifurcation at O(e^). We set the parameters coi and a± to zero, so that the 
set of equations at O(e^) is simplified to
R u SWs
Oi2 b{y>swi '^swi) 4“ P^b^ B,su)iB>sw2 \
~P'^ SW1 ~  (1 4- aHm ~ P){B‘SWi'^ SW2 4- Uswz'^SWi)
B^SWi S^W2 ^
l  
du.SW2'^ SWi ^ 2 duaw IdT
i^'^ SW2^ SWl 4“ 'btsWl'^ SW2) ^2 dv.awi dVadr dT
\
As seen, the Fredholm Alternative Theorem states that since RUgwa — fsw 2 
{Ruaw3 iU*aw) ~  0> then {faw2 y'^*sw) = 0 This gives us the solvability condition. 
We have
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27T X
{,faW2'> ^  8 w )  — J* J" f s W 2  * ^  8W d x  d,T  —  0
0 0
27T X
0 0
which we can write as
7 7 /  _ _I  I  f 3U) +  2(0!j[fjj^  P^bi)UsWlBjsuD2 U*SW SUJ
0 0
(1 4“ OiHm (d'){P‘SW\'^ SW2 4" B,suD2 Ws'U)t)B,*sW {PsWl'^ SW2 4“ '^ 3402^5401
B^/gyj-t  — B^igyj-I  — / V—— dVgyg-t ——-(jJ2 11 gyj ^ aw 4“ Ol{Ugiji].^ Vgyj2 4" SW ^2 ^ SW
 T- ^ v * s w  ) dx dr = 0.
Before proceeding to evaluate the inner product and thereby inevitably getting bogged 
down with heavy algebra which could happen if we are not aware of the fact that 
evaluating an integral which has terms that involve products of and cos nkx, 
where n is a natural number, would not give any contribution to the integral. For 
the inner product of the Hopf standing wave bifurcation, {fsw2 '^*^ *sw) = 0, the terms 
which include the product of and cos 3kx would not give any contribution to the 
solvability condition. We show this fact using a couple of examples. If we consider 
one such integral which includes a term from the product of Ug^ j^ Ug^ ^
27t X  // AgwAgyj, 6 ^^ '^  COS kxA* 3^ 6 '^^  COS kx^s/^sz/* dx dr,'■SWl0 0
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change the order of integration so that the inner integral is to be integrated in r , 
multiply out the terms and appealing to trigonometric identities, we end up with
X 27T
i  y* y* As^Ag^^A*sy;e^*^(cos2/cx +  dr dx.
0 0
On focusing on the inner integral and using the identity =  cos 2r + i sin 2r, it can 
be shown by the use of mathematical techniques that there is no contribution to the 
solvability condition
27TJ  Agu,Asu,i A*si„(cos 2 r  -\-i sin 2r) (1 + cos 2 kx) dr
(1 +  cos 2 kx)
0
27T
— Asv}AswiA*sW sin 2r i cos 2r
= AswAswiA*sw [0] (1 +  cos 2 kx)
=  0 .
Thus, there would be no need to complete the integration for integrating with respect 
to X.
What do we discover when terms that have the product of cos 3A:æ are integrated? 
Through the inner product, {fsw2 ^'^*sw) = 0, we can find the cos3kx terms will be 
multiplied by a coskx term, of which the coskx term is found in the adjoint, u*gw 
Integrating the product of cos 3kx and cos kx gets
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kI COS 3kx c o s  kx dx 27T1 f-  I  (cos 4kx + cos 2kx) dx 0
4k
sin 4kx -f sin 2 kx
=  0 .
It has been learnt that the examples are a useful guide to help us yield the solvability 
condition. This motivates why we can ignore the cos 3kx terms and the terms as 
they do not give a quantitative contribution to the solvability condition.
In moving on, we tackle the solvability condition term by term to discover each term’s 
algebraic contribution, we first examine the contribution of the product Ugwi and vFswi
{ u s w i , y ^ s w )  =  (cos kx {Asw<i^ +  Ag^s^ , cos kx )
27t X
27T^
~ Y
Next we learn of the contribution that the nonlinear term UswiUsw2 gives to the solv­
ability condition
UswiUsw2 =  cos kx ( A g w ^ e ( (Ag i^ + Bgwi cos 2kx) H- (A
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+Bswi cos2 kx)j^^e  +  (Cgwi + cos2 k x ) ^ ^ ) ,
expanding the terms in the parenthesis and using the trigonometric identity (cos 2kx) 
(cos kx) = _}_ çoÿæ that, as shown earlier, the cos ^ kx  and terms does
not contribute to the solvability condition, we then arrive at
I A ~T ÿ2 , 4 -j=r >— —2 f  & COS k x'^ SWi '^ 8W2   ( e COS kx  ~1~ AgyjB
+AswCswi'(^^> (^cos kx  +  AgwDgwi^^’^  ^  ^
cos kx +  c œ k x
where the dots indicate terms that will not contribute to the solvability condition. 
We factorise to get the expression in the form
cos kx  f f Agyj [ Cswi + 2 s^iüi j +  Asw (A swi + —Bgwi ] ]
"b ( Agyi) \ CgW^ “t~ Bgyj, J -|- Ag^ \ Agyj-, Bgyj-, ) ) « 0 ^ 6 ÎT
This is of the form coskx^s^ '^^/e^ '^  +  , where © =  Ag^ +
"b Agy, ^Ag^ j^  "b 2 ^ and © =  Ag  ^ C^g^ y^  gT)gqy^  ^ "b Ag  ^^Ag^  ^"b 2 -^ SlOl^  •
With the groundwork over, we can yield Uguj^Ug^ ^^ s contribution to the solvability
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condition when it is considered as an inner product with it’s adjoint
_  27T^ /  (  1
\ U s w i ' ^ S W 2 ^  S w )  —  ^  ( A g y ; I O s w i  “b
+ A g w  ( Aswi +  7;BsWi 1 ) A * sw ^ ^ ^
For the term, it can be seen that i t’s contribution yields a similar structure
to the contribution of Uswi'^ sw2-> where the only difference is that the variables are 
interchanged. Hence
-\-Asw ( Agtyg +  —B su)3 ) ) A*
We apply this result to similar nonlinear terms in the inner product.
Next we learn of the contribution to the solvability condition from the cubic term 
, using trigonometric identities to simplify where possible, we have
^ L i =  cos  ^kx +  3A^AgiyÆ/^Æ/+  SA s^ a I^ s^
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where the dots indicate terms that will not contribute to the solvability condition. 
Using earlier results it can be seen that we would get a contribution of
dUafor In order to find the contribution from a differential operator, ,
to the solvability condition, it is noted that =  i cos kx{Asu}<i^ e^ '^  — A g w < i ^ , 
when we take the inner product of the differential operator with its adjoint, we have
dUswi
dr , u*sw^ = (i cos kx (Asw< ( ^ — Asw<^e , cos kx )
2%7T^  __  ___
The contribution from the other differential operator, , is
u * \  =  / cos Jix ( -i -^Asu)<i^e , cos kx{A*swe5 ^  J  ? W k v  ... s w ^  j
k \
On examining the second row of fg^^ which is the expression a{ugw^ Vgw^  +ttgwi^gw2) — 
, we have an idea of what it’s contribution to the solvability condition
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will be, as we can deduce the contribution from the work we have done for the first 
row. For and , we already know what the contribution will be from the 
results of our earlier work. However, notice that we need to multiply the adjoint v*sw^  
so the resulting contribution will essentially be of the same structure, though inter­
changed with different variables. There is no contribution to the solvability condition 
for the third row as the third row of fgw2 is zero.
The contributions from the terms of second row are as follows
— 27T^ /  /  1{^ {y'SWl'^ SW2 "b ^ ^ f CsW2 "b ^
"bAgw I Agyj2 "b 2 Bgxt)2 j  "b Bgiy ^ Ogy; j "b ^ Bgyj-^
After learning what the contributions will be, it is possible at this juncture to yield 
the solvability condition
27T X
ifSW2^'^ 8w) ^  J  J  d" ~b fwsw2^*Sw) (1t = 0
0 0
— a2b—r- ( Ag^ — A*gyj^ — 3/36)-y -  (As^ J^ ( C, S W l
+  j +  Agty I AgWl + 2-^SWl I )
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-(1 +  — (3) ^ ^Agtu C^giOg -H — Z)g^ yg^  +  Agyj ^Agyjg +  ~ S,
+C 's|y { Cswi +  2 B S W 1 1 +  C'g^y ( A g io i +  2 ^ S W l ) ] A*
27rV , \  -T /  4 1Asw I Bgwo "b BsW). I T Asw ( Aswo 3~I - ^ S W   ' ^ S W 2  I 2   ' ■ ^ 8 ' W  I - ^ 8 W 2  ' 2
1+Bsw  { Cswi "b '^Bswx ] +  Bgu, f Ag^ yj +  — ^ @Wl ) ] A * s w ^ ^ ^
27J-2     27T^ ______ d— iUJ2—j—AswA*sW ^^*  7” Ag^yA*su;-^,'^^*k k oT
"bu ^ ( Asw { BsW2 "b 2  BsW2 1 "b Agyj f Agy,2 "b ^ Bsw2
-3 -B sW ( Cswi + I +  Bsw ( Ag^ yj -1- -BgWl j I B *SW -'^ ^
27t^  —    27t^    d -----IU2— B swB* SW^ ---- BswB*sw- ^ ' ^ ^ *  = 0.k k d l
Cancelling the terms, taking out the factor of take the ^  terms to the other 
side so that we can rearrange the solvability condition in the form
where ~
Prom equation (5.2.15) which describes the change in the solution’s amplitude mea­
sure over slow time T  to standing wave solutions arising from a Hopf bifurcation, we
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get for the coefficient,
S W  • {  S W  " t "  B s w B * s W- =  ILÜ2 —---===•A A* 4- R  R * \ A A* R  R *■ ^ S W - ^  S W  ~  J - ' S W ^  S W  \ - ^ S W - ^  S W  “  -LJs W - ^  S W
replacing for the known quantities that we find in the predator-prey dynamical sys­
tem (3.1.1), and for k and w, we get for
a2bk^ f  ik"^
Uq
Prom (5.2.15), we have for 'ysw^
3/55) I A-sw I Cswi ■fi c\B)sw\
A s w A * S W  d "  B s w B * S W
~^Asw f Aswi d“ r) Bswi I ) A*SW A PAgyjAswA*sw
“ (1  +  OiHm ~  P) ( ^sw I  Cswz +  T;^ SW3 ) +  Asw I  +  7i^ SW3
A C sw I ^sw\ d" ^Bswi 1 d~ ^SW I Aswi d~ ~Bsw\ S W
■SW ( ^ S W 2 d“ ^  BsW2 ) d" Asw ( Asw2  d* _ Bsw2  1 d“ Bsw ( ^ S W l  d~ ^  Dswi
~\~Bsw I Asw\ d“  n^SWl I I d" u  f  Asw { S^W2 d“  n^SW2  ) d" Asw f  Asw2  d" nBsW2
d"^SW I Csw\ d" fyBsWl ) d" ( Aswi d* n^SWl 1 )
and replacing for the known quantities that we find at 0{s) in the dynamical system
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(3.1.1) we get for
a b v Q  j  — k ’^  —  i u j Q
•2i(jJo{k'^  + ioJo) \  h avQ \  \  A
+(/c^ +  icjo) ( Cswi + 'S W l 4''" a^ VQ
4r{k  ^+  icoo) ^(2A  ^+  k^)Cswi d“ A^ (2A:^  4- 5/c^ ) 2(A2 +  4A;2) DS W l
1 {k^ — iujo) ^Agw2 +  2 ^sw ^  + {k"^  + %tvo) ^sw2  +  2 ^ s w ^^
+ (^^ +  ^^o) ^SW2 +  + ( (^^Aswi +  2^SW1 +  Cswi +  -^ B>swi
To complete the stability analysis of a Hopf bifurcation, we need to perform weakly 
nonlinear analysis for a stable travelling wave solution which is presented in the next 
section of this chapter.
5.3 The Hopf Travelling Wave Bifurcation
In this section we investigate the behaviour of the solutions to the reaction-diffusion 
system close to the Hopf bifurcation that are in the form of travelling wave solutions 
by means of an analytic approach. We take a similar principle to the approach in 
our work on the weakly nonlinear analysis of the standing wave, though in this case 
we use a space-time variable to exhibit a travelling wave solution arising from a Hopf 
bifurcation from the dynamical system (3.1.1).
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5.3.1 Perturbation Expansion
Let us suppose that in the neighbourhood of a Hopf travelling wave bifurcation we 
may describe a solution in that neighbourhood as an expansion about the steady state 
solution. We take w, v, w, and a to have the expansion as defined in the weakly 
nonlinear work on steady-state bifurcation, where the expansion involves powers of e, 
where e <C 1 and include the frequency, w, whose expansion takes the form as noted 
in the previous section. We have
/
V
V "' /
\
(1 — 6)(1 -f- /56)
^  '^ twi ^ I  \
The series for ex is
'^ twz ^
y '^tw3 J
+
(5.3.1)
(5.3.2)
where
=  2/?fe+ 1)
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The series for w is
LÜ — LUq + £U>i +  £^ L02 +  +
We specifically investigate solutions, arising from a Hopf bifurcation, that have the 
condition
T), ~  ~  T),
for i — 1, 2, 3, where slow time T  =  eH, and the space-time variable ^ — r  + kx,
where r  =  ut, which takes into account that for a travelling wave solution x and r  are 
coupled. For the choice of scaling in the space-time variable ^ =  r  -+- kx, its change in 
time remains constant, ^  =  1, thus implies ^  and the spatial change in the
space-time variable is also constant, ^  = A;, in which we find -^ = k-§^ . We use the 
space-time data to get the evolved model, (3.1.1), in terms of T  and ^
£ \ t + =  n(l + au — I3u^  — (1 -I- a  — /3)w) —uv 4- k^Du^^,
£^ Vt +  = a v {u -h )-^  k^v^^,
0 =  \^{u —w) +
subject to the periodic boundary conditions ti(0, T) =  w(27t, T) and v{0, T) — v{2'k, T).
The changes to the model’s space and time scales ensures the model is a "template” 
to a travelling wave solution. It reflects the behavioural changes, in terms of space 
and time scales, that will take effect when a Hopf bifurcation to a travelling wave 
solution arises.
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We substitute the expansions (5.3.1) and (5.3.2) into the prey, predator and localiza­
tion components. Selecting the prey component, s^Ut + ~ u{l 4-au — f3u  ^— (1 -|-
a — P)w) — uv and substituting the expansions, we get in ascending order
of powers
g.2 I -f- . . .)^ -j- {uJq -H £LOi -f -f . . .) ^ ^ ( 5  + SUfwi
+ E  Utw2 +  ^ ' t^W3 +  . . . )  J  =
(5  -f- SUtvji +  s ‘^Utw2 +  +  . . .) ^ 1  +  {aHm d" d- E^Q!2 d" E^Oig d" . • .)
(5 d- SUtwi d- £^ Utyj2 d- S^ Utw3 d- . . . )  — P ih  d- SUtwi +  ^‘^Utw2 d“ £^ Utw3 d" • • -)^
— (1  d- OiHm d“  E a i d- E^0i2 d- E^«3 H" . . . — /3 )(6  d- SWtwi d" ^^ '^ tW2 d" E^W^wg d~ . . .) 
~{b-\- SUtwi d- s ‘^ UtW2 d" d“  . . . ) ( ( 1  — 5 )(1  d- /56) -|- £Vtwi d" ^^ '^ tW2
4-6^ Vtv)3 d- . . .) d" Dk^ d- SUtwi d- s‘^Utw2 d~ d~ • • .)^ . (5.3.3)
Expanding the terms of the left hand side in (5.3.3) and retaining the terms up to 
O(e^), we have for the left hand side of (5.3.3)
We equate powers of £ up to cubic terms to get
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0(s)
^0  ~  2 / ^ 5 )  +  ] u t w i  — b v tw i  ~  5 ( 1  +  a H m  ~  P ) '^ tw i
O(E^)
— (^{(^Hm ~  2/5 )^ +  — bVtW2
—  5 ( 1  +  a H m  ~  P )'^ tW 2  +  < ^ lb (U tw i — W f w i )
+ {OiHm ~  — (1 +  CKHm ~ P)' t^WiWtwi —
O(s^)
+  % : ^  +  w i ^  +  =  (biaH „-20b) + D k ^ - ^ y , ^ , - b v , ^ ,
—  5 ( 1  +  a H m  ~  P )'^ tW 3  
-\-aih{utw2 ~  Wtwg) 
~\~a2b{uiw\ '^ tvDi ) 
+2(o;jcf  ^— SPb)utwiUtw<i 
+ («1 — pUtwi)Utwi
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— (1 +  aHm ~ P){'^ tWx'^ tW2 +  Utw2'^ tWi) 
{p^ l' t^wx Vtw2^ '^ twx '^ tw2'^ twx'
Substituting the expansions into the prey component, = av{u-b)-\-
we get
— 5 )(1  +  Pb) +  SVtwx +  • • 0 ^  d- (^ 0  d- Stüi d- d- . . .)
—  ((1  — 6 )(1  +  pb) +  evtwx d" d- s^Vtw3 d - . . . )
a  ( ( 1  —  5 )  ( 1  d -  p b )  d -  SVtwx  d -  £^Vtu)2  d -  £^Vtw3  d -  . .  . )  ( 5  d -  SUtwx  d "  s ‘^ Utw2
-\-£^Utw3  —  5  +  .  .  . )  d -  —  5 ) ( 1  +  pb) d -  SVtwx  d -  ^ ’^ '^tw 2  d -  £^V tw s  d "  • •
Equating orders of e  up to cubic terms 
0 ( E )
^ 0  =  (^(1 — 5 )(1  d- pb)utwx d"
O ( E ^ )
^ 1 . . . . q_ cjo — a ( l  — 5 )(1  d- pb)utw2 d- d-
O ( E ^ )
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dvfyi}^  dvtwzW2—;r-----1------  r (jJ\——--- \- UJq-% dT % % = a{l  ~  h){l +  !5h)utwz
1 nd Î^ t'iü3 / \Q^ 2  ^ \^V'tW2'^ tWi "h UtWi'^ tW2)'
And finally substituting the expansions into the localization component, 0 =  \^{u ~  
w) + and equating orders up to the cubic terms would get the same results as 
for the localization component for the weakly nonhnear analysis work for the steady- 
state bifurcation which is presented in Chapter 4, but dxx is replaced with We
have the linear operator
Z  =
ljqO^  -h D{dxx -  0 0
0 + dxx ~ k^d^  ^ 0
0 0 dxx — k^di
\
- Q CKJTr
V
—a(l — 6)(1 -f- (3b)
-A2 0
where QotHm adjustment of the operator Q found in Chapter 4, but the 
term is replaced by the an^  term. Using the linear operator Z  leads to three sets of 
perturbation equations to be solved
Z u twi 0 ,
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Z u tW2 ~
(^iKutwi — Wfwi) +  {cXHm ~ ‘3(3h)uttui
%
dvti
Z u tW3
c^ ib{utw2 ~  +  0'2b{utwi — Wtwi) +  2(ajf^ — f^3b)utwiUtvj2 ^
+(q;i — Putwi)ut^^ — (1 + aHrn — ^){utwiWtw2 +
— {aiWtwi +  Vtu,2)utwi ~ Utw2'^ twi — dT ~ de
dvtwo
\  0 
5.3.2 Solution for 0(s) Problem
We solve for the set of equations at 0{s) for Utwi^ Vt-w-^  and Wtwi’ We consider a solu­
tion of the form
'^ tWl Hw
B:tw
y '^twi j  y Ctw j
( A :  \Hw
B tw
^tw J
Æir(T)e
where we seek to find Qw and its complex conjugates, in terms of the
parameters found in the dynamical system (3.1.1), in order to solve Zutwx = 0 
We keep a consistent nature by naming the amplitude measure (T) as seen in the 
weakly nonlinear analysis of the steady bifurcation and the standing wave case for a 
Hopf bifurcation. For ease of notation we will drop the slow time dependency nota-
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tion from the amplitude measure to use to represent the amplitude measure where 
convenient. The cosine dependency is built into the exponential function and its 
complex conjugate, where =  cos ^  + z sin Substituting , and Wtwi into
Zutwx =  0 gives
ÎLÜQ {A tw ^6^ — e — hipiHm ~  2/56) {A-t^ ] ^ +  Atw^ c  ^^ )
-{■Dk"^  + Afy}j^e ^^ ) + 6 e *^ )
+6(1 +  CX-Hm ~~ P) ip tw ^ 6*^  +  Ctw<^6 *^ ) =  0,
—a(l — 6)(1 + /56) { A t v } S é e *^ ) + zcjq (B(%,Æ^ e *^ )
+fc  ^{^Bt s^^ + Btw^ e  *^ ) =  0,
— ( Aÿy; Æ/ + Atujefi/6 ^^ ) +  A^  { C tw S ^ +  Ctw^ c  ^^ )
+fe  ^{CtyjS^ + Ctw<^c *^ ) =  0.
Equating terms in and respectively gives the six equations
i(^oAtw — {^piHm ~  2/56)Atw + Dk"^Atw +  bBtw +  6(1 + o^ Hm ~ P)^tw ~  0,
—icooAtyj — b{aff^ — 2(3b)At  ^+  Dk"^At  ^+  bBfyj +  6(1 +  cxHm ~ P)^tw =  0 ,
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*a(l — 6)(1 +  /3b)Atxu +  kPBtw — 0,
—X^Atw +  (A^  +  k‘^)Ctw — 0,
—A^ A^ u; +  (A^  + k^)Ctw — 0*
Prom these equations, normalising such that Btw = 1 and Btyj =  1, we find
f  A \  {  k^+iWQ \
B-.tw
y ^tw J
avQ
( fc2+wnJ avQ
and the complex conjugate
/  4 . \  /  k^ -iwQ \Hw
B tw
avo
y C'tw J y VX2+fc2 J fc2—w n  a'uo /
where Uo =  (l — 6)(1 +  (3b). The results matches what we have at 0{e) for the Hopf 
standing wave bifurcation.
5.3.3 The Adjoint Problem
We seek the adjoint Z*, of the linear operator Z, expressed in terms of the variables 
of the dynamical system (3.1.1). We define the inner product for the weakly nonlinear
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case of a Hopf bifurcation to a travelling wave solution
27T
(7,ç) =
0
2itJ  +  7 2 ^ 2  +  7 3 % )
Hence, using the definition of the inner product
{Z j,ç )  = l  [ ( ( - o | - (^ 0 ^  — — 2/56) +  D k ^ - ^  ) )7i +  7^2
+6(1 + — P)j3^ % +  ^— a(l — 6)(1 + /56)7%
+  -  f c " ^ )  72)  Ç2 +  (  -  A"7i
which is subject to the following periodic boundary conditions, 7 i(0 ) =  7i(27r), 
Q(0) — q(27t) for 2 =  1 , 2, 3. On evaluating the integral, using the integra­
tion by parts rule, subject to the boundary conditions, leads us to
27T
(7 , Z*ç) =  J % %
—a(l — 6)(1 + /56)ç2 — A\3^7i
dç2
+ ( 6(1 + OLHm — /5)% + A^çs — y 7s
+ (^k i-a ,„— - r - ^ ^ 7 2  
(' d^.
Prom the integral representation of (7 , Z*ç), we can write the adjoint operator Z*
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0
+ dxx ~
0 &
- q l .
« /
—^ 0 ^  — ~  2/36) +  —a(l — 6)(1 +  (3h) —
-LOq
\ 6(1 + aHm — P)
A. _  a*2_91de ^ 9(2
0
where is an adjustment of the operator found in Chapter 4, where the
as^ term is replaced by the œh^  term. By obtaining Z*, we can solve the adjoint 
problem Z*u*tw' The solution of the adjoint problem is considered to take the form
tw
tw
y '^*tw J  y c*tw J
Substituting u*tw) '^ *tw and w*tw iato Z*u*tw = 0, differentiating where required, 
then cancelling the terms gets
iojoA*tw ~ bicxHm ~  2/36)A*(w + k^DA*i^u — a(l — 6)(1 +  Pb)B*tw — X‘^C*tw = 0,
tw +  icooB*tw + k^B*tw — 0)
6(1 +  aHm — P)A*tw + (A + A: )C*tw = 0.
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(5.3.4)
Prom equations (5.3.4), we choose the normalisation B*tw == 1, we solve to get
!  A * .  \  /  - ( f e ^ + w o )  \tw
tw
( l+Qjfm  ~P)  +  Wq)A2+fc2 /
The result matches what we have for the adjoint of the Hopf standing wave bifurca­
tion.
5.3.4 Solution for 0{s^) Problem
Predholm’s Alternative Theorem states that there exists a solution to the set of equa­
tions Zutw 2 =  ftwi, if {Zutw 2 ,u*tw) =  0, where
/
Zllf,yj2 -
O l^K'^Wi — Wtwi) +  i^Hm ~ ^P^)'^twi 
— (1 + aHm — P)Utwi' t^Wi — Utwi t^wi —
\
1
where
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and
avo
A2 (k^ +iwo)\  auo(A2+fc2) J
( k^ -iu)Q \-iu>oavo
A^(fe^ —wq)\  avo(A2+fc2) J
^  tia —
-&2.
\  A2+fc2 /
The inner product is
27T
~  J* f tw i  * ^  tw ~  0
0
27T
i f u i w i '^ * t w  +  fvttU2'^*tW  A f w tw z '^ * t w )  d ^  — 0.
Hence, for {Zutw 2 '>'^ *tw) we have
27T/
+ {a „ ^-Z P b )(  +  +CLVq avQ avo
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+ i fc^
avQ J
+ + ZW()\ /  X^{k^ — ioJo) \  — zwgA /  X^{k^ +  iuo) \avo )  \auo(A2 -\-k'^)) \  0% /  \at;o(A^ + k"^ ))
+ I A A A  (  A H - Z J A l ']  avo J \avo(>.^ +  fc^) / k^ +  icuo avo
avo avo + avo
— 2Z691
k^ +  iiûQ 
avQ
k^ IUJq
avQ
{( ^ )  4 K  (+ " )  +(+ ^ )  "
avQ avo ^  g 2i( j _  2iuji^ + 2zwi^/e
When evaluating the integral, after all the terms have been expanded, we discover that 
terms in the integral which are the products involving
terms give no contribution to the integral, as explained earlier. The observation leaves 
us with the integral
/ ih‘({k‘^ +  iuQ)k’^ \  f  —k’^ — i  avo{X  ^+  k!^ ) ILOq
—ILJi k'^  +  iIUJq •A;2 ILOq +  1 Æ/ 3/*  d^ =  0.
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The parameters and variables z,o;o, A^,a,/3 and k all have a real non zero
value, hence the only way the integral can be satisfied is by having wi =  0 and 
a± = 0. Aided with the fact that we have discovered that cJi =  0 and a i =  0 we 
can amend the set of equations to solve at O(s^), that is Zutw 2 =  ftw i, which we have
/
Z  Utw2 —
\
V 0 /
We determine the algebraic makeup of ftwi terms of the variables found in Utwi, Vtwi 
and Wtwi where
'^ tWi
 ^ '^ twi j
Hw
B tw
y ^tw j
Hw
B tw
y ^tw y
where
Hw
B tw
avQ /  A \  (  k^—iwn- t^w
/  y avo(X^ +k^ ) /  \ ^ t w  /  y at;o(A2+fc2) /
B tw
avo
For the first row of ftwi we have
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—(1 + — /3) +  (AtwOtw +  A fw C tw )^^  + AtwCtw^ e
~ +  {AtwBtw +  AtyjBt<fjj)s^+  AtwBiw^ G ^ .
For the second row of ftwi we have
n + {AfwBtw +  AtwBtw)<^^ + AtwBtw^ g ^
For the third row of ftwi there is no change, we have
0 .
We let the solution for the 0{e^) problem for the travelling wave calculation be writ­
ten in the form
VtW2 BtW2
y '^ tw2 J y y Btwz j
(  BHwi
B tU>2
 ^ r  \  \^twi \
a tW 2
y t^w3 J J
where the choice of the factor of \  and the labelling of Btwi and Ctwi for z — 1, 2, 3
is chosen to be consistent with the standing wave calculation. Substituting the un­
knowns into Z u 2  and equating for the constants and the term leaves us with six 
equations.
Equating the constant terms from the first row of R u tw 2 =  f t w i  and cancelling
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the amplitude measure
-  ( — b{aH^ — 2pb)Ctwi +  bCfuj2 +  ^(1 +  — (3)Ctw3 ) —
{<^Hm ~  ^ p b )A tw A tw  — (1 +  OiHm ~  P ) (  " o  ^
■^ twBtW , AtwBtyj  % 1 %—:—
Equating the terms from the first row of Rutw^ ~  f t w i  and cancelling the am­
plitude measure
iuJoBtwi — K^Hm ~  2/36)— + 2Dk^Btwi +  6—^  + 6(1 +  aHm ~ P ) ~ ^
^ — 3 / 3 6 ) — (1 +  aum ~ P)MwCtw — -^twBtw^ .
Equating the constant terms from the second row of Rutw^ — f t w i  and cancelling 
the amplitude measure
-avQ — T 1 -^tvjBtw + AtwBtyj2 4
Equating the terms from the second row of Rutw 2 =  f t w i  and cancelling the 
amplitude measure
—avo— + iuJoBtw2 +  2/c^ B(w2 — —AtwBtw
Equating the constant terms from the third row of R u tw 2  =  f t w i  and cancelling the
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amplitude measure
Equating the terms from the third row of Ru±w2 — ftwi and cancelling the am­
plitude measure
— + yP BtyjZ +  Btyj  ^ — 0.
Solving for the six unknowns gets
^  _  {o^ Hm — 3/56) — (1 +  aHm ~  P)^tw^tw ~  AtwBtw — (2iwo+4k^ ) X t^wBtw
4zo;o -  2b{aHm ~  2/56) +  SDk'^ +  +  ^Hm ~  P) ( â 4 Ip )  ’
rj    I_________ n
“  2(2zwo +  W ) (2wo +  W )
B t w ,  -  ( A2 +  4fc2 I
^    I AfyjBtw + AfwBtyj^tWl — ~
c,
2vq
(o^Hm ~  ^Pb)AtwAtw  ( 1  + (^Hm ~  P) {^twC tw  + A(wQw) 
6 26
(3{1 — 26) — 1 f  X\.fwBtw +  AtwBtw+
tW2
( m -
uo b j  \  2
^twz ~  ^twi «
Note that these solved unknowns are the same as the coefficients Cswi found
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for the standing wave calculation at O(e^), as listed on page 125 -  126, where their 
expressions are in terms of parameters found in the predator-prey model (3.1.1) and 
A:, is listed on page 126 -127.
5.3.5 Solvability Condition at O(e^)
The task of solving the set of equations to at 0{s^), Zutws — ftw 2 can be reduced 
in complexity by using the fact that ai and Wi are both zero. The use of this fact is 
reflected in vector ftw 2 where there is a reduction in the number of terms
Z u tW3 —  f t W2
CX2h{Utyjx '^tw\) 2{oiHm ^Pb)Utwi' t^w2 ^ 
P' t^wi d" a,}Jm P) {y’tWi'^ tW2 '^ tW2'^ tWi)
dutt
dvtidei. _
dT
dvtui-]dT
\ /
At this juncture we are now capable of yielding Predholm’s solvability condition to 
solve the equations at 0{s^). By having the means to tackle {Zutws^ '^*tw) = 0, we 
can get the solvability condition {ftw2 f'^*tiv) ~  0. Using the definition of the inner 
product, we have
27T
{ f t W 2 i ^  tw ) ~  J '  f t W 2  * ^  tw  = 0
2 t vJ  {futw2'^ *tyj "b  fvtw2^*'tw " b  — 0 )
which we can rewrite as
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27T
J ' ^^2b(utwi tw "b 2{otHm ^Pb)utyji'd>tw2 'd'*tw P^ tW\d'*tW
■(1 "b  O-Hm P)i3^ tW\'dJtW2 "b  ' d t t W 2 'd ^ t W l ) 'd ' * t w  {3^ tW\dtw2 “b  ' d t t W 2 ^ t W i ) ' d ' * t W
dUtwx —T" dUtyjx / \ —— dVtwi “ rr■^ 2 ~Q^ 'd, tw Qrjt ^ tw H~ thiUtwidtwz "b 'd'twz'dtwij'd tw tÜ2 V tw
dvtwi ■V*tw I <% =  0.dT
The integral of the inner product is worked through using a similar approach to the 
technique used in the calculation of Hopf bifurcation to standing wave solutions at the 
0{e^) problem, to evaluate the contribution each term in the inner product integral 
gives. After working through the integral we get
27T
i f tW 2 ^'^ tw ) — J '  (^futw2 '^*tW "b fvtW2 '^*tW "b fwiw2 ^*tW^ — 0
0
—  Ctw^ 7T— q'267t I Atw  ) A*tw< ^ + 2{aHm ~~ 3/36)— { AtwCtwi
-\-AtwBtw^A*tw>^^‘( ^ -  /37T^
— (1  +  aHm ~  /3)'2  ( X\-twCtW3 +  ^twBtwz +  CtwCtwi
-\-CtwBtw-i  ^ tW '^'^^Æ/* — — [ AtwCtW2 "b AtwBtw2 +  BtwOtwi
+BtwBtwi A*tw^ -  iuJ2T^AtwA*tw^
'^AtwA*tw QrjT^ ( AtwT'tW2 b" AtwBtw2 "b Btw^twi
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Cancelling the Æ/* terms, taking out the factor of tt, and taking the terms with the
_9_dTdifferential operator ^  to the other side so that we can rearrange the solvability
condition in the form
+ (5.3.5)
where =
Prom equation (5.3.5) which describes the change in the amplitude measure over 
slow time T  for travelling wave solutions arising from a Hopf bifurcation in the dy­
namical system (3.1.1), we get for
Oi2b(^Atw ^tw)X^*tw . { ^ tw -^ tw  b  BfwB*tw— %tÜ2AtwA*tui} + BtyjB*tw \AtwA*tw  b BfwB*tw
on replacing for known quantities so that 7(^1  is in terms of the variables found in 
the predator-prey model (3.1.1), fe, and w, we get
a2bk‘^ f  ik ^ \  .1 -----------   2W2 ,2(A2 + A;2) y Wo y
which is the same expression as found for 75 ,^^ . Prom (5.3.5), we have for 7(^2
2(û:iî^  — 3/36)— 1 AtyjCtwx b AtwBfwi ) A * tw ^  ^
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— — (1 + CXHm ~ 2 (^twCtws +  ^twBfwz +  ^twCtwi
~\~CfwBtw^ ^ 2 ^‘^ tW t^W2 b  ■ t^wBtw2 b
A * ^ b  a — ^^twCtw2 b  AfujBtw2 b  BtwCtwi
-\rBtwBtwx^ B*tw'^‘^ < ^ ,
replacing for unknowns found at 0{e), we get for 'jtwz
+  zw o)(2A ^ +  k^)Ctwx^ ~  2ofD ~  idJç^ )Btw2 b  (A:^ b  ^ ^ o )C tu j2 ^
b  2 ^  {^ kP — iujo)Btw2 b  (A;^ +  zcuo)Qw2
b -  I Btwi b  Q w i
The motivation for deriving the cubic coefficients becomes apparent in the penul­
timate section of this chapter as we use the derived cubic coefficients to unite the 
mathematical theory with some results of the numerical investigations into the mod­
ified reaction diffusion system (3.1.1).
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5.4 The Stability of the Hopf Bifurcation
At a Hopf bifurcation both standing wave and travelling wave solutions develop at 
the same moment. When one of the two oscillatory solutions has been selected by 
a dynamical system, it has an impact on the characteristics of the oscillatory solu­
tion’s cubic coefficients. We discover the characteristics of the cubic coefficients of 
the oscillatory solutions that has been found during the numerical investigations into 
the predator-prey model (3.1.1). We then compare the cubic characteristics from a 
theoretical standpoint.
Linking the nonlinear theory from Knobloch (1986) to the work in this thesis, 'ysw% and 
7 tu,2 are the cubic coefficients for the Hopf standing and travelling wave bifurcation 
of the modified reaction-diffusion system which has been derived from the solvability 
condition at 0{s^).
By comparing equation (5.1.3) with equation (5.3.5) we see that hr = 7 ^ 3. Similarly, 
by comparing equation (5.1.4) with equation (5.2.15) we see that +  26^  — ')sw2 -> 
thus ar = 7 sîü2 ~  26r =  ')sw2 — 27ti02* Recall that by observing the stability diagram. 
Figure 5.1, we can see that for stable oscillatory solutions to exist, ür + 26^  < 0 and 
br < 0. For stable travelling waves to take priority at oscillatory onset we require 
ür < 0, whereas for stable standing waves to take priority at oscillatory onset we 
require > 0- Hence, the conditions for stable standing waves to take preference at 
oscillatory onset are
Û/J. + Tbr ^  0 7atU2 ^  0,
dl" > 0 'lsW2 27tW2 ^  0)
67. 0 7 tiü2 ^  0 .
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The conditions for stable travelling waves to take preference at oscillatory onset are
CLr +  267. <C 0 ^  0 )
(Î7. < 0 =+ 7sw2 27*11)2 ^  0 ,
67. <c 0  'ytw2 ^  0 "
Armed with these conditions which are in terms of the cubic coefficients 'jsw2 &nd
7*102, we are able to compare the theoretical conditions with the characteristics of
the cubic coefficients of oscillatory solutions that were found during the numerical 
investigations.
Since this chapter is focused on the stability of solutions that arise from a Hopf 
bifurcation, it is appropriate to select parameter values that brought an oscilla­
tory development from the trivial solution for the comparison with the theoret­
ical conditions for oscillatory stability. To recollect, these parameter values are 
a = 1, b — 0.47, jD =  1, /? ~  10 , and A = 0.9. It was shown in Chapter 3
we discovered that with these parameter values we get a stable standing wave solu­
tion for L = 10 and a  =  15.5, this is shown in Figure 3.6 and we discover a stable 
travelling wave solution for L =  6 and a  =  20, shown in Figure 3.7.
The parameter values were substituted into their parameters found in the cubic co­
efficients jsw2 a,nd 7*TU2) and a plot of 73^2, 7 *W2, and %W2 ~  27*103? all in terms of
L, was constructed. The plots enable us to determine whether the cubic coefficients 
7 oio2 and jtw2 J and ^ ^ 2  ~  27*102 are greater or less than zero at at a wavelength L.
Two pictures were used to illustrate the findings of the characteristics of the cubic co­
efficients. In the following figures, that relate to the work on cubic coefficients, picture
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a) shows the plots of the cubic coefficients TsiogCB) — 27 7^^ 2 (B),
and 7 ag (L). Picture b) will help us determine the characteristics of the cubic coeffi­
cients at a wavelength L as it is a zoomed in region of picture a).
Selecting the parameter values that yielded a stable standing wave solution in the 
dynamical system (3.1.1), produced Figure 5.2. By examining picture b), L =  10 is 
marked at the extreme right of the picture. The cubic characteristics for the stable 
standing wave solution is 7 0^,3(10) < 0 , 7*102(10) < 0 , and 7 7^02(10) -  27*7^ 3(10) > 0 .
Linking up with the theoretical conditions, we get a 100% match. It is satisfying to 
discover a successful link between theory and the applied work, the result enables us 
to have good faith in the numerical engineering that was undertaken to construct the 
code that numerically solved (3.1.1) and to have a confidence in the mathematical 
method and tools used in the analytical work of weakly nonlinear analysis for Hopf 
bifurcation.
Figure 5.3 is the overall result of applying the parameter values for a stable trav­
elling wave solution to the cubic coefficients. Studying picture b), the characteristics 
of the cubic coefficients are 7 7^7,2(6) > 0 , 7*702(6 ) < 0 , and 7 7^03(6) — 27*703(6 ) > 0 .
So, the local analysis predicts that there will be no stable solution created at the 
Hopf bifurcation point, at a  16. The fact that a stable travelling wave solution 
was found at a; = 20 is not inconsistent with this. It could be that the stability 
has changed due to the codimension two effect in the dynamical system (3.1.1). As 
a result, it would be prudent to use a wavelength value that does not lie so close a 
codimension two point.
On selecting parameter values that lie outside the codimension two region, a brief 
session of numerical integration was performed. We discovered a stable travelling 
wave solution that is not in the immediate neighbourhood of a codimension two 
point. We fixed the parameter values a =  l, 6 =  0.47, B =  l, /3 =  10 , and 
A =  0.9, keep the spatial stepping and time stepping to be the size as chosen for
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numerical integration presented in Chapter 3, running for a computational time of 
t=1000s, and using a travelling wave as an initial condition and varied L and a. We 
find that for 1/ = 8 and a  =  18, a stable travelling wave is induced. The result of this 
numerical integration is shown in Figure 5.4, which is presented in the same format 
as the layout of the the printed results to the numerical calculations as shown in 
Chapter 3, with six pictures.
With the fresh set of numbers, we repeated the analysis of the cubic expression, 
by using a computational resource, to discover the cubic characteristics. Figure 5.5 
is the consequence. Studying picture b) we see that 7awa(8) < 0, < 0,
and 'jsw2 (8) — 2'jtw2 (8) < 0. Comparing with the theoretical conditions for a stable 
travelling wave to take preference, the cubic characteristics give a 100% match this 
time. Thus for the stable Hopf bifurcation we can find a successful link to theoretical 
conditions for both oscillatory solutions that are stable.
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Figure 5.2: The bifurcation set for oscillatory onset with the cubic coefficient
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5.5 Final Comments
It was very pleasing to undertake successful analytical work on the predator-prey 
model, yet it was interesting to discover a codimension two region where the analytical 
work fails. We advance onto Chapter 6 where the latest mathematical technology from 
the realm of numerical analysis will be used to carry out further numerical simulations 
of the predator-prey model (3.1.1). The cubic coefficients will be of use in Chapter 6 
and thus we have to proceed with caution as we are investigating nonlinear behaviour 
in the locality of a codimension two point, the Takens-Bogdanov point.
The Behaviour o f the N onlinear D ynam ics  
Close to the Takens-Bogdanov P oin t
We have learnt that the dynamical system (3.1.1) enables steady and time dependent 
patterns to onset. When a dynamical system permits such an onset of solutions, 
it is thus possible for a simultaneous onset of Turing and Hopf bifurcations to ap­
pear. If the Hopf bifurcation curve terminates at the Turing bifurcation curve, this 
phenomena is known as a Takens-Bogdanov bifurcation. This chapter is dedicated 
to investigating the behaviour of the dynamics in the local vicinity of the Takens- 
Bogdanov bifurcation. We introduce this chapter with an overview of the normal 
form to a Takens-Bogdanov bifurcation and apply the theory to the results of numer­
ical simulation of (3.1.1) in the vicinity of a Takens-Bogdanov point.
6.1 The Normal Form for the Takens-Bogdanov 
Bifurcation W ith 0(2) Symmetry
The theoretical accounts given in this chapter have been taken from Dangelmayr and 
Knobloch (1987), “The Takens-Bogdanov bifurcation with 0(2) symmetry”.
To find the normal form for the Takens-Bogdanov bifurcation with 0(2) symme­
try, we need to discover a vector field that is equivariant under the 0(2) symmetry 
group and has a nilpotent linearization at the trivial solution (v,w) = (0,0). Mathe­
matically stated, the objective is to find a linearized problem that takes the form
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which yields a double zero eigenvalue. We have shown the characteristics of the 0(2) 
symmetry group earlier. Dangelmayr and Knobloch (1987) show that the mathemat­
ical forms which are invariant under 0(2) group symmetry are
=  luP, (J2 =  IwP, (Tz = VW-\- vw.
and therefore that the smooth vector field that is equivariant under the 0(2) group 
takes the form
V =  9iV-\- 92W,
w = g^w,
where gg(ai, (72, g =  1,2,3,4.
They then expand the functions gi, Ç2 , gs, 9 4  in the neighbourhood of the trivial
solution (u, w) — (0,0) in a Taylor series to 3rd order, giving the following equations
i) =  w { a i \ v \ ^ -\r b i \ w\ ^ ) v Ci v ' ^ w{ a 2 \v\‘^ +  b2 \w\‘^ )w-h C2 vw ^+  h.o.t., 
w = w-h -\-bs\w\‘^ )v-h csv^w-h {a4 \v\'^-\-b4 \w\‘^ ) w C 4 vw^-\-h.o.t.,
where h.o.t. represents the higher order terms and the coefficients Ug, bq, Cq, q =  
1,2,3,4 are real. Dangelmayr and Knobloch (1987) simplify these amplitude equa­
tions by considering a smooth 0(2) equivariant co-ordinate change
V — V h \V  - f  h g W ,
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w — w + h^v -h h^w,
where the functions hq, g =  1,2,3,4 are smooth and real, which disappear at the 
trivial stationary point (0,0). To simplify v and w, Dangelmayr and Knobloch (1987) 
expand v and w in the form
V = V-h {oii\v\^-h I 3 i \ w \ ^ ) v - h  {a2 \ v \ ' ^ - h / 3 2 \ w \ ^ ) w + h.o.t.,
w =  w -I- (cKgjul^  -I- /)3 |w|^)u -I- -I- (a4 |u|^ 4- /?4 |w|^)w H- -t- h.o.t.,
where the Taylor series of v and w has been written in terms of the new variables and 
the real coefficients are chosen in such a way as to eliminate all of the cubic terms and 
make the fourth and sixth terms disappear. By dropping the tildes and the higher 
order terms, they obtain the third order dynamical system
V = w,
w =  + Bt b \w \^  + Crsi'dw'i‘vw )^v + Dt b M “^w ,
where AtB ~  =  &3~U2+ 2ci—2c4, Ctb ~  Cs-hoi, Dtb — o^-hoi—cs. In
order to unfold the Takens-Bogdanov bifurcation small equivariant terms are added 
to arrive at
W =  fJ,V +  T ] W ( ^ A t b \v \^-h  B t b \w \^-hC TB{'O W -hVw )^V-h  D t b \v \^W.
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(6 .1.1)
Equation (6.1.1) is the normal form for the Takens Bogdanov bifurcation, where fj, 
and Tf are the unfolding parameters.
6.2 Theoretical Stability Diagrams
In their 1987 paper, Dangelmayr and Knobloch systematically examined the be­
haviour of (6.1.1) in the neighbourhood of a Takens-Bogdanov bifurcation. The sta­
bility analysis from Dangelmayr and Knobloch (1987) provided us with an idea as to 
what to expect the behaviour of the solutions to be when we performed numerical 
calculations for dynamics that are near a Takens-Bogdanov bifurcation. Dangelmayr 
and Knobloch (1987) show that the behaviour can be predicted if we know what the 
signs to the coefficients of At b  ^ Mtb — ‘^Ctb +  Dtb are, and the ratio
Dtb / ^ tb in equation (6.1.1). Thus, when we are equipped with the knowledge of 
what the coefficients and the ratio are, we can discover the theoretical stability dia­
gram from the selection of stability diagrams that Dangelmayr and Knobloch (1987) 
produced and thus we have an idea of how the dynamical system will behave.
No direct calculations were performed to obtain the values of Atb^ D tb  nnd M rs, 
however, through the good grace of the weakly nonlinear calculations that were done 
in Chapters 4 &; 5, we do have a method of discovering what the operator sign 
of A tb , D tb y and M tb  will be as the cubic coefficients that were derived in the 
weakly nonlinear calculations have a big role to play. Using the normal form of a 
Takens-Bogdanov bifurcation(6.1.1), we can deduce that A tb  oc D tb  oc ^tw2
and Mtb oc 7sw2- However, caution is needed when using the ratio Dtb /M tb for 
bifurcation analysis. The ratio is not proportional to the ratio of its defined cubic 
coefficients. For the parameters that we consider, we find Atb < 0 and Mtb < 0- 
In Figure 6.1 we reproduce the nine possible bifurcation sets labelled I~ -  IX "  that 
occur in the neighbourhood of the Takens-Bogdanov point for Atb < 0, Mtb < 0- 
This is from Figure 7 of Dangelmayr and Knobloch (1987).
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Figure 6.1: Dangelmayr and Knobloch stability diagram.
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6.3 Determining the Operator Sign of the Cubic 
Coefficients
Discovering the operator sign of the cubic coefficients will be settled by viewing the 
plots of cubic coefficients as a function of the wavelength L. Three sets of parameter 
values will be used for the numerical investigation in the locality of the Takens- 
Bogdanov point for the nonlinear system.
The parameter values which are fixed for all three cases for the numerical calcu­
lations are a =  1, 6 == 0.47, D = 1 and (3 = 10 . The parameter which will be
varied for all three cases is A. The first set of parameter values used enables a lower 
Hopf minima to develop in the nonlinear system (3.1.1). For this to happen, we set 
A =  0.9, the plots for these parameters is shown in Figure 6 .2 , where picture a) shows 
the bifucation set in the L, a plane with the plots of the cubic coefficients that were 
derived in Chapters 4 and 5. Picture b) shows the zoomed in region of picture a), 
showing the nature of the cubic coefficients close to the Takens-Bogdanov point. The 
layout of the figures will apply to plots of the cubic coefficients in this section.
We know that the Takens-Bogdanov point occurs when the wavelength L is approxi­
mately 5.755. Referring to Figure 6 .2 , examining picture b) we can see that close to 
the Takens-Bogdanov point all three cubic coefficients have negative signs. There is 
a singularity in 7^2 at the Takens-Bogdanov point.
So, we have Atb < 0, Dtb < 0 and Mtb < 0. For this combination of signs 
any third quadrant of the bifurcation diagram when Atb < 0 of the bifurcation sets 
II~  to IX ~  are possible: which one occurs is fixed by the ratio
For the second set of parameter values used, we have a lower steady-state minima in 
the bifurcation set. If we take the values that were used in the previous chapters to 
gain onset of steady solutions, A =  2.5. The bifurcation set for A =  2.5 shows us that
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the Takens-Bogdanov point is enveloped by a region where the dynamics of the trivial 
solution will be dominated by an onset of steady solutions of wavelength We can 
see this in picture a) of Figure 6.3 where the Takens-Bogdanov plot is enveloped by 
the blue dashed line, which represents bifurcations to steady solutions of wavelength 
The dynamics of the solution we see in the locality of the Takens-Bogdanov point 
would be dominated by that of wavelength To resolve this, we would need to move 
the Takens-Bogdanov point so that it is to be found where it is not influenced by a 
bifurcation power other than the steady and oscillatory onset of wavelength L. By 
adjusting A to move the Takens-Bogdanov point, a change to the value of A =  1.45 
is qualified to enable what is required. This is shown in Figure 6.5. At A =  1.45, the 
steady-state minima remains at a lower point.
In Figure 6.4, we show the local region of the Takens-Bogdanov point for A =  1.45 
along with the signs of the coefficients. Looking at picture b) in Figure 6.4, this time 
we find A t b  < 0, D t b  > 0 and M t b  < 0.
The remaining set of parameters makes an equal steady-state and Hopf minima pos­
sible for the reaction-diffusion system. For this, A =  1.36688077. Applying the 
parameter values to the cubic expression and plotting in terms of the wavelength L 
gets illustrated by Figure 6.5 a) and the magnified version of this shown in Figure 6.5
b), where we can easily make out the operator signs of the cubic coefficients, namely, 
Dtb > 0, Mtb < 0 and again we have Atb < 0.
For the last two data sets, it was observed that they have the same signs in their 
cubic coefficients. This lies in the “I-” region which has the theoretical behaviour of 
solutions arising from bifurcations, illustrated by Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.2: The cubic coefficients of the Hopf bifurcation as a function of the wave­
length L, when A = 0.9.
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Figure 6.3: Picture a) The cubic coefficients of the Hopf bifurcation as a function 
of the wavelength L, when A = 2.5. Picture b) shows the Takens-Bogdanov point 
for A = 1.45 where the dynamics are dominated by steady-state and Hopf onset of 
wavelength L.
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6.4 Numerical Results
Being equipped with the expectation of how the solutions behave in the locality of 
a Takens-Bogdanov point for three cases, we present the results of the numerical 
solutions which was undertaken using MATLAB. To simulate the reaction-diffusion 
model (3.1.1) we used a spectral method: the Crank-Nicolson scheme for simulating 
the linear terms and a pseudo-spectral method for simulating the nonlinear terms. An 
in depth account of this scheme is given in Trefethen (2001). The numerical method 
used in this chapter saves a considerable amount of computing time, compared with 
the computing time taken to numerically integrate (3.1.1) using finite differences 
method as used for work in earlier chapters.
On taking a set of the three parameter values on offer for numerical investigation, L 
and a  were varied to investigate the local behaviour of the equations at a Takens- 
Bogdanov point. For each bifurcation set, seven unique initial conditions were used 
when numerically integrating the equations. This was to help find regions where 
multiple solutions exist as shown by the bifurcation diagrams of Dangelmayr and 
Knobloch (1987). The initial conditions used were: 0.1(cos(A:a;) -f 1), 0.1(sin(A:a;) H-
1), 0.1(cos(A:a:) +  sm{kx) -f 2), standing wave data, travelling wave data, Turing
instability data and 0.1(rand(x)), where rand(x) is the built in MATLAB random 
number generator. The plots of the initial conditions used is illustrated in Figure 6.7.
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0.2
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d) f(x) = Standing Wave data
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f) f(x) = Turing Instability data
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Figure 6.7: Plot of the various initial conditions used as a function of the real number 
space X.
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The methodology of the numerical investigation was kept steadfast for all three sets 
of parameter values. Throughout the numerical application, 32 spectral components 
was chosen. Due to the use of seven different initial conditions, there was a lot of 
numerical integration to be undertaken. To ensure the task was completed over a 
reasonable period of time, it was judged that 32 spectral components was to be used. 
The greater the number of spectral components used, the longer the numerical inte­
gration took, yet care was used to malce sure that 32 spectral components brought 
clear results. The code was run for a computational time of 6000 to enable the tran­
sients in the system to completely die out, and the numerical solution was saved every 
computational time of 0.15. The timestep, dt was dependent on the number of spec­
tral components, served by the letter N, and the wavelength L, such that dt = 
where h = Thus the greater the number of spectral components used, the smaller 
the timestep. The saved spectral data was used to provide the pictorial history of the 
solutions. The bifurcation set is presented in the L, a  plane, where a is the chosen 
bifurcation parameter of the predator-prey model (3.1.1) and L is the wavelength of 
the numerical solution.
We found four different types of solutions during the process of numerically solv­
ing (3.1.1) for the three data sets and its seven initial conditions. The four types 
of solutions found were the trivial steady-state, a Turing instability of wavelength 
L, standing waves and travelling waves. Illustrations of these solutions are given in 
Figures 6.8-6.11. For Figure 6.8 and all the following examples, the results of the 
numerical integration is laid out using six pictures. In the figures, picture a) shows 
the temporal evolution of u{x,t) and v{x^t) for a fixed value of x. Time is shown on 
the horizontal axis and the values of of u{x,t) and v{x,t) are shown on the vertical 
axis. Picture b) is a snapshot of the spatial behaviour of u and v at the final time 
run of the numerical integration, so that the stable behaviour of the solution can be 
captured and the transient effects are no longer in force. The value of x is represented 
by the horizontal axis and the vertical axis marks u{x^t) and v{x^t). Pictures c) and 
d) are contour plots, with the horizontal axis measuring space and the vertical axis
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measuring time. Picture c) is the contour plot of the population density of u(x, t) 
and picture d) is the contour of the population of v{x,t). The remaining pictures, 
those of e) and f) are showing the three dimensional plot with the population density 
on the vertical axis and time and space on the horizontal axis. Picture e) shows the 
plot for u{x,t) and picture f) shows the plot for v{x,t).
Figure 6.8 shows an example of the trivial solution. Figure 6.9 shows an example 
of a steady non-trivial solution that occurs as a result of the Turing bifurcation. Fig­
ure 6.10 shows an example of a standing wave. Note that in picture b) the spatial 
variation of the standing wave is small as at this time the solution is close to a nodal 
point of the solution. In Figure 6.11 we show an example of the travelling wave. 
Note that as expected in predator-prey models, at any particular point in space the 
maximum in the prey population occurs slightly before the maximum in the predator 
population.
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Figure 6.8: The numerical solution for a =  1, b =  0.47, f3 =  10 and A =  0.9 for
L  =  5.8 and a  =  18. This is an example of the trivial solution. The travelling wave
initial condition was used for this example.
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Figure 6.9: The numerical solution for a =  1, b =  0.47, /3 =  10 and A =  1.45, for
L  =  5.7 and a  =  24.3. This is an example of a one periodic stable Turing solution.
The standing wave initial condition was used.
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Figure 6.10: The numerical solution for a =  1, h =  0.47, (5 =  10 and A =
1.36688077, for L  =  5.85 and a  =  22.9. This is an example of a standing wave
solution. The random initial condition was used.
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Figure 6.11: The numerical solution for a =  1, b =  0.47, /? =  10 and A =  0.9, for
L  =  6.2 and a  =  18.6. This is an example of a travelling wave solution. The initial
condition was used was 0.1(cos(A:a:) -t- s in(kx)  +  2).
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The results from the numerical integration were plotted onto the bifurcation set of L 
and a. We can see that the local solution behaviour is sensitive to initial condition 
used for numerical integration.
In Figure 6.12 we show the results for the lower Hopf minima. This suggests that 
the Turing bifurcation is supercritical, as is consistent with 7^2 < 0, in other words 
A tb  < O' Also the Hopf bifurcation is supercritical with standing waves onsetting 
in a stable manner as is consistent with ^sw2 < 0 , 7(^3 < 0 and ~  > 0 .
There is a region of bistability of standing wave and travelling wave as is consistent 
with the local analysis of the Takens-Bogdanov point in Dangelmayr and Knobloch 
(1987) for Atb < 0, Mtb < 0, Dtb < 0 for regions IV~,  V ' ,  VI~,  V1I~  
and VIII~.  In each of regions IV~,  VI~ and VII~,  there are small regions
where only stable travelling waves are observed local to the Takens-Bogdanov bifur­
cation point. This region is very small and we would need to look at smaller intervals 
in L and a to see if such a region exists. Dangelmayr and Knobloch (1987) do not 
find any region where both Turing and travelling wave patterns exist. However, this 
region is far enough away that it may not be captured by the local analysis of the 
Takens-Bogdanov point.
In Figures 6.13 and 6.14 we show the bifurcation sets for the equal minima and 
lower steady-state respectively. Both these cases have 7^3 < 0 {Atb < 0), 'jsw^  < 
0 {Mtb < 0 ), and 'jtw2 > 0  {Dtb > 0 )-
The analysis of the Takens-Bogdanov point suggests that the only stable solutions 
in the neighbourhood of the trivial solutions are Turing patterns and the trivial so­
lution itself: as illustrated in Figure 6 .6  there is a large region where there are no 
stable solutions local to the Takens-Bogdanov point. At the Hopf bifurcation line the 
standing wave bifurcates supercritically (751^2 < 0) and the travelling wave bifurcate 
subcritically (7*^,3 > 0 ) and neither are stable local to the trivial solution.
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Consistent with the local analysis, the numerical integrations show that there is a 
wedge of stable Turing patterns emerging from the Takens-Bogdanov point. In the 
region where no stable solutions are predicted by the local analysis our numerical 
integrations show that travelling and standing waves coexist. Some of these exist 
for subcritical values, suggesting that the stable solutions are not local to the trivial 
solution (and the Takens-Bogdanov point) and so not captured by the local analysis: 
the numerical results suggest that at some point the unstable travelling wave branch 
bends over and stable travelling wave solutions are seen that are bistable with the 
trivial solution.
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Figure 6.12: The bifurcation set in the locality of a Takens-Bogdanov point, repre­
senting the behaviour seen in the system using a numerical scheme when there is a
lower Hopf minima for varying L  and a  (A =  0.9).
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Figure 6.13: The bifurcation set in the locality of a Takens-Bogdanov point, repre­
senting the behaviour seen in the system using a numerical scheme when there is an
equal steady-state and Hopf minima for varying L  and a  (A =  1.36688077).
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Figure 6.14: The bifurcation set in the locality of a Takens-Bogdanov point, repre­
senting the behaviour seen in the system using a numerical scheme when there is
lower steady-state minima for varying L  and a  {X =  1.45).
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6.5 Final Comments
There is scope for further work to be done on the analysis of the dynamics at the 
Takens-Bogdanov point. Numerical research into smaller bifurcation set local to the 
Takens-Bogdanov point than the region we have explored.
The 1:2 Hopf-Turing Mode Interaction
In this chapter we investigate the 1:2 Hopf-Turing mode dynamics that arise beyond 
the bifurcation boundary.
7.1 Preliminaries
We recall that the mode number is the integer k which is extracted from the wave­
length We usually expect to have only one mode number, say km, that makes the 
branching (bifurcation) from the trivial solution (the zero solution) at a certain value 
of the bifurcation parameter. A mode interaction in a dynamical system occurs when 
two bifurcations occur at the same value of the bifurcation parameter.
We focus on the interaction in the dynamics of a steady (Turing) bifurcation and 
a Hopf bifurcation where the solutions produced at the Hopf bifurcation have twice 
the wavelength of those produced at the steady bifurcation. This scenario is discussed 
to some extent in the papers of Hill and Stewart (1991), and Fujimura and Renardy 
(1995) which enhances the work published by Hill and Stewart (1991). It is from 
these publications that we take guidance to marry the theory and results from the 
numerical integration in this chapter.
Fujimura & Renardy^s paper “The 2 : 1 steady/Hopf mode interaction in the two- 
layer Bénard problem” (1995), tackles the Bénard problem in the case where two 
fluids fill the space between the two infinite horizontal plates. This experiment is an 
extension of the famous Bénard problem which analyses the effect of convection in
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a fluid, where the source of heat is two infinite horizontal plates which are parallel, 
where the fluid fills the space between the parallel plates.
Fujimura and Renardy (1995) derived the transformed normal form equations
Fi{zi  ^Z2, Zs, X) — 0, i = l,2 ,3,
Fi{zi, Z2 , 2:3, A) =  (ico +  6i)zi +  Pi2 {X)z2 Z3 +  jii{X)\zi\'^Zi +  712(A)12^2
+717(A)|^3|^^1,
F2 {Zi,Z2 i Z3, A) =  {iu +  61)^2 +  A 2(A)Zi%3 + 7ll(A) 1^2:21^-2^2 +  712(A) |ziI^%2
+7l7(A)|^3p'2:2,
•F3(21^) ■2^2)-2:3, A) =  62Z3 + A 3(A)2:i%2 + 73l(A)|2:3 |^ Z3 + 733(A)|Zl|^ %3
+733 (A) I % 1^ 2:3,
(7.1.1)
where /?i2, 711, 712, 7 i7, 733 are complex and /?33, 731 are real.
A thorough stability analysis of the basic solutions of the two fluid normal form 
equations was given. The basic solutions are the steady solution, left and right trav­
elling waves, and the standing waves. What follows is a summary of this analysis.
S teady  solution: z± =  Z2  =  0 and ^
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Introducing perturbations to the steady solution and linearising, led to the six 
eigenvalues A =  0, 2^2, — — €1-1-717 + A 2 ( ^ )  ^ t h e i r  complex
conjugates.
The solution is supercritical when €1 < 0 and eg < 0. It bifurcates from the 
trivial solution along the line eg =  0.
• Travelling wave: Z2 = ~  0 and Zi =  such that rl = and
T 2 ~  — w  —  7 ' j l m 7 i i -
Fujimura and Renardy (1995) chose to eliminate the time dependence from 
the travelling wave modes Z\ and zg, to get an autonomous system for their 
stability analysis. On perturbing this time independent system and linearising, 
they found the six eigenvalues for the travelling wave solution: A =  0 , 2ei, 
the roots of the quadratic eigenvalue equation h? -f- -f (733 — 711 -f 7 i2)rf)A -j- 
(712 -  7ii)7’i(/i3 +  733T'i) -  /?i2/533î"Î =  0, and the complex conjugates of the 
quadratic eigenvalue equation where a formula is required to solve for the real 
part of the complex conjugates.
Travelling waves bifurcate from the trivial solution along the line Ci =  0. When 
6i > 0 the travelling wave solution is subcritical and it is supercritical when e\ < 
0. In the case of the complex conjugate of the quadratic eigenvalue equation, for 
stability we need the inequality —Re6 — 4c} -f — 4c| j < 0 .
S tand ing  wave: Zz =  where Zz,  Vi and rg satisfy
2 _  —€i — ZgRe/ i^g —
 ^ Re(7ii -h 712)
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2^ =  - w  -  Zzlm(3i2 -  r ilm (7 ii 4- 712) -  Z llm ^ n ,  
T'l/^SS +  (2T iR e733  +  €2 ) ^ 3  +  731-^3 =  0 .
When Zz =  0, r =  Oi f c i  =  0, indicating that the standing wave bifur­
cates from the trivial solution. When ri =  0 , Z3 =  ±  ^,where ei =
:^R e7 i7 ±   ^Re/ i^g. This indicates that the standing wave also bifurcates
from the Turing (steady) solution.
The stability analysis for the standing wave solution required an autonomous 
system again. On transforming, linearising about the basic solution and per­
turbing the system this led to a decoupling to the Jacobian decoupled into even 
and odd modes. For the even modes there are three eigenvalues, 0 and the roots 
of the quadratic eigenvalue equation, -t- 6A -I- c =  0 where
h — 2riRe(7ii 4- 712) +  2731
c =  2Re(7 ii + 7 i2)rf ^2731^3 -
—2riRe(/?i2 4- 27i7Z3)(2Re733 4- Pzz),
where b and c are real. It is possible for a Hopf bifurcation of the even mode to 
exist if there exists an eigenvalue K — ip where p is real, the even mode Hopf 
would exist where 6 =  0 and c > 0. There is the stability of standing wave 
solution when 6 > 0 and c > 0 .
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We have three eigenvalues for the odd mode which are 0 and the roots of 
•+■ 6A -f c =  0 where
b = - ^ - 4 Z 3 R e A 2  + 24Re(7„-7i2),
c =  Re (711 — 712) +  2ri/?33Re/?i2 — 4 .^3riRe/?i2Re(7 n — 712)^3
—4 Z 3 r i I m ( 7 i i  — 712) +  4 Z | | / 3 i 2 p  +  4 r i 2 ' 3 l m /? i 2 l m 7 3 3 ,  
where b and c are real. Hopf bifurcation of the odd mode is also a possibility.
Fujimura and Renardy (1995) calculated the coefficients of the normal form (7.1.1) 
for the two fluid problem. They gave numerical values to the seven coefficients of 
the transformed normal form system of equations. Specifically, they found for the 
critical situation
(5i2 = 1.569170 X 10“  ^-  8.405330 x 10“ i^,
712 =  8.09320 X 10"® -h 5.7779 x 10“ '^ i,
717 =  -3.230 X 10~® -  2.7004 x 10~%
7 1 1  =  -1.53292 X 10-^ -  2.92228 x lO'^i,
/%3 =  -8.780199 X lQ -\
731 =  -1.101 X 10-^
7 3 3  =  3.9367 X IQ-^w -I- 7.59524 x lO'^i.
Consequently, from their numerical integration of the normal form they discovered 
that the three set of solutions arose as expected, and found a new “steady” solution.
This solution was found through a bifurcation from a standing wave solution. This
additional solution was described as an asym m etric mixed mode solution  by 
Fujimura and Renardy (1995). This solution arose where \zi\ jzgl and \ziZ2 Zz\ 7^  0. 
On a 3-torus, the solution to the asymmetric mixed mode is zi = Zg =
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and zz =  where ri ^  r2-
Fujimura and Renardy (1995) also relate their work to the earlier work of Hill 
and Stewart (1991). Hill and Stewart (1991) considered Hopf/steady-state mode 
interactions with 0(2) symmetry. As we have used periodic boundary conditions, 
the nonlocal reaction-diffusion system have 0 (2 ) symmetry. Specifically they con­
sider the interaction of a steady mode u(x,t) ~  zo(t)e^^  ^ with modes u(x,t) =
Hill and Stewart (1991) laid out the general case for Hopf/steady-state mode inter­
actions for arbitrary mode numbers I and m. We consider Hopf/steady-state mode 
interactions when I = 2 and m =  1. This case is noted by Hill and Stewart (1991) 
to be an interesting form of mode interaction, but they do not consider it in detail. 
They claim that standing wave solutions are no longer a primary bifurcation at the 
2 : 1 Hopf/steady-state mode interaction point in a nonlinear system.
For the general case, they find all the isotropy subgroup and the isotropy lattice. 
These are given for the case that I is even in Table 7.1 and Figure 7.1 respectively. 
In our case, m — 1 and I = 2 so that the lattice reduces to that shown in Figure 7.2 .
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No. Isotropy subgroup E Fix(E) dim Fix(S)
0 0(2) X { ( 0 ,0 ,0 ) } 0
1 Z'^ K X X {(a;, 0,0) : a; e  R} 1
2 S (l, —m) { ( 0 ,2 1 ,0 ) } 2
3 y  ^(7r/m,x) { (0 , 2 i ,Z i ) } 2
4 Z ” X {(rr, zi, zi) : æ G R} 3
5 j^(«,7r) y  _2'(7r,m7r) {(a:, %!, —Zi) : x G R} 3
6 2^ {27rfl,—2mnll) { ( 2 o ,2 i ,0 ) } 4
7 _^ (7r/7Ti,7r) {(0,Zi,%2)} 4
8 ^(7T,m7r) 6
Table 7.1: The isotropy data for 0(2) x when I is even. Type 3 and 4 coincide 
when m =  1 so the fixed point space is then that listed for type 4. Type 5 occurs 
when I is not divisible by 4. Type 6 occurs when I > 2, m 7  ^ 1. Types 7 and 8 coincide 
when m =  1 and the fixed point subspace is C .^
0(2) X (type 0)
X x S ^ x  (type 1) X (type 3) 5(1, -m ) (type 2)
(type 7) (typg 6)2K X (type 4)
Figure 7.1: The isotropy lattice when I is even
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0(2) X  (type 0)
5 (1 ,—1) (type 2)
(type 1)
X (type 5)X (type 4)
Figure 7.2: The reduced isotropy lattice when I =  2 and m =  1.
In the terminology of Fujimura and Renardy (1995), the type 0 solution is the trivial 
solution; type 2 is the travelling wave; type 4 and 5 are standing wave solutions.
It is deduced from the isotropy table for general values of I, when I is even, given 
in Figure 7.1 that the Hopf/Turing bifurcation produces a steady non trivial solu­
tion and two oscillatory solution branches, one of standing wave and one of travelling 
wave. However, at the interaction point of Turing and Hopf modes, when I =  2, 
m =  1, standing wave solution branches no longer occur as a primary bifurcation, 
this is shown in Figure 7.2. As confirmed by Fujimura and Renardy (1995), they 
predict that a tertiary Hopf bifurcation can occur on the standing wave branch. This 
is consistent with the findings of Fujimura and Renardy (1995).
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7.2 Determining the Wavenumber for the 2:1 In­
teraction
We now turn to consider the 2:1 mode interaction point in the dynamical system
(3.1.1). Recall from linear stability analysis, the steady-state bifurcation occurs when
_  o/OL I T)(A^  +  fc^ ) A^((H-/3(26—1))-i-a(l — 6)(H-/56)) -I  ^ I p
and the Hopf bifurcation when
where the Hopf bifurcation is only possible if the wavenumber, A:, satisfies a6(l — 
6)(H-/)6)>A;^
We start the treatment of the 1 : 2 mode interaction by first finding parameter 
values where the 1 : 2 Turing-Hopf point occurs. First, we chose a set of numbers 
that produced an equal steady-state and Hopf minima in the bifurcation parameter 
space.
Suitable parameter values for the equal steady-state and Hopf minimas are a = 
1, 6 =  0.47, D =  1, A =  1.36688077 and /? =  10, as illustrated in Figure 7.3.
However, the ratio of Ls and Ljy, is 2.27396809. We need to bring this ratio closer 
to 2, thereby ensuring a 1 : 2 mode interaction will develop between the regions of the 
steady-state and Hopf bifurcations in the reaction-diffusion system. We chose to vary 
D and A. After some time was spent using a computational resource, MAPLE, the 
following parameters were established: a =  1, b — 0.47, D = 2.2092354, A = 
1.945593425 and P =  10.
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Figure 7.3: The bifurcation region for a =  1,6 = 0.47, D =  1,A = 1.36688077 and 
= 10. Ls = 4.35747596 and Lh = 9.70582805.
Determining the minimum point of the steady-state and Hopf regions in the bifurca­
tion plane, by finding and and setting them to 0 would lead us to solve 
an equation of order 3. Finding roots in equations of order 3 is a complicated task, 
though we are aided by Namias (1985) whose paper showed that the task of deriving 
roots of a cubic polynomial can be performed in a simple manner. Of the three roots, 
we have two complex roots and one real root, in which case the decision of which of 
the three roots to take becomes straightforward. The complex roots are ignored and 
thus we take the real root.
The real roots are assigned to and aHm to establish their regions and thus we had 
the equation where the parameters a, 6, and /5 fixed and for each D
we found a value of A by solving =  aHm tor A using the computational resource. 
Armed with the whole set of parameters a, 6, (3, D, and A, which illustrated the
region, the minimum point of both equations was found. From the information we
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have about the minimum points, which was expressed in terms of a  and the wavenum­
ber, k, we extracted the pair of wavenumbers, found their wavelengths and divided 
the wavelengths to discover the ratio between them. This process was repeated to 
get a set of values that made a 1 : 2 mode interaction arise in the reaction-diffusion 
system.
Armed with the set of numbers, the steady-state and Hopf curves make the bifurca­
tion region appear as shown in Figure 7.4. For ^  we get 2.00000008 (rounded to
steady-state 
wavelength L
— — Hopf wavelength L
^  Takens-Bogdanov poin
min 40
min
0 5 10 15 20L.L
Figure 7.4: The bifurcation region for a = 1,5 = 0.47, D = 2.2092354, A 
1.945593425 and /3 = 10. L, =  4.57809441 and Lh = 9.15618918.
eight decimal places). The bifurcation region for bifurcations in a box of size L with 
periodic boundary conditions is shown in Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.5: Bifurcation set showing Hopf and Turing bifurcations of varying wave­
lengths with for a =  1,5 = 0.47, D = 2.2092354, A =  1.945593425 and = 10.
7.3 Numerical Investigations
The reaction-diffusion model was brought to life with the help of spectral methods, 
the principal tool for numerical integration which was carried out for work for the 
presented research in this chapter. We applied the same spectral method that was 
used to carry out the numerical integration in Chapter 6.
With the chosen fixed parameter values, we varied L and a to investigate the lo­
cal behaviour of the reaction-diffusion system, when there is a 1 : 2 mode interaction 
taking place in the system. The local region which is the focus of our investigation is 
illustrated in Figure 7.6. A consistent working practice was applied when conducting
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Figure 7.6: The local 1 : 2 bifurcation region for numerical investigation from the 
numbers a = l,b  = 0.47, D = 2.2092354, A =  1.945593425 and (5 = 10.
the numerical investigations. The pseudo-spectral method used with 64 spectral com­
ponents. A time step of Ç  was used where h = where N  represents the number 
of modes. The code was run for a time of 3000 and the data was saved every 0.15 of 
computational time.
The number of spectral components had an influence on how the code performed. 
Using a low number of spectral components would yield a weak spatial illustration of 
the solution for that particular parameter. Running the code using a very large num­
ber of spectral components, say 256 spectral components for example, would result in 
the code taking a very long time to complete and when the results were plotted, the 
graphical illustrations of the solution would look no different to the illustrations of 
the solution when the code has been run with 64 spectral components, whilst keeping 
the other parameters the same. As a result a compromise was found where 64 spec­
tral components was used, to flt the time constraints and it yielded good graphical 
illustrations of the solutions. It must be noted that the time performance for using
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the built in fast Fourier transform function in MATLAB depends on the number of 
spectral components. MATLAB’s fast Fourier transform function is fastest when the 
number of spectral components used are in powers of two. It is almost as fast for 
spectral components that have small prime factors.
When computing in the 1 : 2 mode region, we kicked off the numerical integration at 
a chosen wavelength, with the bifurcation parameter, a, being 40.5. This value for 
the bifurcation parameter has the convenience of being in the stable region for the 
trivial solution for all wavelength values, from L = 8 to L =  10.4, as shown in Figure 
7.6. From the starting value of o; =  40.5, this parameter was increased in increments 
of 0.5 keeping the wavelength fixed as we ran the code. The initial conditions for 
u and V  was a cosine function with a wavelength L where it’s amplitude has been 
reduced to a tenth of its size and a spatial shift of 0.1, in mathematical terms the 
initial condition for u and v was 0.1 (cos kx
If, after running the code for a computational time of 3000, it was not clear that 
the solution has converged to a stable onset, the code was run for a longer period 
of time to discover whether the solution eventually converged to a stable onset or not.
We first seek to establish the existence of the spatially and temporally non-trivial 
steady-state solution. This helps to validate the consistency and accuracy of the 
code. By looking at Figure 7.6, we can see that by selecting L and a to be in the 
region below the Hopf curve and choosing u and v to be sufficiently close to the trivial 
solution, we should see a convergence onto the non-trivial steady-state.
In choosing a to take the values 40.5, 41, and 41.5, enabling the wavelength L take 
on values between 8.1 and 10.3 in the local 1 : 2 region, we did indeed find the trivial 
steady-state as shown in Figure 7.7. In the example shown, we have chosen a = 40.5 
and L — 9.
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For Figure 7.7 and all the following examples the results of the numerical integra­
tion is laid out in six ways. In the Figures, picture a) shows the temporal evolution 
of u{x,t) and v{x^t) for a fixed value of x. For Figure 7.7 a value of 4.5 was used 
for X.  This value was arbitrarily chosen as we expect the trivial steady solution to 
arise - such temporal behaviour is invariable, no matter what value of x is used. For 
subsequent plots, care was chosen as to the value of x  that was chosen, as it was 
important to capture and illustrate the temporal behaviour of a particular solution 
so that it can help us determine, with some confidence, as to what the stable solution 
is. Time is shown on the horizontal axis and the values of of u{x,t) and v{x,t) are 
shown on the vertical axis. Picture b) is a snapshot of the spatial behaviour of u and 
V at the final time run of the numerical integration, so that the stable behaviour of 
the solution can be captured and the transient effects are no longer in force. The 
value of X is represented by the horizontal axis and the vertical axis marks u{x,t) 
and v{x,t). Pictures c) and d) are contour plots, with the horizontal axis measuring 
space and the vertical axis measuring time. Picture c) is the contour plot of the 
population density of u{x, t) and picture d) is the contour of the population oîv{x,t). 
The remaining pictures, those of e) and f) are showing the three dimensional plot 
with the population density on the vertical axis and time and space on the horizontal 
axis. Picture e) shows the plot for n(æ, t) and picture f) shows the plot for v{x^ t).
Above the Hopf bifurcation curve many different types of solutions were found. These 
are summarised in Figure 7.8 and each different type of solution is illustrated and 
discussed in detail. In Figure 7.8 the points when the trivial steady-state solutions 
were found are marked with a cyan coloured upside down triangle.
Close to the Hopf bifurcation line we find standing waves. In the 1 : 2 mode in­
teraction diagram, Figure 7.8, the standing wave solutions are marked as a green 
circle. Figure 7.9 shows a typical example of a standing wave solution. The nodes 
keep their place fixed in space as time passes and in the space between the nodes 
oscillations are observed. Note that these have a spatial wavelength of L, These solu­
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tions occur solely for one value of the bifurcation parameter (a =  42) and at various 
values of L, namely L ~  8.1, L =  10, L = 10.15, and L = 10.3.
Remaining on the subject of waves, on observing Figure 7.10 we can see that we 
have a travelling wave solution. Such an occurrence when conducting the numer­
ical calculations proved to be a very rare event. Only two observations of travel­
ling wave solutions was recorded in the local region, at L =  8.1, a — 42.5, and 
L = 8.3, a — 42. Travelling wave solutions in the 1 : 2 mode resonance region are 
marked by a blue circle in Figure 7.8.
Contrary to the number of travelling waves observed, an abundance of Turing insta­
bilities was observed. The Turing instabilities are marked in Figure 7.8 by a yellow 
square. As the wavelength L  was increased from 8.1, the larger the region of Turing 
instabilities at that particular wavelength, L, For example, it was observed that for 
L = 8.5, Turing instabilities developed between a  =  42 and a = 45. Keeping the 
wavelength at L — 9.8, whilst varying a, Turing instabilities occur between a = 42.5 
and a  =  51. Figure 7.11 shows an example of a Turing instability that was observed 
in the numerical integration. We can see the spatial wave has a wavelength of L 2 ’
where the spatial wave remains unchanged as time passes, which thus implies a Tur­
ing solution.
A small number of a particular solution, shown in Figure 7.12 arose which exhib­
ited interesting behaviour. We call this a “close to heteroclinic behaviour between 
two states of Turing instability”. The solution is switching between two Turing in­
stabilities. The solution switches regularly from one state of Turing instabihty to 
another for various values of L  and a. It is noted that the occurrences of this par­
ticular solution occurs close to the steady-state and Hopf curves, in fact they arise 
just above the steady-state curve. We can see this in Figure 7.8, where the “close to 
heteroclinic behaviour between two states of Turing instability” solutions are marked 
by a magenta coloured square. Heteroclinic cycles exist in a variety of systems. A
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comprehensive study of heteroclinic cycles is given by Lloyd et al. (2005), they showed 
the existence of heteroclinic cycles in the one dimensional complex Ginzburg-Landau 
equation.
Solutions that arise as a result of secondary bifurcations are yet another form of 
solutions that the numerical investigations achieved. In this case, we see the result 
of secondary Hopf bifurcations of the Turing solution. Figure 7.13 shows this where 
the steady-state of period ^ has become oscillatory. We can see that there are two 
oscillations working simultaneously when examining pictures c), d), e) and f) in Fig­
ure 7.13. In three dimensions secondary Hopf bifurcations can be characterised by 
“humps”. We see these “humps” in the three dimensional plot of u, namely picture 
e), and also in the three dimensional plot of v, picture f), as they are shown in Figure 
7.13. Looking at the “map” of the local region. Figure 7.8, we can see that all the 
instances of secondary Hopf bifurcations occurred to the left of the minimas of the 
steady-state and Hopf curves - in the area between the wavelengths L =  8.1 and 
L =  9. The secondary Hopf bifurcations are illustrated by a cyan coloured square in 
Figure 7.8.
Another instance of interesting behaviour was observed. We decided that this be­
haviour should be called “close to heteroclinic behaviour between secondary Hopf 
states”. Occurrences of this behaviour in the local region is marked by a magenta 
coloured upside down triangle in Figure 7.8. Figure 7.14 shows an example of a so­
lution that has “close to heteroclinic behaviour between two secondary Hopf states”. 
We can see the temporal periodic shifts between two temporal and spatial oscillations. 
As was observed with secondary Hopf bifurcations, all instances of “close to hetero­
clinic behaviour between two secondary Hopf states” occur between the wavelengths 
L = 8.1 and L = 9. Figure 7.8 shows this.
The temporal behaviour of the solution illustrated in Figure 7.15 is regular, but 
complicated. By looking at the three dimensional plot in Figure 7.15, we can see that
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there is a regular change to the spatial behaviour of this solution. There is a spa­
tially uniform state which temporally oscillates for a short period and then we see a 
periodic wave manifesting in the spatial landscape, which faces temporal oscillations 
for a short period of time then the spatially periodic wave decays out to produce a 
spatially uniform state. The spatial behavior of a uniform state which turns into a 
periodic wave, which then decays out to a spatially uniform state and then manifests 
to a periodic wave, is repeated periodically as time goes on. We can say that what 
we see looks like robust heteroclinic cycles alternating between the spatially uniform 
state and the periodic wave as time passes. We call this solution “mix of waves” 
to reflect the spatial behaviour seen. Occurrences of “mix of waves” solution in the 
local region is marked by a red square in Figure 7.8. The mix of waves occur on both 
sides of the steady-state and Hopf minima in the local 1 : 2 mode region, though 
they are more frequently seen to the left to the minimas side in the region, where the 
wavelength L  is between 8.1 and 8.8 . They occur away from the extreme locality of 
the steady-state and Hopf curves.
A mix of wave solution which is similar to that seen in Figure 7.15, but with some 
slight differences in spatial behaviour was discovered. We call this mix of waves type 
A. This is marked by an black upside down triangle in Figure 7.8. Figure 7.16 shows 
this. A version of this mix of waves type A solution was found, which exhibited more 
complicated spatial behaviour to that seen in the mix of waves type A solution. We 
see this in Figure 7.17. It is marked by a red star in the local region. Another class 
of mix of wave solution is shown in Figure 7.18. This is marked by a black circle in 
the local region. Examining Figure 7.18 indicates chaotic heteroclinic cycles. This 
chaotic dynamical behaviour is covered in a paper by Ashwin et al. (2002).
Another instance of spatial change to a solution occurred. In this case we see os­
cillatory solutions whose spatial period is double that of the steady solution. This 
solution is close to those that arise from the secondary Hopf bifurcation of the Turing 
bifurcation; there comes a point when the spatial periodicity changes, leading from a
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spatial periodicity of ^ to a spatial periodicity of L, a period doubling. Figure 7.19 
reveals this fashion of spatial period doubling. This is marked by a green square in 
Figure 7.8.
Temporal chaotic behavior was seen in three forms. We see this in the case of “mix 
of waves” solution, where there are a few cases of temporally chaotic behaviour. An 
example of this irregular action is shown in Figure 7.20: see the blue squares in Figure 
7.8 to discover where they occur in the local region. For the second case of chaotic 
behaviour, we see chaotic temporal behaviour present in the secondary Hopf bifurcar- 
tion, shown by a red circle in Figure 7.8. This is seen in Figure 7.21.
Finally, a unique solution arises in the local 1 : 2 region. This is a tertiary Hopf 
bifurcation, see Figure 7.22. Looking at the temporal behaviour for this set of pa­
rameters, we can see the onset for the tertiary Hopf bifurcation at t  «  1800. We 
can see that the simultaneous oscillating temporal behaviour is “enveloped” by an 
oscillation. This bifurcation is marked by a blue upside down triangle.
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Figure 7.7: The results of the numerical calculation when there is a 1 : 2 mode 
interaction for a = 40.5 and L =  9. A spatio-temporal steady-state. The position of 
the spatio-temporal steady-state solutions are shown in Figure 7.8 by an upside down 
cyan triangle.
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on wavelength L and the bifurcation parameter a.
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Figure 7.9: The results of the numerical calculation when there is a 1 : 2 mode
interaction for a  =  42 and L =  8.1. A standing wave. The position of the standing
wave solutions are shown in Figure 7.8 by a green circle.
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Figure 7.10: The results of the numerical calculation when there is a 1 : 2 mode
interaction for a  =  42.5 and L =  8.1. A travelling wave. The position of the
travelling wave solutions are shown in Figure 7.8 by a blue circle.
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Figure 7.11: The results of the numerical calculation when there is a 1 : 2 mode
interaction for a  =  50.5 and L  =  9.8. A Turing solution. The position of the Turing
solutions are shown in Figure 7.8 by a yellow square.
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Figure 7.12: The results of the numerical calculation when there is a 1 : 2 mode 
interaction for a. = A2 and L = 9.15. A close to heteroclinic Turing solution. The 
position of the close to heteroclinic Turing solutions are shown in Figure 7.8 by a 
magenta square.
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Figure 7.13: The results of the numerical calculation when there is a 1 : 2 mode 
interaction for a  = 49 and L = 9. Solution arising from secondary Hopf bifurcation of 
Turing solution. The position of the solutions arising from secondary Hopf bifurcation 
of Turing solution are shown in Figure 7.8 by a cyan square.
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Figure 7.14: The results of the numerical calculation when there is a 1 : 2 mode 
interaction for a  = 46 and L = 8.5. A close to heteroclinic between secondary Hopf 
states. The position of close to heteroclinic between secondary Hopf states are shown 
in Figure 7.8 by a magenta upside down triangle.
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Figure 7.15: The results of the numerical calculation when there is a 1 : 2 mode
interaction for a  =  52 and L =  8.1. A mix of waves. The position of mix of waves
solutions are shown in Figure 7.8 by a red square.
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Figure 7.16: The results of the numerical calculation when there is a 1 : 2 mode
interaction for a  =  47.5 and L =  8.1. Mix of waves type A. The position of mix of
waves type A solutions are shown in Figure 7.8 by an upside down black triangle.
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Figure 7.17: The results of the numerical calculation when there is a 1 : 2 mode
interaction for a  =  52 and L  =  8.65. The mix of waves type B. The position period
doubling of the mix of waves type B are shown in Figure 7.8 by a red star.
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Figure 7.18: The results of the numerical calculation when there is a 1 : 2 mode
interaction for a  =  50 and L  =  8.65. Mix of waves type C. The position of mix of
waves type C solutions are shown in Figure 7.8 by a black circle.
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Figure 7.19: The results of the numerical calculation when there is a 1 : 2 mode 
interaction for a = 47.5 and L = 9. A  period doubling secondary Hopf bifurcation. 
The position of period doubling secondary Hopf bifurcations are shown in Figure 7.8 
by a green square.
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Figure 7.20: The results of the numerical calculation when there is a 1 : 2 mode
interaction for a; =  52 and L  =  9. A  chaotic mix of waves. The position of chaotic
mix of waves solutions are shown in Figure 7.8 by a blue square.
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Figure 7.21: The results of the numerical calculation when there is a 1 : 2 mode 
interaction for a = 50.5 and L = 9. A chaotic period doubling secondary Hopf 
bifurcation. The position of chaotic period doubling secondary Hopf bifurcations are 
shown in Figure 7.8 by a red circle.
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Figure 7.22: The results of the numerical calculation when there is a 1 : 2 mode
interaction for a  =  42.5 and L  =  10.3. A tertiary Hopf bifurcation. The position of
tertiary Hopf bifurcation is shown in Figure 7.8 by a blue upside down triangle.
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7.4 Further Comments
It has been fascinating and exciting to uncover interesting nonlinear behaviour. More 
research is needed to connect the nonlinear phenomena observed from the numerical 
integration with the theory.
Conclusions and Further Work
This thesis has examined the patterns in one spatial dimension, arising from solu­
tions of two predator-prey reaction diffusion systems, uniting theoretical and applied 
results. The modified model was considered for the bulk of this study.
We have presented a review of previously published work in Chapter 1, giving an 
overview of population models and work established in the field of nonlinear mathe­
matics.
We then proceeded, in Chapter 2, by re-establishing Gourley and Britton (1996) 
linear analysis to the predator-prey reaction diffusion model. We then introduced 
numerical calibration to establish the bifurcation curves of the predator prey reaction 
diffusion system. Numerical integration of the equations was performed. The results 
were not encouraging; we discovered the occurence of singularities in the model when 
numerical investigations was conducted. The singularities arose due to flaws in the 
model; an absence of a limiting/dampening factor was identified. However, we noted 
that Britton (1990) had amended this flaw to produce a modified model in the case 
of a single population and we chose to incorporate similar terms to create a new 
predator-prey model.
Further work from this part of the study would include examining why the singu­
larities occur in the system and calibrating the model to empirical data.
Chapter 3 introduced the developed version of the predator-prey reaction diffusion
231
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system which ironed out the flaw in the model that was discovered in Chapter 2. Lin­
ear analysis was performed and an initial numerical investigation carried out. The 
numerical calculations for this model appeared to be very encouraging, tying up with 
the linear analysis very well.
It was noted that in bringing the model to life with parameter values, we took the 
diffusion parameter, D to be 1. Usually as is the case with many reaction-diffusion 
models, if the diffusion ratio is 1, there is no chance of Turing bifurcations occur- 
ing. However, the non-local term w has a diffusion term and it thus has an impact 
on the prey component, u. As u has the non-local term w, that affects the rate of 
diffusion as it has two diffusion terms giving the chance of Turing bifurcations to arise.
Chapter 4 develops the results of Chapter 3 by applying weakly nonlinear analy­
sis to the model in the case of bifurcations to a steady solution. The results were 
encouraging as it was found that supercritical bifurcations were predicted for those 
values tested; which links up neatly with the results of numerical integration pre­
sented in Chapter 3.
Chapter 5 carried out the wealdy nonlinear analysis of the Hopf bifurcation. Due 
to the complex nature of the work. Chapter 5 saw a lot of mathematical language, 
unifying standing wave and travelling wave dynamics. A successful marriage of the 
theoretical and computational work was forthcoming; though attention had to be 
heeded .
In Chapter 6 the region where both Hopf and Turing bifurcations meet at a Takens- 
Bogdanov point was carried out. This Chapter introduced a change of method used 
for the computational calculation. The computational calculation method used was 
superior to that used in Chapter 3, it speeded up the computational procedure which 
enabled more numerical calculations to be carried out. The numerical results were 
linked to existing theory and to the weakly nonlinear calculations of Chapters 4 and 5.
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In Chapter 7, our attention was brought to the interaction of Hopf and Turing dy­
namics in the model. The results show many interesting dynamical patterns.
We note that although some work has been carried out previously on the dynam­
ics of a nonlinear system in the locality of a Takens-Bogdanov point and when there 
exists a 1:2 mode interaction, there remains many unanswered questions. Some the­
oretical work on heteroclinic cycles in mode interactions exists, see Melbourne et al. 
(1989), but not for the 2 : 1 case of interest here.
For further work, we suggest investigating the model in 2 spatial dimensions to dis­
cover the patterns that could occur from the stable bifurcations. Calibrating the 
predator-prey reaction diffusion system to empirical data to examine the accuracy is 
an option of further study as well. More research is needed in investigating the what 
effect of the Takens-Bogdanov bifurcation has on the dynamical system, concentrat­
ing smaller regions than the region that was covered. Further investigation into the 
solutions that arose out of work presented in Chapter 7 is needed. Another form 
of further research would be to investigate the Turing/Hopf normal form near a 1:2 
resonance, seeking out the heteroclinic cycles.
Research has a dendritic structure. Throughout the compilation of this work many 
potential new areas of research has come to light, a selection of which are suggested 
as future work.
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